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Foreword

Byron Nicolaides / CEO, PeopleCert Group

   
When I launched PeopleCert’s language testing programme in 2015, my aim was to provide well-researched 

world class language tests developed in line with PeopleCert’s core values of quality, innovation, passion and 

integrity. Everything we do reflects our core values, and I am now proud to introduce this second volume in our 

research series ‘Certifying Quality in Assessment and Learning’ which brings together more of the important 

work we have done in this context. I encourage and support our team of experts in the development of their 

professional skills, and you will see many of the chapters in this volume are written by members of our team.

Progress in the development of the LanguageCert suite has evolved quickly ever since our acquisition of the 

City and Guilds Suite in 2015. We now offer a well-designed, reliable and valid set of exams that meets a wide 

range of stakeholder requirements. Our focus on continuous improvement, our attention to the real world 

needs of our users and our ability to innovate at speed means that we are constantly improving what we do 

and how we operate. When the pandemic significantly disrupted international assessment for example, we 

were able to move most of our assessment on-line very quickly using our own proprietary on-line proctoring 

(OLP) system. This allowed those who work with us a largely uninterrupted service. Two chapters in this vol-

ume focus on aspects of OLP delivery looking at perceptions and equivalence with conventional delivery.

With the development of the LanguageCert Test of English (LTE) we have focused on providing an adaptive 

and linear testing system in all 4 language skills. The system is easy to use and measures across all CEFR levels. 

PeopleCert is a leading global provider of business and IT qualifications with over 50,000 corporates, numer-

ous governments and half a million individuals using our qualifications every year. LTE is designed to service 

the English language assessment requirements of PeopleCert’s business and IT customers and the world of 

work in general. Two chapters in this volume explore the stability of the item banks that feed LTE as well as 

other LanguageCert tests. Quality and consistency of measurement are vital aspects of any assessment sys-

tem and are key features or our approach.

The LanguageCert IESOL suite of level-based exams, ranging from CEFR level pre-A1 to C2, has evolved from 

the examinations we acquired from City and Guilds and are being used in an education context by schools in 

many countries to provide meaningful learning attainment targets for learners in a curriculum-oriented con-

text. However, variants of these exams are also being used by the UK Home Office for visas and immigration 

(UKVI) as well as for international study purposes in a secure English language testing (SELT) context. Research 

into the stability and reliability of these SELT exams is reported in this volume. It is this research which lays the 

foundations for one of the key LanguageCert innovations in 2022-3 – the launch of LanguageCert Academic 

and General exams in September 2022. Following consultation with users of our SELT system we recognized 

that some changes would be welcomed. As a result, we revised our IESOL B2 and C1 exams making them even 

more fit for purpose. This evolution is described in detail in chapter 1 - An Exercise in Evolution: Refocusing 

LanguageCert IESOL C1 to the Academic Context.



Volume 3 of our research is already underway, and I look forward to its publication in due 

course.

Finally, I would like to thank the contributors to this volume for their hard work and com-

mitment to LanguageCert. I would also like to thank the organisation’s staff and the greatly 

valued network of partners around the world who make the exam delivery possible.



Preface

Marios Molfetas / Chief Languages Officer and Series Editor    
 
 
LanguageCert is part of the PeopleCert group, a leading international assessment company. An inherent part 

of PeopleCert’s perspective on assessment involves research into its examinations, with a view to showing 

their robustness and validity, and making a contribution to the academic arena of assessment and learning.

PeopleCert was founded in 2000 and has since spearheaded a revolution in the testing and certification of 

professional skills, delivering millions of exams across 200 countries through state-of-the-art technology plat-

forms.

LanguageCert was founded in 2015, with language qualifications becoming part of the larger family in the 

certification of professional skills. Since its founding, LanguageCert has been administering its International 

English for Speakers of Other Languages (IESOL) set of examinations which it acquired from the UK City & 

Guilds examination body. LanguageCert has also developed a number of language qualifications – not only 

for English, but also for other languages. Whereas PeopleCert’s qualifications certify essential professional 

skills in the workplace, LanguageCert’s focus is on languages. Its certificates are internationally recognised, 

regulated and widely used in elementary and secondary schools as well as in the tertiary sector. They are also 

used extensively by the Home Office’s UK Visa and Immigration (UKVI) programme to certify the English of 

UK visa applicants.

The current volume is Volume 2 of a series that includes a range of papers produced by LanguageCert’s Re-

search Team. Volume 1 (Falvey and Coniam, 2022) contains chapters describing the certification of quality 

in assessment. One of LanguageCert’s missions is to produce tests of the highest quality and its research 

agendas are designed to support this mission. Readers will note the rigour of the statistical tools that have 

been developed and used in order to better analyse the data created in the administration of examinations in 

such areas as calibration, comparison and matching results to different assessment frameworks. These actions 

have contributed significantly to the provision and accumulation of research evidence about our examina-

tions. A significant contribution to this volume is Jones’ Chapter 1 which describes the evolution of two of the 

LanguageCert SELT examinations into a LanguageCert General and Academic offering. The chapter’s content 

is indicative of the care taken to employ the best research methodology and statistical tools in order to devel-

op and improve the quality of LanguageCert examinations.

Research into LanguageCert’s IESOL examinations and their relationship to the CEFR was carried out in 2018 

by the UK’s National Recognition Information Centre (UK NARIC), and followed up in 2019 by the Centre for 

Research in English Language Learning and Assessment (CRELLA) at the University of Bedfordshire. Since 

then, an in-house research programme has been established, headed by Professor David Coniam. This pro-

gramme builds on and extends – as a sequel to Volume 1 – some of our early research but the LanguageCert 



Research Team’s brief also extends to topics and issues that not only seek to validate the tests 

and their examiners but also reveal to stakeholders how the tests maintain a consistently high 

quality, embodying the best principles of high-stakes assessment. In addition, in order to en-

sure independent, external validation of its high-stake public examinations, the new, evolved 

LanguageCert Academic examination has been submitted to ECCTIS (Education Counseling 

and Credit Transfer Information Service) for validation purposes.

High stakes examinations have to be rigorously developed, trialled, piloted, analysed and con-

stantly improved because of the nature of their use. The language examinations that Lan-

guageCert offers include those that require language proficiency certification for visa and 

immigration purposes. These examinations are of vital importance to candidates and open 

to public scrutiny. Therefore, they must meet the highest standards of validity and reliability. 

That is why the research team is constantly analysing the growing database of evidence that is 

produced in their administration, and researching ways of ensuring rigorous oversight of the 

examinations. The visas that are sought by potential students, especially in higher education, 

can fundamentally affect people’s lives and, of course, contribute to the receiving country’s 

overall strategies for aspiring students of higher education. That is why they must not only be 

but be seen to be exemplary and the research that underpins them of the highest quality as 

we hope the volume’s chapters attest.

References
Falvey, P., & Coniam, D. (eds.) (2022). Certifying quality in assessment: Research and validation 

at LanguageCert. Volume 1. London, UK: LanguageCert.
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Introduction 

Peter Falvey

This volume follows the publication of Volume 1 (2022) with a further compilation of research and assess-

ment curriculum studies aimed at supporting LanguageCert’s research-led, quality-oriented approach to its 

language assessments. The volume is divided into three sections comprising twelve separate chapters that 

address a variety of assessment topics.

Readers should note that, as all the chapters have been written to be read on their own, there is a certain 

amount of repetition especially when the structure and makeup of the various examinations are described 

and discussed. In addition, each chapter contains its own reference section.

Section 1: Assessment and curriculum
Section 1 consists of one chapter.

Chapter 1, An Exercise in Evolution: Refocusing LanguageCert IESOL C1 to the Academic Context, describes 

how an examination evolution occurs. It provides the rationale for the evolution, its purpose and the needs 

it meets, the curricular factors in play, the development of the examination, and its pretesting, piloting and 

eventual offering to the public. The evolution that is described in this chapter arises from the redevelopment 

of an existing examination, the LanguageCert IESOL C1 from a more general proficiency test of English skills 

to an academic context. As reported in the Introduction to this volume, many of the LanguageCert examina-

tions are taken for the purpose of fulfilling English Language proficiency requirements for the granting of 

visas for immigration, study and work purposes.

The development of the IESOL Academic and General tests, described here, focuses on academic language 

requirements, developed by LanguageCert personnel and pre-tested and piloted internationally, at Lan-

guageCert approved test centres under secure test-taking conditions, with pretesting populations which are 

representative of each test’s intended candidature.

The chapter describes the evolution and refocusing of the LanguageCert IESOL C1 to the academic context. 

The chapter’s content is indicative of the care taken to employ the best research findings, methodology, and 

statistical tools in order to develop and improve the quality of all LanguageCert examinations. Readers will 
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note that detailed descriptions and demonstrations of the use of these tools are provided in many of the other 

chapters in the volume.

Section 2: Calibration/Validation studies
Section 2 consists of five chapters, each of which helps to describe in detail the methods used to calibrate 

and validate LanguageCert tests. Many of these methods and tools have been used to better develop the 

LanguageCert IESOL C1 for Academic Purposes. The two elements of validation and calibration are important, 

especially in high stakes examinations. Validity is the concept that a test really tests what it is supposed to test 

– and not something else. Many of the studies in this section focus on this element. Calibration is the process 

by which tests are aligned reliably to a measurement scale or external frame of reference such as the CEFR 

(the Common European Framework of Reference of Languages) or the CSE (the Chinese Standards of English).

The CEFR has become one of the most commonly referenced, if not the main, framework that examinations, 

examinations systems, curricula and learning materials are aligned to. This allows efficient and authentic 

judgements to be made by immigration authorities, educational institutions, admission tutors and vocational 

employers about language proficiency qualifications proffered to meet language proficiency requirements in 

different countries. The CSE (Chinese Standards of English) is a Chinese framework against which other frame-

works are often matched in order to examine how closely candidates who have been examined under the CSE, 

measure up against other assessment frameworks in an international context such as the CEFR.

It is, thus, important for ongoing studies to analyse and improve these two fundamental elements in assess-

ment are reported on frequently both to authenticate the examinations being studied, the analyses carried 

out on them and to ensure that recipients of the results can be confident of the quality of those examinations. 

In the same way, the purpose of calibration studies is to provide reassurance that test forms measure in a 

consistent and reliable manner and where appropriate, assessment frameworks can be matched meaningfully 

and satisfactorily against each other.

Chapter 2, Externally-Referenced Anchoring of LanguageCert SELT Tests, describes a statistical methodology 

that enables assessment professionals to address the long-standing problem of how to compare test forms 

that have no items in common. In high stakes examinations, security is of paramount importance, so the use 

of common items is at times eschewed when tests are administered at different times in different geograph-

ical areas in order to thwart systematic attempts to cheat. The chapter provides a detailed description of the 

process in operation.

Chapter 3, Aligning LanguageCert SELT Tests to the LanguageCert Item Difficulty Scale, presents a study de-

signed to investigate how LanguageCert SELT tests are aligned to the LanguageCert Item Difficulty (LID) Scale. 

The chapter builds on the study, reported in Chapter 2, which established, through the use of externally-refer-

enced anchoring, that the LanguageCert SELT B1–C1 tests are robust. The LID scale represents an important 

backdrop to the development of the LanguageCert IESOL C1 for Academic Purposes described in Chapter 1.
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Any serious examination body needs to ensure that, where it uses level specific tests (these being tests aimed 

at specific CEFR level such as B2 or C1 for example), that such tests accurately reflect the underlying mea-

surement scale and measure at the desired level. In this chapter, the alignment of LanguageCert SELT tests 

to specific CEFR levels (in relation to the two objectively marked components of Listening and Reading) is 

investigated.

As the chapter illustrates, the LanguageCert SELT tests, in general, assess at their designated CEFR level but, 

by design, also contain items which allow them to assess across levels. At the C1 level, there are items which 

assess above C1 and, at the other end, below C1. Likewise, at the B2 level, there are items which assess both 

above and below B2. The findings provide evidence that when LanguageCert SELT B2 and C1 were redevel-

oped as LanguageCert General and Academic respectively, their capacity to measure across multiple CEFR 

levels was confirmed.

Chapter 4, LanguageCert SELT Writing Test Quality, investigates the quality of a test – the LanguageCert SELT 

Writing Test – not covered in Chapter 3. The chapter focuses on a vital aspect of writing tests – test quality. The 

large sample where over 11,000 candidates were analysed, comes from the LanguageCert SELT Writing Tests 

administered at CEFR levels B1 and B2 during the period 2021-2022. 60 examiners and 18 different tasks were 

involved. Using Many-Facet Rasch Analysis (MFRA), the study explores the consistency of marking in terms of 

examiner, task, and rating scale fit and severity. The use of MFRA provides analysts with an understanding of 

test quality, superior to Classical Test Statistics alone. Indeed, the LanguageCert General and Academic tests 

(LCG and LCA) are very much reliant on the research that is described in this section of the Volume. It is clear 

that linkage and calibration to the CEFR is vital for the LCG and LCA so that their results can be seen to be 

aligned with the scales of the CEFR.

Results from the study indicate that, for the different test facets, fit to the Rasch model was generally good. 

The task and rating scale severity ranges were generally within acceptable limits. Crucially, examiner fit was 

good, with only a small number of examiners exhibiting misfit. Against the backdrop of the analysis reported, 

the study concludes that the SELT Writing Tests pitched at CEFR levels B1 and B2 are robust and fit for pur-

pose.

Chapter 5, Exploring Item Bank Stability Through Live and Simulated Datasets, explores the robustness of 

large item banks. LanguageCert manages the construction of its tests, exams and assessments using a sophis-

ticated item banking system which contains large amounts of test material with content characteristics such 

as macroskills, grammatical and lexical features; and measurement characteristics such as Rasch difficulty 

estimates and fit statistics. In order to produce content and difficulty equivalent test forms, it is vital that the 

items in any LanguageCert bank manifest stable measurement characteristics. These large, stable and robust 

item banks are essential for the evolution of the LanguageCert Academic and General examinations because 

they provide a reliable basis for measuring the effectiveness of the items that make up the tests and the over-

all scores that determine the levels of proficiency that the candidates have achieved.

The chapter describes the first of two linked studies exploring the stability of one of the item banks developed 

by LanguageCert. This particular bank has been used as an adaptive test bank and comprises 827 calibrated 

items. It has been administered to over 13,000 test takers, each of whom have taken approximately 60 items. 

The purpose of these two exploratory studies is to examine the stability of this adaptive test item bank from 
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both statistical and operational perspectives in order to facilitate the reliable placing of students both effi-

ciently and accurately, rather than exposing them to the multiple items that they would normally face in other 

testing situations.

Results pointed to item bank stability, indicating that items comprising the adaptive item bank are of high 

quality both in terms of content and statistical stability – an important consideration when item banks are 

used for multiple purposes. Potential future stability was confirmed by results obtained from a Bayesian ANO-

VA. The aim of the study was to lay the groundwork for a subsequent follow-up study where the utility of this 

adaptive test item bank is verified by the construction, administration and analysis of a number of linear tests.

Chapter 6, Exploring Item Bank Stability in the Creation of Multiple Test Forms, describes the complex item 

banking system that facilitates the construction of LanguageCert tests. The system’s item banks contain large 

amounts of test material covering a wide range of content and construct characteristics. They are calibrated 

on the basis of Rasch difficulty estimates, fit statistics, and classical test statistics analysis and described in 

terms of content such as topic, grammatical and lexical focus.

Effectively constructed and managed, item banks allow for the creation of test forms which are consistent 

and comparable both in terms of content and difficulty. This is relevant not only when creating tests intended 

to measure at a particular level such as CEFR level B1 but also when developing tests which measure across 

multiple levels from A1 to C2.

The ability of LanguageCert to create stable and reliable item banks ensures that when a test is developed, 

one such as the LanguageCert Academic examination, the items that are selected to make up the various 

tests are consistent and, in the case of multiple test forms, reliable and accurate. This feature is always im-

portant, but in the case of high-stakes examinations such as the LanguageCert Academic test (LCA) and the 

LanguageCert General test (LCG), it is a vital component of such a high-quality examination.

The chapter concludes by claiming the items that comprise the item bank have been well set, and provide 

strong support for the robustness of the item bank as a clearing house from which many different tests may 

be constructed.

SUMMARY OF SECTION 2

The five chapters in Section 2 are linked together by one purpose: to illustrate the various ways in which Lan-

guageCert studies combine to demonstrate the effectiveness of methods used to ensure the robustness of 

the tests themselves and how those tests can be compared, calibrated, and matched both to each other and to 

levels in different assessment frameworks such as the CEFR and the CSE (see Weir, 2005). These methods have 

enabled the developers of the LanguageCert Academic and General tests to move smoothly and efficiently in 

their construction, knowing that they can rely on the stability of the item banks that are essential components 

of their creation to produce high quality examinations.
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Section 3: Original research
Section 3 consists of six diverse chapters. Each chapter refers to different aspects of LanguageCert’s examina-

tions that have been investigated.

Chapter 7, The Role of Expert Judgement in Language Test Validation, focuses on one specific aspect of lan-

guage test validation, namely the role of expert judgement. Given that the calibration of test materials gen-

erally involves the interaction between empirical analysis and expert judgement, the chapter explores the 

extent to which scale familiarity might affect expert judgement as a component of test validation in the cali-

bration process.

In order to ascertain whether expert judges were equally comfortable placing test items on two separate 

scales (the CSE or CEFR), experts from a prestigious university in China who set the (College English) CET-

based test, were asked to expert judge the CET items against the nine CSE levels with which they were very 

familiar. They were then asked to judge the LanguageCert LTE items against the six CEFR levels, with which 

they were less familiar. Both sets of expert ratings and the test taker responses on both tests were then 

calibrated within a single frame of reference and located on a single scale – the scale developed and used by 

LanguageCert.

In the analysis of the expert ratings, the CSE-familiar raters exhibited higher levels of agreement with the 

empirically-derived score levels for the CET items than they did with the equivalent LTE items. This supports 

the proposition that expert judgement may be used in the calibration process where the experts in question 

have a strong knowledge of both the test material and the standards against which the test material is to be 

judged. However, when the judges were asked to place LTE items on the CEFR scale, results suggested that 

expert judgement may be less reliable in the evaluation of unfamiliar items against less familiar standards. The 

study supports that proposition that expert judgement is a useful dimension of item calibration but highlights 

the importance of familiarity in improving the accuracy of such judgements.

Chapter 8, Using Self-Assessments to Investigate Comparability of the CEFR and CSE: An Exploratory Study 

Using the LanguageCert Test of English, reports on the use of self-assessments for triangulation purposes in 

comparability studies between the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) and the 

China Standards of English (CSE). This study helps to set the groundwork for determining the correspondence 

between LanguageCert Tests which are aligned to the CEFR and the CSE.

The study helps to establish such equivalences by using self-assessments in two tests: the LanguageCert Test 

of English of reading and language use for the CEFR; and a comparable test of reading and language use pro-

duced by a top-tier China university.

Chapter 9, Online Invigilation of English Language Examinations: A Survey of Past China Candidates’ At-

titudes and Perceptions, moves to the topic of online invigilation. Drawing on a previous large-scale study 

examining the reactions of past candidates to the use of online invigilation – or online proctoring (OLP) – 

in the delivery of high-stakes English language examinations (Coniam et al., 2021), this chapter investigates 

the topic further by reporting on the responses of the subset of China candidates in the larger-scale sample. 
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The chapter explores the challenges and benefits that both modes offer in terms of accessibility, fairness, 

security and cheating. A strong endorsement by the China cohort of OLP was generally recorded. Feedback 

revealed that respondents perceived OLP to be a more personal as well as a more efficient way of taking a 

test. The results are indicative of a broad acceptance of OLP, pointing to strong future uptake of the OLP 

mode of test delivery. These are reassuring findings when, post-Covid, OLP needs to be secure, reliable and 

student-friendly when the candidates are facing high stake examinations such as the LanguageCert Academic 

examination.

Chapter 10, The Delivery of Speaking Tests in Traditional or Online Proctored Mode: A Comparability Study, 

moves from a general examination of the benefits and challenges of online proctoring to the more specific 

and challenging task of assessing speaking skills. The chapter compares high-stakes English language Speak-

ing Tests administered face-to-face in either a traditional centre-based mode (TM) or in an online proctored 

mode (OLP) in order to determine whether different modes (TM/OLP) produce different scores. This is an 

important investigation when LanguageCert are faced with a growing number of candidates who, because of 

such factors as the pandemic and their remote location, need to access a mode of assessment which is not face 

to face but which has to be both reliable and secure.

The data examines the results of a large sample of test takers taking English language Speaking Tests at 

four CEFR levels – B1 to C2 – via TM or OLP. The data were analysed using descriptive statistics, effect size 

differences and equivalence tests. While a small degree of difference in scores obtained between modes was 

apparent at C2 level, the differences were not found to be statistically significant.

The study finds that whether Speaking Tests are delivered in online proctored mode or in traditional face-

to-face mode, test takers receive comparable scores. The study confirms the contention that mode of test 

delivery does not significantly affect test taker scores. These findings help stakeholders to be confident that 

LanguageCert examinations that use OLP can be relied on. This is particularly the case in the development of 

a high stakes examinations such as the LanguageCert Academic test. However, it should be noted that work 

on test security remains a challenge to testing agencies and OLP offers its own specific challenges that are 

being addressed constantly.

Chapter 11, Interactional Competence and the Role Roleplay Plays: The LanguageCert Perspective, continues 

the theme of assessing spoken English skills but examines the competence known as interactional compe-

tence and the use of roleplay as an assessment tool. The co-construction of meaning and the shared nature 

of the interaction are seen to be operationalised in an optimal manner using the roleplay task. The effect of 

the task is explored through the perspective of the LanguageCert IESOL Speaking exams, which are used as 

examples to demonstrate the issues of scalability, discriminability, score separability, and the so-called inter-

locutor effect.

Chapter 12, Validating Communicative Tests of Reading and Language Use of Classical Greek, moves away 

from tests of English proficiency to the realm of testing Classical Greek. It builds on earlier work by Poupouna-

ki-Lappa et al. (2021), which described the development of a communicative test of Reading and Language 

Use of Classical Greek, calibrated to the CEFR at levels A1 and A2.
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In this chapter, analysis moves further by outlining how the two tests of Classical Greek were calibrated both 

together and to the CEFR. The chapter is also designed to be of interest to educators of other classical lan-

guages not only by facilitating robust test design, but also by demonstrating the methods by which tests can 

be linked together on a common scale (as with the CEFR) or by linking tests one to another (e.g., different end-

of-year tests, at different points in time).

SUMMARY OF SECTION 3

While Section 3 is more diverse than Section 2, all the chapters nonetheless contribute to research about Lan-

guageCert’s examinations and to the ways in which research is conducted to constantly provide data not only 

for the institution itself but also for all the stakeholders and other assessment professionals worldwide who 

wish, in varying ways, to draw on the research. Many of the chapters in Section 3 also exemplify the research 

that fed into the development of the LanguageCert Academic and General examinations.
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Chapter 1: An Exercise in  
Evolution: Refocusing  
LanguageCert IESOL C1 to 
the Academic Context    

Cathy Jones 

Abstract
No quality test can be static. To ensure ongoing fitness for purpose, test developers need to respond dy-

namically to changing stakeholder expectations and requirements. This chapter discusses the methodology 

for refocusing LanguageCert IESOL C1 to operate more effectively in the measurement of English language 

skills needed for academic study at undergraduate, post-graduate or professional level. It describes how Lan-

guageCert Academic – a four-skill, multi-level test, aligned to a common underlying measurement scale – de-

rives from a bank of pretested and calibrated assessment material and associated validation research based on 

an established candidature. This chapter highlights underpinning research, evidence and best practice which 

have informed the development and definition of a high-stakes relevant, reliable and secure test. It covers test 

purpose and construct, proficiency levels, task selection, test content, assessment criteria, test delivery and 

results and an integrated learning ecosystem.

 
Keywords: test design, test purpose, test content, washback, integrated learning ecosystem.

Introduction 
LanguageCert, a part of the PeopleCert group, is a leading international assessment company. It administers a 

This chapter is based on Chapter 1 of Falvey and Coniam (eds.), Volume 2 of the LanguageCert series Certifying 

Quality in Assessment and Learning.

It is often said that ‘qualifications open doors’ in the sense that candidates take high-stakes exams to access 

life-changing opportunities such as university admission or migration for work. In the same way that a door 
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provides access to a new room or space, a qualification can provide access to higher education, career op-

portunities, experiences and communities. Assessment of all kinds can have a transformative impact on the 

life chances of individuals and as such there is an ethical and moral responsibility to ensure that, as powerful 

gateways to new learning experiences, personal growth and professional development, exams are reliable, 

secure and fit for purpose.

The metaphorical door’s function must be checked regularly to make sure it is well-oiled and remains a good 

fit, with minimal shrinkage or expansion over time, and that it is well kept, up to date and in keeping with its 

surroundings.

Imagine achieving the task of opening the door but without any proof that it was you who had successfully 

managed to prise it open, or that the parameters had changed and the door you had opened was in fact no 

longer in use and you had missed a small notice reading ‘Please use other door’. In other words, if we apply this 

analogy to a qualification, the qualification needs to be valid and reliable; it needs to test what it purports to 

test reliably and consistently over time.

A faulty door that doesn’t fit properly or function as it should, just like a qualification which is incomplete, out-

dated or irrelevant, will lead to frustration and disappointment and thwarted potential. The intention of this 

chapter is to convey the breadth and depth of considerations in developing a test which is reliable, secure and 

fit for purpose as well as sufficiently innovative, user friendly and recognised in a competitive market.

English language proficiency is increasingly becoming a requirement for many academic and professional en-

deavours. Accurate and reliable English language assessment is vital in determining an individual’s level of 

proficiency in English. Assessment of English language proficiency ensures that individuals can communicate 

in English effectively whether it be for academic, employment or social purposes. To do this, assessments 

need to measure an individual’s communicative competence - their ability to understand and use language 

accurately, appropriately and fluently.

This chapter describes how LanguageCert IESOL C1, a proficiency test of more general English skills has been 

refocused for a more academic context. The chapter covers different aspects of test design and development. 

It includes the rationale and underpinning research for the evolution. It discusses the test construct and how 

this definition extends beyond the test to inform the design of learning materials and makes a positive impact 

by design. It covers the test measurement scale, scoring and reporting. The chapter also describes the ongoing 

programme of internal and external research and validation as the LanguageCert Academic test is pre-tested, 

piloted and launched to the public.

Background

As a leading provider of language exams and qualifications recognised by universities, employers and govern-

ments around the world, LanguageCert exams are designed to assess language skills in a real-world context, 

using tasks and materials that are relevant to candidates’ specific needs and goals. LanguageCert ensures that 

the CEFR is embedded into the test development cycle and the quality and level of test materials reflect this 

– providing an international standard for assessing language proficiency.
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The LanguageCert English language portfolio includes a range of established, recognised, successful, high-

stakes qualifications, including: LanguageCert International English for Speakers of other Languages (IESOL), 

a level-specific exams, ranging from A1 to C2 for both occupational and personal use. The portfolio also in-

cludes the LanguageCert Test of English, a multi-level adaptive test of English in the workplace, as well as a 

suite of as well as a suite of secure level-specific IESOL SELT (Secure English Language Test) qualifications, 

using ESOL exam structures, tasks, and items. The IESOL SELT qualifications meet the specific requirements 

of the UK Home Office as proof of English language competence for visas and immigration for life, work or 

study visa types.

In 2020, development of Language Cert Academic (LCA) was conceived as a dynamic response to changing 

markets and stakeholder expectations. As a result, work began to extend the portfolio with a high-stakes test 

for the academic sector, LanguageCert Academic, together with a counterpart qualification, LanguageCert 

General (LCG) for those wanting to migrate for work or study in an English-speaking context. Both tests derive 

from the same item bank and report scores across relevant levels on the same measurement scale for the 

four skills, Listening, Reading, Writing and Speaking. The focus of LanguageCert Academic is fine tuned for 

an explicit academic purpose in terms of contexts, tasks and levels and is the main focus of this chapter. Lan-

guageCert General (LCG) will be the focus of a subsequent paper later in 2023. One of the main outcomes of 

the evolution of the existing IESOL B2 and C1 tests into the LanguageCert Academic and LanguageCert Gen-

eral exams is that it enables measurement and certification across a broader range of language attainment 

levels. This meets growing demand from test takers and recognising institutions for more breadth in how 

single level examinations assess.

A phased roll out of LCA and LCG began in 2022 to ensure that all issues related to the effective delivery of the 

exams could be addressed. A gradual roll-out (Phase 1) was planned deliberately to ensure not only a smooth 

introduction of the revised exams but also to avoid confusion with existing IESOL SELT exams used for UK visas 

and immigration (UKVI). LCA and LCG have been designed to replace four single level tests, already in use by 

UKVI in 2023. Phase 2 of the rollout took place from June 2023 when LanguageCert General and Academic 

were made more widely available in a large number of test centres managed by Prometric and PeopleCert.

Purpose

This chapter describes the development of LanguageCert Academic as an exercise in responsive test develop-

ment and test evolution as part of a continuous review cycle. It also exemplifies for test users how ongoing 

research informs best practice and how it can be applied to test development where a different if related 

context or purpose is required.

An Evidence-informed Approach

The LanguageCert Academic test development was built on a portfolio of research and validation covering 

three main areas:

1. Wider underpinning research into assessment, learning and teaching

2. Research and validation on the wider portfolio of LanguageCert qualifications carried out both by the 

LanguageCert research team and external research (e.g., conducted by CRELLA, UK NARIC (now UK 

ENIC), etc.
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3. Research undertaken by the LanguageCert research team with specific reference to LCA

Figure 1 below shows how these different bodies of research draw on and feed back into each other in an 

ongoing reciprocal cycle. Qualification development draws on research undertaken by LanguageCert, as well 

as the underpinning body of wider assessment research. The qualification-specific research generated for LCA 

feeds back in turn to the wider assessment landscape, and informs future LanguageCert products as well as 

wider development of how assessment of this kind can be used to develop products to support international 

progression and mobility.

Figure 1: Use of assessment research in test development at LanguageCert

 

Underpinning Evidence
The LCA test assesses the English language abilities needed for students to participate in higher education, 

and to participate in campus life in English-speaking contexts. There is extensive evidence for the nature of the 

language tasks that international students need to engage in when studying at tertiary level in English-speak-

ing countries. Much of this is summarised in Xi and Norris (2021). The design of the LanguageCert Academic 

test was informed by such evidence, and consideration was given to research into representative tasks and 

features of language use from a wide range of sources (Appendix 1).

The TOEFL 2000 Listening Framework, developed by the Educational Testing Service (Bejar et al., 2000) flags 

the importance of a number of cognitive processes involved in listening. The framework identifies a range of 

listening materials and discourse encountered in academic contexts and the skills and strategies required for 

success. The value of designing tasks that test higher-order cognitive skills such as analysis and evaluation is 

also discussed by Field (2012), who found that lecture-based questions are cognitively valid because they test 

real-world academic skills and processes.
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Similarly, the TOEFL 2000 Reading Framework (Enright at al., 2000) details the skills required for reading a 

range of materials in different genres in academic contexts. As for the Listening Framework, this framework 

also calls attention to the importance of defining the underlying cognitive processes in reading. The academic 

reading construct was examined in a key study by Weir et al (2009) which looked at the relationship between 

IELTS and the reading experiences of students during their first year at university. The study found a positive 

link between IELTS test scores and students’ subsequent experience of the academic reading demands at uni-

versity, including understanding vocabulary, textual features, organisation and discourse coherence.

Writing skills and strategies required for success in an academic context and the cognitive processes involved 

in academic writing are highlighted in the TOEFL 2000 Writing Framework (Cumming et al., 2000). Nesi and 

Gardener (2018), used the British Academic Written English (BAWE) corpus, which includes just under 3000 

good-standard university-level student writing responses across four broad disciplinary areas (Arts and Hu-

manities, Social Sciences, Life Sciences and Physical Sciences) and four levels of study (undergraduate and 

taught Masters level), to explore characteristics of student writing in tertiary education. As part of its findings, 

the study established that certain genres, namely essays and reports, were common across all disciplines.

The skills and strategies for academic speaking success are provided in the TOEFL 2000 Speaking Framework 

(Butler et al., 2000). Brown and Ducasse (2019) investigated differences between performance in TOEFL iBT 

speaking tasks with performances on academic oral assessment tasks in first-year students across three facul-

ties. The study found that the TOEFL iBT tasks were largely represented in the academic tasks, but with some 

difference across the two contexts in terms of complexity and cognitive demand.

LanguageCert has made a significant contribution to the research landscape, and LanguageCert research and 

validation research has provided detailed evidence of direct relevance to the evolution of LCA and LCG. Ex-

tensive and frequent calibration and validation of the LanguageCert suite, is presented by Milanovic et al. 

(2023a). They describe how the anchoring of IESOL SELT tests can be externally referenced to provide an 

evidence-informed statistical methodology. This methodology can then be used to ensure comparability and 

robust equivalence of test forms on an underpinning scale. Work to align tests to the LanguageCert Item Dif-

ficulty (LID) scale reported by Lee et al (Chapter 3, this volume) is a prerequisite when extending tests from 

single to multi-level and adding to the existing suite. This study established how LanguageCert IESOL pass/fail 

level-specific SELT tests not only assess at their designated level but also include items which assess above and 

below the designated level of the test. This corroboration of a nascent multi-level linear test has informed the 

extension of the testing scale to allow LCG and LCA test takers to be placed across the four target CEFR levels 

of proficiency most pertinent to each domain.

LanguageCert research has also been instrumental in evaluating the stability and robustness of large-scale 

item banking for high-stakes qualifications. LanguageCert uses a proprietary secure item bank (IB) to manage 

all tests with strict access protocols and workflows for process compliance. Reports can be run to interrogate 

the volume of materials at different stages of production in the item bank, by test and task type. Reports can 

also be run for more detailed information, such as the amounts of materials at certain difficulty levels by test 

part. Items and tasks are commissioned into the IB with the intention of re-using the material over time and 

across test versions. A variety of re-use parameters are in place for different types of products and different 

skills. LanguageCert have explored item bank stability in several research pieces, Lee et al (Chapter 5, this 

volume) through live and simulated datasets and Coniam et al (Chapter 6, this volume), in reference to the 
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creation of multiple test forms. Both these pieces have directly supported the development of LanguageCert 

Academic and LanguageCert General, providing necessary evidence of the integrity and stability of the item 

banks.

What is Academic English and Why is it Important?
Tests of general English are designed to assess an individual’s overall language proficiency in a variety of do-

mains, including professional, social, occupational, personal as well as educational. Tests of general English 

can be useful in determining a candidate’s overall language proficiency but they may not be sufficient for 

academic purposes. Knoch (2015) defines the concept of academic literacies as a “set of social practices and 

conventions that surround academic writing and discourse”. Knoch argues that academic English involves a set 

of academic specific skills and competencies, including analysis, evaluation, synthesis and academic writing. By 

definition, general English tests do not intentionally focus on the language, skills, expectations, conventions 

and styles that students will encounter in academic contexts. Turner’s (2002, 2012) Assessment of English for 

Academic Purposes (AEAP) framework, details productive and receptive language skills required for academic 

success. For example, in academic reading and writing, students are expected to read and write more complex 

and lengthy texts than candidates of general language proficiency, because a higher level of comprehension 

and analysis is required. Critical thinking is essential for understanding complex ideas, evaluating information, 

identifying bias and for developing original and evidence-based arguments. Test takers have an opportunity to 

develop and demonstrate these skills in the LCA test by completing tasks such as presenting an argumentative 

essay on a topical subject and participating in a discussion based on evaluation of an academic source.

For LCA, general academic English refers to the type of language that students need for university and col-

lege programmes. This includes generic academic vocabulary and expression relevant to most domains (i.e., 

not subject or discipline specific), and competences used across common academic tasks (e.g. writing essays, 

giving presentations).

In evolving the IESOL SELT test and populating the item banks with materials appropriate for an academic 

context, it was essential to understand the skills, competences and cognitive processes that are specific to 

general academic English. Refocusing the IESOL SELT test involved more than simply recasting a bank of items 

and changing the scenario of given tasks. For example, a listening item such as “You will hear two friends 

talking at an art gallery” could simply be reframed as “You will hear two art students talking at an art gallery”. 

However, reviewing existing materials had to take into account a range of detailed considerations, including 

the subject of the conversation, and the specific skills, vocabulary and cognitive processes that are the focus 

of the item. Potentially, if the dialogue between the gallery visitors was about the art on display it could be 

suitable for recasting in the way outlined above, but if the dialogue was more about lost property, the loca-

tion of the museum shop or the entry costs, it would be less appropriate to be included in a test of academic 

English and the reframing as two students in an art gallery would serve a face-validity purpose only. There is a 

place for some ‘academic-related’ content, but it can only constitute a small fraction of the total content. This 

necessitated a large-scale commission of items and task content appropriate for testing the academic target 

language use domain.
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Defining the Target Language Use Domain
The focus on domains, and the target language use within them, permeates all aspects of test design, devel-

opment, and delivery. This includes how LanguageCert ensure candidates are supported with domain-specific 

practice tests and learning materials. LanguageCert do this ‘by design’, with all aspects of each qualification 

being fully integrated and aligned.

The conceptual model in Figure 2 below illustrates the connections that shape LanguageCert’s approach to 

language assessment, and the position of learning and preparation materials within these connections.

Figure 2: Approach to assessment, learning and preparation in the real world

At the core of the concept is the definition of what test takers need to do in the target language use (TLU) 

domain of the test.

This definition of what test takers need to do in the real world is critical; it is based on knowledge and experi-

ence, informed by close engagement with key stakeholders (including the LanguageCert Advisory Council, the 

LanguageCert Academic Panel, and the CRELLA Concordancing Studies Review Panel) and is validated through 

ongoing research. The definition is monitored, and refined in line with shifts in real-world requirements as well 

as new research, and validation findings. This foundational definition shapes the design of LanguageCert’s 
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tests. Test specifications and assessment criteria ensure appropriate depth and breadth of coverage of the 

test construct.

Preparation and practice materials support the tests. Such materials connect what is learnt and practiced 

prior to the test, with the skills defined and tested in the exam. Detailed explanations of test structure and 

requirements combine with practice questions, mock tests, and related activities to help learners understand 

and build the defined skills and their confidence.

An associated research and validation programme, including stakeholder review and consultation, and impact 

analysis, has the foundational definition of LanguageCert’s test construct at its heart and encompasses both 

the tests and their related learning materials. Formal structures such as that of the Academic Panel create a 

clear sounding board for LanguageCert’s research and validation studies.

The real world wraps around every aspect of the conceptual model, including the definition of the domain’s 

TLU, the test construct, the tests, their learning materials, and the research and validation programme. That 

the real world permeates all aspects of the assessment work is vital; it ensures the accuracy and relevance of 

the TLU for specific domains. The intention is that practising and developing these skills and competences will 

enable learners to succeed as candidates in the test and then, beyond that, to succeed as individuals in the 

real-world domains the tests are designed to represent.

Washback by Design
Washback by design refers to the intentional and systematic incorporation of the potentially positive impact 

of an assessment on teaching and learning into the test development process. Green (2007) has examined the 

effects of high-stakes qualifications such as IELTS on teaching and learning, exploring the effect of assessment 

and evaluation criteria on development of test-taking strategies and development of critical thinking and ana-

lytical skills alongside communicative language competence. Cheng and Sultana (2022) provide a comprehen-

sive review of washback research in language testing and the potential for assessment to promote positive 

washback in teaching and learning. They highlight a need for continuing research and assessment policies that 

promote positive washback and support teaching and learning.

Designing assessments that promote positive washback and measuring their intended impact is complex and 

challenging and yet, emphatically, non-negotiable. To deliver an assessment without attempting to under-

stand or measure its intended (and unintended) consequences and its impact on the lives and life chances of 

test takers would be morally and ethically questionable.

The area of washback by design is one in which LanguageCert is poised to make a contribution, adding to the 

corpus of work already undertaken by Cheng, Green and others in the field.

Washback by design is explicit in LanguageCert assessment services and processes and is a fundamental con-

sideration in developing tests and preparatory learning materials. LanguageCert supply learning and prepa-

ration materials to encourage test takers and their tutors not to prepare for the tests blind to the language 

skills necessary to succeed, and unclear on how they will be tested. ‘By design’ means the recognition and 

response to the need for positive washback in all processes for developing tests and their related learning 

materials. This approach ensures alignment between what language learners experience as they prepare for 
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LanguageCert tests, and what they experience in the exams. It also ensures that the skills learners practice for 

the tests have real-world validity and maximise learners’ opportunities for success in their studies.

An overarching intention is to contribute to understanding how assessment might be used to improve educa-

tional outcomes. If the test is not fit for purpose, it is understandable that teaching (or learning) to the test can 

constitute negative washback in terms of a narrowing of the curriculum or a reliance on skills or knowledge 

which are irrelevant – nothing more than hurdles to clear in an exam scenario. However, in terms of educa-

tional outcomes, if the test is designed consultatively to meet the specific needs of stakeholders – including 

students, teachers, employers and policy makers – then LCA may be viewed as a test which accurately encap-

sulates curriculum objectives and as such reflects practical language use and therefore exerts positive impact. 

By promoting the honing and development of relevant skills in the realm of teaching and learning, assessment 

can be seen as the portal to opportunities to use the same skills in the real world as enablers of success, pro-

gression and transformation.

LanguageCert’s ongoing research programmes assess and assure that washback is effective. Professor Tony 

Green, Director of CRELLA is leading this research. Together with Professor Liying Cheng, Director of the As-

sessment and Evaluation Group at Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario, he is a member of LanguageCert’s 

Concordancing Studies Review Panel.

Domain Relevance
Domain specificity reflects ongoing research, benchmarking studies, and reviews to ensure that LanguageCert 

tests are relevant to, and representative of, the targeted domains. The approach draws on the wider language 

assessment literature and work specifically undertaken by LanguageCert is outlined below.

LanguageCert Academic derives from the established, regulated and internationally recognised, LanguageCert 

IESOL SELT C1. The IESOL SELT qualifications already reflect commonly accepted, best practice principles of 

language assessment, as well as meeting many requirements of the domain-specific stakeholders.

To ensure that these principles were being upheld, the IESOL qualifications were subject to independent eval-

uation in 2019 by UK NARIC against the relevant Common European Frame of Reference (CEFR) descriptors. 

Key considerations included linguistic complexity in terms of vocabulary, grammar and syntax; text domain and 

topic(s); authenticity; discourse type; text length; structure and presentation. UK NARIC identified a range of 

appropriate and relevant domains covered in the assessments, including personal, occupational, professional, 

educational, and public, with a good representation of input and output text types, including articles, adverts, 

diary entries, within personal, professional/ occupational, educational, and public domains. In the same way as 

for the IESOL qualifications, the evolved LanguageCert Academic test (together with LanguageCert General) 

was submitted to the UK’s ECCTIS (Education Counselling and Credit Transfer Information Service) for exter-

nal review.

LanguageCert has an Academic Panel to embed domain-specific expertise and experience into qualification 

design and ongoing review and development. The members of the panel provide a breadth of domain ex-

pertise spanning international education, academic admissions, English language teaching and accreditation, 

career readiness, and employability. Through regular reviews and consultation, the Panel supplies invaluable 

insight into the demands and expectations of each domain or sector, and how the tests can and do perform 

in those areas. This group also provides access to a wider network of specialists who are used to inform test 
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design and domain tailoring. The outputs of this insight and consultation are integrated with LanguageCert’s 

test development processes, covering construction, rating, and grading.

Designing Tests that Measure Language Competence

The LanguageCert System of examinations test a range of different English language skills, sub-skills, and 

competences. The theoretical underpinning for how to achieve this comes from the works of Bachman and 

Palmer (2010), Canale and Swain (1980), and Weir (2005), amongst others. The internationally accepted CEFR 

model, which applies to language use and language learning, is also used.

The CEFR divides a learner’s competences into General Competences and Communicative language compe-

tences. Communicative language competences are then further subdivided into three: Linguistic, Sociolinguis-

tic and Pragmatic competences. These involve consideration not only of the communication, but also of the 

strategies used by learners, and hence the functional language skills learners demonstrate when they commu-

nicate. In a thought-provoking contribution to this area, Lampropoulou (Chapter 11, this volume), discusses a 

subset of Pragmatic Competence, namely Interactional Competence (IC). IC is discussed and described within 

the context of speaking skills where, it is proposed, IC can be assessed most usefully through the methodol-

ogy of role-playing in a speaking skills task. The data were gathered from LanguageCert tests. This promising 

development is an example of how the LanguageCert research team constantly seeks innovative, improved 

and effective methods of assessing language proficiency skills.

When considering how to operationalise such theoretical models of language use, two factors which influence 

how a test looks are investigated: the authenticity of items, and the ‘directness’ with which competences 

are tested. Two important aspects of authenticity are situational and interactional authenticity. Situational 

authenticity refers to the closeness with which tasks and items represent language activities from real life; in-

teractional authenticity refers to the naturalness of the interaction between test taker and task, and the men-

tal processes required to carry out the task. The CEFR identifies a framework of six levels of communicative 

language ability as an aid to setting learning objectives and measuring learning progress or proficiency level. 

This conceptual framework contains a set of descriptor scales, expressed in the form of ‘Can-Do’ statements 

which give guidance to test developers.

Other important contextual features include characteristics of the test takers. When developing the structure 

and content of the LanguageCert tests, the target test population is considered. Examples are: typical age, 

cognitive development, and purpose of the learners in the process of language learning. This ensures that the 

materials are accessible, relevant, and interesting to engage with for the typical population for the test. The 

LanguageCert Academic exam aims toward learners wanting tertiary education study in an English-speaking 

environment (including where English is not the first language).

This approach enables LanguageCert to create tailored examinations which are set at an appropriate difficulty 

level for the intended candidature and desired outcomes, and that are relevant to the intended domain or 

context (e.g., English for academic purposes). These tests generate evidence in the form of results in each skill 

and overall, as well as define the ability level each individual test taker has shown in the test.
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Tests in the LanguageCert System elicit samples of performance which are interpretable, based on a model 

of the test takers’ competence. Test responses are scored to ensure the test taker’s communicative ability 

in each skill measures against the LanguageCert Global Scale. This scale maps to the CEFR (through Can-Do 

statements and statistical analysis) and extrapolates both to the real world and equivalent language tests. 

The predictive validity of tests in the LanguageCert System allows receiving institutions and employers to 

assess how successful the test taker is likely to be in terms of coping with the language demands of a higher 

education course of study.

Testing the Domain Across the Four Skills
This section outlines domain relevance across the skills.. 

Developing Domain Relevance in the Listening Tests
The LCA Listening tests consist of 30 items across four parts. The range of content types in the IESOL Listen-

ing tests for C1 are appropriate for the targeted domain in terms of task types and robust statistical mea-

surement and allow test takers to focus on content rather than familiarity with too many different activity 

requirements. Consequently, in the LCA test specifications, the main change to content is that all new tasks 

are focused on the target domain. For example, in Listening Task 3 test takers hear a lecture, rather than an 

informational talk and in Listening Task 4, test takers hear a multi-speaker discussion on an academic subject 

rather than a dialogue on a general topic. The test is designed to assess higher levels of comprehension, for 

example constructing meaning or making inferences when listening to a lecture or a conversation in a tutorial. 

The test comprises authentic listening materials including lectures, podcasts, interviews and discussions, on 

some abstract subjects, reflecting real-life demands of listening in an academic setting.

Range of Accents
Each Listening test uses a range of accents across the various parts of the examination, to ensure a test taker 

does not experience just one type of accent during their test.

The listening components use a range of accents drawn from the UK and other English-speaking countries, 

including North American, Australian, UK regional and national varieties, as well as other accents including 

Irish and South African.

The balance and proportion of accent representation also relates to the lengths of time different accents are 

heard during the tests.

The balance of accents also reflects the current markets for LanguageCert’s test products. LanguageCert re-

sponds to target geographies where the test takers study or migrate to, and recognises where institutions 

reside. As the market is dynamic, this balance is continuously reviewed and integrated with the test develop-

ment and maintenance programme.

There are checks and balances in LanguageCert’s documented test creation procedures to ensure that an ap-

propriate balance is achieved across test forms, and this is kept under review.

.
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Developing Domain Relevance in the Reading Tests
The Reading tests consist of 30 items across four parts. The Reading test includes a range of content types, in-

cluding multiple-choice questions, gap filling and multiple matching. The tasks include a range of source texts 

of different lengths relevant to the domains of the tests. Two of the IESOL SELT content types are unchanged 

and two new content types have been included to target level and domain more effectively.

Analyses of test efficacy indicated that the true/false task in the IESOL SELT specification would not have mea-

sured or discriminated sufficiently in an academic context. A short answer task in the IESOL SELT specification 

was also replaced. Instead, LCA includes a new Part 1, divided into Part 1a and Part 1b, both of which are vocab-

ulary tasks. Part 1a is a multiple-choice task in which test takers read six sentences and replace a highlighted 

word in each sentence without changing the meaning. There are four options to replace each word. Part 1b is 

a multiple-choice cloze task in which test takers select the correct word or phrase to fill gaps in a short text. 

The focus of the new Part 1 tasks is on lexico-grammatical awareness of vocabulary and structures. For use in 

an academic context, sentences and texts are taken from academic documents, and so feature the language 

and structures used in the academic domain.

Language and context have been refined to increase relevant target language use in the different academic 

domains. Reading Part 2 (a multiple-matching task in which test takers select the correct sentences to com-

plete gaps in a text) exemplifies this. Test takers must show understanding of how meaning is built up in dis-

course; thereby demonstrating their awareness of text organisation and discourse features. In Halliday (1994), 

emphasis is on the importance of analysing not just individual sentences, but also the relationships between 

them in order to understand how meaning is created in discourse. In this Reading task, the candidate needs 

to show awareness of how cohesive devices function to link sentences and paragraphs as well as understand-

ing of the overall coherence, unity and continuity of the text. The two distractor sentences are written in the 

same style and on the same theme as the text. Together, the two distractors must fit in most of the gaps and 

can only be discounted by careful reading. Preparation for, and success in, this task type supports test takers’ 

ability to tackle authentic academic texts. Successful test takers will be equipped with a strategic and analyt-

ical approach to understanding the organisation of ideas in discourse of this kind; knowing how meaning is 

structured in logical chunks and identifying the linguistic markers which will unlock the meaning of what they 

are reading.

Developing Domain Relevance in the Writing Tests
LCA contains two writing tasks. The focus of the first task is on the type of short report writing based on some 

data input (such as a table or graph) that a student in higher education will need to produce. The emphasis is 

on reporting on the data presented, explaining trends, and explaining likelihood and probability. The piece of 

writing needs to be succinct and may also include recommendations for future action. The second task focuses 

on the development of a longer piece of writing on an academic and/or topical matter. The test taker needs 

to produce a coherent piece of writing where they argue a position and draw a conclusion, requiring the can-

didate to show critical analysis, evaluation, communicate ideas effectively, support arguments and drawing on 

existing literature/frameworks for context.

Writing test quality was the focus of a study conducted by Coniam et al (Chapter 4, this volume) in which many 

facet Rasch analysis was used to explore consistency in marking and linkage and calibration to the CEFR. The 
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study found the two extended writing tasks writing tests from which LCA and LCG are derived, robust and 

fit for purpose. Indeed, the two extended writing task formats are well established in tests of English for 

academic purposes, including TOEFL and IELTS (Cumming, 2013), as they reflect a range of expository and 

descriptive task types encountered in academic contexts across disciplines.

Developing Domain Relevance in the Speaking Tests
Two changes have been made from the LanguageCert IESOL SELT C1 (Academic) in the LCA speaking test. 

The first is the introduction of a read-aloud task followed by a discussion of the topic. In the LCA test, this 

task centres on appropriate subjects which facilitate a tutorial type of discussion between the test taker and 

interlocutor.  The second change is the amendment of the ‘long turn’ task at the end of the test. This is now 

more relevant to the academic domain by consistently featuring text types found in academia and by the in-

troduction of a more ‘formal’ presentation. The opportunity to listen and respond to follow-up questions in 

real time in both these tasks also introduces an important feature of academic seminars, tutorials and other 

opportunities for academic discussion.

These changes expand upon a central component of the tests, which is the use of domain-specific role play 

to simulate and assess language competence in specific scenarios. Role play tasks are used in most of the 

LanguageCert Speaking suite of qualifications, as research has shown that they can imitate aspects of spoken 

language discourse in an authentic and realistic manner, and can be useful in measuring conversational com-

petence as exhibited in the test takers’ performance (Kormos, 1999). Okada (2010) discusses roleplay in Oral 

Proficiency Interviews (OPIs) in terms of its construct validity, and he describes the competencies displayed 

in performing a role play activity as highly resembling those observed in real-life conversations. He concludes 

by recognising roleplay as a valid assessment instrument. Lampropoulou (2023), demonstrates the value and 

efficacy of role-play in assessing Interactional Competence in LanguageCert examinations of speaking skills.

In the Speaking tests there are dedicated role-playing activities in Part 2. During these activities the interloc-

utor sets the context by informing the test taker of the scenario and the roles to be assumed. In the LCA test, 

role play tasks have the test taker interact with tutors concerning assignments, with a university accommoda-

tion officer about their accommodation options, or present them with a situation where they discuss student 

council matters with other college students. Scenarios also include arranging an outing with another student 

or discussing a journal article’s recommendations.

These scenarios enable a high degree of domain authenticity, as the test tasks resemble the TLU domain. 

In the interactions described above, which can either be brief or develop unscripted for a longer period de-

pending on the test taker’s ability, a wider range of functions can be elicited than the interlocutor-structured 

interaction allows, such as asking for information, expressing regret, complaining, and offering and either 

accepting or rejecting an invitation for example (LanguageCert, 2020).
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Developing Domain Relevance in the Marking  
Criteria
Domain-specific mark schemes are employed for LanguageCert Academic.

There are four separate criteria used for the marking of Writing:

1.  Task achievement (and, for Academic only, Argumentation)

2. Organisation and coherence

3. Accuracy and range of grammar

4. Accuracy and range of vocabulary

In the marking of Speaking, the five separate criteria are:

1. Task Fulfilment and Communicative Effect

2. Coherence

3. Accuracy and range of grammar

4. Accuracy and range of vocabulary

5. Fluency, intonation, and pronunciation

While the criteria above may be seen to be universal, it is their application to each respective domain that 

differs. That application reflects the nature of the domain-specific tasks designed in the exams and outlined 

in this chapter. For example, under task fulfilment in the LCA test, the writing tasks require the ability to 

present relevant information, as well as expand upon and support key points, using a different style and tone. 

This approach flows across to the organisation, grammar, and vocabulary criteria, where a marking premium 

is placed upon the ability to create and sustain a logical flow, to convey meaning effectively, and use correct 

punctuation. This difference in focus is operationalised through the training of examiners using sample test 

taker scripts which illustrate the features referred to above, and in the mark schemes.

In high stakes exams such as LCA, it is essential for examiners to make informed and reliable expert judge-

ments. The role of expert judgement in language test validation was examined by Coniam et al (Chapter 7, this 

volume), that established how examiner familiarity with items, standards and scales affects the accuracy of 

their judgement. Examiner training and standardisation documentation has been produced for LCA with these 

key findings in mind.
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Reliability and Scoring
LCA reports performance across a wider range of levels than IESOL C1. This responds to demand from test 

takers and recognising institutions. LCA is focused on the B2 and C1 tests but also measures at B1 and C2. The 

test has an increased number of items from 26 to 30 in order to facilitate a greater spread of item difficulty 

and improve the ability to report with confidence across a range of CEFR skill levels.

Results are reported against the CEFR levels and on the LanguageCert Global Scale (Milanovic et al, 2023b). 

The Global Scale score (which is provided by language skill and overall result) gives finer gradations of perfor-

mance within the CEFR levels but is also a standalone measure that can be aligned with any relevant external 

scale.

The Global Scale for reporting results has been established through the pretesting and live calibration of 

test materials at LanguageCert, and through the mapping of the Academic and General tests against other 

examinations in the same domains (for example IELTS) via the CEFR. The accuracy of these measures is deter-

mined and verified by the concordance study, currently in progress The study examines the extent of overlap 

in content and performance between LCA and LCG and IELTS Academic and General Training tests. This study 

confirms a strong direct correlation between the tests of around 0.9.

The LCA test is a multi-level assessment, unlike the level-specific IESOL tests. Level-based tests however, can 

also typically measure across multiple levels. For instance, Lee et al (Chapter 3, this volume), has shown that 

the IESOL SELT level-based tests assess at their target CEFR levels, but also contain an appropriate number of 

items to allow assessment across levels. Specifically, the IESOL SELT C1 examination has items which assess 

above and below C1. Likewise, at the B2 level, there are items in the IESOL SELT B2 examination which assess 

both above and below B2. This feature is extremely useful for stakeholders who have to make decisions about 

candidates based on their results.

These findings are contained in a study by Lee et al., (Chapter 3, this volume) on aligning LanguageCert SELT 

examinations to the LanguageCert Item Difficulty scale in which the alignment of LanguageCert IESOL SELTs is 

explored in relation to the two objectively marked components of Listening and Reading. The use of externally 

referenced anchoring demonstrated the robustness of the four CEFR test levels B1–C2. For example, in the 

case of LanguageCert IESOL SELT C1 test, most accurate measurement was observed across two CEFR levels 

(B2 and C1) and reasonable measurement at the lower end of C2 and upper end of B1.

This ability to assess across multiple levels is enhanced in LCA (and LCG). Both tests’ multi-level assessment 

capability has been enhanced by increasing the number of items in each test form. This has been done in the 

knowledge that the IESOL tests support accurate measurement across the two levels that each targeted, and 

reasonable measurement across four levels. By increasing the number of items in each of the General and 

Academic tests, accuracy has increased across levels. This enhancement also included refining the item types 

in the LCA Reading test; in particular the replacement of the True/False task. This refinement ensures that the 

full range of levels is tested effectively, and that all items discriminate well.

New materials target specific levels as defined in the Item Writer Guides (IWGs). The materials are created 

by experienced LanguageCert writers and reviewers. Used in combination with calibrated anchor items, Lan-
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guageCert are confident that both tests assess across the stated ability range effectively. This is reinforced 

by ongoing research to locate all LanguageCert assessment products on its underpinning measurement scale, 

and aligning all LanguageCert products to the CEFR through which equivalence with other qualifications can 

be drawn.

LanguageCert estimates the standard error of measurement (SEM) for all tests, and uses it for each cut-score 

(the decision levels) in the Listening, Reading, Speaking and Writing skill tests.

Measurement Scale
The Global Scale is used to measure each test taker’s performance. The Global Scale reports scores on a 0 to 

100 scale. These levels of attainment can relate to overall performance in one examination, performance by 

skill or both these parameters. The Global Scale corresponds directly to LanguageCert’s internal LID (Lan-

guageCert Item Difficulty) scale.

The LID scale has been in use since 2016. It is a scale of item difficulty used for item banking and test construc-

tion purposes. Item difficulty values range from CEFR Pre-A1 through to high C2 level. The LID was developed 

using both expert judgement and statistical analyses. Eight expert consultants, each of whom have spent over 

20 years writing, editing and vetting test materials to measure directly against the CEFR, completed a stan-

dards-setting exercise which generated anchor material to enhance and validate the scale. These anchor items 

then underwent trials and live tests, with all other items measured against them, thereby giving each item a 

difficulty value on the LID scale (See Lee et al, 2023a).

An in-depth analysis was conducted on all anchor items and a small number were eliminated from analysis and 

from further use as anchors, as they were not measuring as predicted. Rasch and Classical Statistical analyses 

were then carried out on all live and trial tests. By this method, many test items in the item bank are now con-

sidered fully calibrated. Research and validation studies in this area are contained in Coniam et al., (2021a) and 

Coniam et al., (2021b).

The Global Scale links to the LID scale and thereby the CEFR levels. In turn, this means that performance on 

LanguageCert tests is directly comparable to exams by other English language testing organisations, such as 

IELTS and Cambridge Advanced. Figure 3 illustrates how the Global Scale reports against the CEFR levels.
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Figure 3: The LanguageCert Global Scale

In practice the LanguageCert Global Scale is operationalised in the test taker’s three-page test report (Appen-

dix 2).

The Global Scale allows ease of interpretation for test users and a finely tuned results service across all lan-

guage skills. As shown, performance can be separated in each skill and overall, so that a test taker is not only 

described as having ‘B2 ability’, but a more precise level of detail is provided on test taker’s performance. The 

Test Report shows an overall score, the overall CEFR level of attainment reached, and the score for each of the 

skills using both the Global scale and the CEFR level of attainment.

The Global Scale, launched with the LanguageCert Test of English (LTE), measures from pre-A1 to high C2 (i.e., 

across the full 0 –100 range). The LTE has been successfully administered to tens of thousands of test takers 
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worldwide, and the Global Scale has received good customer feedback in terms of its simplicity, clarity, and 

ease of use.

Items in the Reading and Listening tests range in difficulty from CEFR level B1 to C2, with the vast majority of 

items focusing on the B2 and C1 levels (Vocational to Proficient). The difficulty of items is established through 

pre-testing and live test calibration using Rasch and Classical Statistical analysis. All Reading and Listening 

items are calibrated to the LID (LanguageCert Item Difficulty) scale (and hence the LanguageCert Global Scale) 

which runs from CEFR Pre-A1 to C2 levels. Examples of the ways in which items are calibrated using Rasch 

and Classical Statistical analysis are described in a large number of chapters in Falvey and Coniam (2023 - this 

volume), and reveal that this method of calibration is demonstrably more efficacious than Classical Statistical 

analysis on its own.

Each LCA Reading and Listening test is designed to cover a wide range of the B2/C1 CEFR ‘syllabus’ (i.e., those 

areas covered by the Can-Do statements in the CEFR). A broad range of Reading and Listening sub-skills are 

tested, as is a range of grammar, vocabulary, and awareness of functional language. Tasks are set in contexts 

that are appropriate for the nature of the candidature and the desired outcomes of the test. That is, the LCA 

test has items and tasks largely set in the academic domain (i.e., contexts that are relevant to test takers in-

tending to study in higher education).

For the LCA Writing and Speaking tests, detailed mark schemes are used by examiners. In terms of Writing, 

test takers complete two writing tasks. Task 1 requires test takers to respond to a visual and textual input 

and then produce an extended piece of writing of 150 to 200 words describing the data and predicting fu-

ture trends. In Task 2, the test taker must produce a longer piece of discursive writing of around 250 words 

to address a topical issue which has a general academic context, e.g., the use of alternative energy forms or 

methods of education. The test taker is expected to argue a position and strengthen their argumentation with 

examples and supporting ideas.

In the marking of Writing, candidates are assessed against four criteria. These are:

1. Task Achievement on Task 1 and Task Achievement and Argumentation on Task 2

2. Accuracy and Range of Grammar used

3. Accuracy and Range of Vocabulary used

4. Organisation

 

The use of separate criteria to measure different aspects of Writing performance allows the LCA test to deliv-

er rich feedback to both test takers and receiving organisations, and provides indications as to where further 

development is needed by the test taker. The marking criteria have been adapted from the LanguageCert 

IESOL C1 examination Writing marking criteria. At the outset, the criteria were based on the descriptors for 

Writing in the CEFR in conjunction with the nature of the task. These original criteria have been developed 

over many years, with active consideration of their relevance and applicability. Feedback has been collected 

from trainers, examiners, and examiner-monitors (senior examiners) to finetune the wording of the criteria 

so that examiners find them easy to use, so that they reflect test taker output, and so that the key features 

expected from test takers in the exam at each CEFR level are considered.
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The evolved and current IESOL C1 Writing marking criteria were then adapted to better suit the academic 

context. For example, argumentation has been added to the Task 2 ‘Task Achievement and Argumentation’ 

criteria to reflect the nature of academic writing.

The criteria have also been extended to measure performance across a broader range of ability (from A2 to 

C2) to report reliably across an extended range of CEFR levels.

Writing scripts are marked by two human examiners. If there is a significant difference in mark awarded, the 

script is passed to a third (more senior) examiner whose marks are final. It is intended that, in the medium to 

longer-term, auto-marking by computer will be introduced as part of a hybrid scoring solution.

For Speaking, the test is split into four parts. Part 1 involves responding to questions across a range of topics. 

In Part 2, the test taker takes part in two role-plays which are set in an academic setting. In Part 3, the test tak-

er reads aloud a short piece of writing of around 100 words in length. The extract is the type of primary source 

or reading that a student may be asked to read out in a tutorial, for example. In Part 4, the test taker is pro-

vided with some visual and textual input and asked to provide a two-minute talk relating to the information

In the marking of Speaking, test takers are assessed against five criteria. These are:

1. Task Fulfilment and Communicative Effect

2. Coherence; Accuracy and Range of Grammar

3. Accuracy and Range of Vocabulary

4. Fluency, Intonation

5. Pronunciation

Just as for Writing, the use of separate criteria to measure different aspects of Speaking performance allows 

the LanguageCert Academic test to deliver rich feedback to both test takers and receiving organisations and 

provides indications as to where further development is required on the part of the test taker.

The marking criteria have been adapted from the IESOL C1 Speaking test marking criteria. At the outset, the 

criteria were based on the descriptors for Speaking in the CEFR, in conjunction with the nature of the tasks. 

These original criteria have been developed over many years of use, with active consideration of their rele-

vance and applicability. Feedback has been taken from trainers, examiners, and examiner-monitors (senior ex-

aminers) to fine-tune the wording of the criteria so that examiners find them easy to use, so that they reflect 

test taker output, and so that the key features expected from test takers at each CEFR level are considered.

The evolved IESOL C1 Speaking marking criteria were then adapted to better suit the academic context. For 

example, greater emphasis has been placed on coherence and fluency which are important features in a high-

er educational setting where students need to provide well-structured talks and responses to questions in a 

tutorial. The criteria have also been extended to measure performance across a broader range of ability (from 

A2 to C2).

Currently, test taker output in the Speaking test is marked by two human examiners; by the interlocutor imme-

diately after the test and by a second examiner who awards marks subsequently by accessing the video record-
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ing. The first criteria ‘Task Fulfilment and Communicative Effect’ is marked by the interlocutor and provides 

more of a ‘general impression’ score, while the second examiner marks the other criteria. The interlocutor 

general impression mark is then double-weighted. If there is a significant difference in marks awarded, then 

the recording goes to a third (more senior) examiner whose marks are final.

In the medium to longer-term, auto-marking by computer is being planned to be introduced as part of a hy-

brid scoring solution. A hybrid assessment model will garner the proven benefits of both human and machine 

marking.

Methodology
LanguageCert’s Assessment Development department contains academics as well as professional linguists 

and assessors, who publish research on all aspects of our language qualifications. An Advisory Council sup-

ports this team and helps it to meet regulatory obligations to bodies such as Ofqual.

All tests and test items are constructed and assured using high-calibre writers operating to clear guidelines, 

workflows, and quality assurance protocols which include layers of reviews, editing, statistical analyses, and 

vetting. The proprietary item bank is used to manage all LanguageCert’s tests, with strict access protocols, and 

robust workflows for process compliance. LanguageCert’s team of markers includes expert Chief Examiners as 

well as Markers and their Team Leaders. All undergo stringent training before marking live papers. A defined 

marking process operates within the proprietary marking application, which standardises, and quality assures 

the process and its outputs. All test taker digital, audio and video interactions during tests are recorded and 

securely stored so that there is a verifiable evidence base for all results. In addition, robust quality assurance 

protocols are applied to secure integrity and fairness for the test and the test taker.

Bias
LanguageCert uses Differential Item Functioning (DIF) analyses to explore whether any subgroup of test tak-

ers sitting a test is being unfairly disadvantaged. Investigating DIF is key to understanding and dealing with 

test bias (Coniam and Lee, 2021).

In Coniam and Lee (2021), DIF analysis took place on IESOL exams delivered from 2018 to 2021. This popula-

tion contained IESOL exams delivered for the UK Government’s UKVI scheme. For each CEFR level four vari-

ables were explored: native language, age, gender, and test centre. The DIF analysis used Rasch measurement, 

with DIF strength reported in line with Zwick et al. (1999).

For gender – typically a key variable in the exploration of DIF – there was a very low incidence of 3% DIF. An 

examination of Reading or Listening items indicated that there was no significant DIF in either skill. With the 

findings confirming that the LanguageCert tests analysed exhibit low levels of gender bias, a methodology is 

in place for the ongoing monitoring of DIF on all LanguageCert exams. Native language and age showed mod-
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erate-to-large DIF. This, however, is likely to be due to these two categories being diverse with only very few 

entries from small sub-test populations.

As an international organisation, LanguageCert strives to ensure its tests are valid, reliable and have a positive 

impact on learners. An important part of ensuring fairness to test takers is to minimise any bias in the test ma-

terials. The process of eliminating bias begins with the formation of the test specifications. These are written 

with direct reference to the nature of the intended or anticipated candidature to ensure the tests are fully 

fit-for-purpose. This detail is checked at annual reviews and when the test formats are revised. LanguageCert 

makes sure writers understand who the target domain test users are, and that they consider aspects such as 

the level of cognitive processing of typical test takers, and their cultural contexts.

LanguageCert’s Item Writer Guides and the training process stress bias awareness, and the requirement to 

produce materials which will not favour or discriminate against certain test takers. This entails ensuring test 

materials are as free from specific regional or national cultures as possible, and that topics are universal. Item 

writers have a list of taboo topics to aid in this. These taboo topics include areas which may cause distress or 

distraction to test takers, or relate to unfortunate experiences they have suffered (e.g., war or drugs), through 

to specific aspects of local cultures (e.g., milkmen in Britain) which may be alien to the local culture of the test 

taker or beyond their life experience. The LanguageCert team also take care to not introduce test material 

which may test general knowledge or specific technical knowledge, rather than language ability.

Ongoing Development, Monitoring and Evaluation
Ongoing stakeholder engagement is crucial in the continuous development of LCA. The LanguageCert Ac-

ademic Panel, which sits under the LanguageCert Advisory Council, convenes quarterly, bringing together 

experts from across the higher education sector and a range of geographical regions to provide guidance, 

critiques and feedback on the development and delivery of the qualification. Panel members share feedback 

derived from their experience and expertise in the international higher education sector and provide insights 

into key challenges and opportunities relating to career-readiness and employability.

In addition to the input of the Academic Panel, feedback is provided by way of regular webinars, presented by 

development staff to stakeholders such as institutional administrators, admissions tutors and other key per-

sonnel involved in the admission, tutoring and mentoring of successful candidates coming to the UK for educa-

tion purposes. LanguageCert disseminate findings of their research and invite comment and participation via 

a quarterly update from the assessment research and validation team, Research Insights. This publication also 

has a role in communicating and inviting dialogue with our stakeholders and Language Cert Academic and Lan-

guageCert General research will become a regular feature in this publication as the roll-out is widenedwhich 

may test general knowledge or specific technical knowledge, rather than language ability.
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Conclusion
This chapter describes how an examination evolution occurs. It provides the rationale for the evolution, its 

purpose and the needs it meets, the curricular factors in play, the development of the examination, and its 

pretesting, piloting and eventual offering to the public. LCA is closely based on an existing examination, the 

LanguageCert IESOL C1. Its revision from a general English test to one that is more targeted to an academic 

context is described here in some detail as is a significant body of research that has informed and guided the 

redevelopment.

The development of the IESOL Academic and General tests, described here, focuses on academic language 

requirements, developed by LanguageCert personnel and pre-tested and piloted internationally, at Lan-

guageCert-approved test centres under secure test-taking conditions, with pretesting populations which are 

representative of each test’s intended candidature. The chapter’s content is indicative of the care taken to 

employ the best research findings, methodology, and statistical tools in order to develop and improve the 

quality of all LanguageCert examinations.
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Abstract
This chapter reports on the use of externally-referenced anchoring by LanguageCert as a methodology for 

vertically aligning test forms: i.e., aligning test forms to a calibrated midpoint. External anchoring is the meth-

od that has been developed to fill an analytical gap. The standard way of carrying out test form comparison is 

by using common items that are set in the tests to be compared. The advantage of using externally-referenced 

anchoring is that it allows analysts to align test forms that have no common items.

This study presents the analysis of a sample of the Listening and Reading test forms. The test forms comprise 

those LanguageCert SELT tests that assess at CEFR levels B1–C1. Using Rasch measurement to vertically align 

tests on the basis of prior expert judgement (Lee et al., 2022), the robustness of the LanguageCert SELT B1–C1 

tests is illustrated. An analysis of the test forms reveals three findings of close matches:

1. between the items in the different test forms

2.  between the test forms and the LanguageCert Item Difficulty (LID) scale

3. And, as a consequence, between the test forms and the respective CEFR levels

The results provide support for the claim that LanguageCert SELT tests are well set, with each test appropri-

ately positioned at its respective CEFR level. The results also demonstrate how high-stakes tests that have no 

common items can be aligned with each other, the LID scale and respective CEFR levels.

Keywords: externally-referenced anchoring, SELT, IESOL, listening tests, reading tests, Rasch
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Introduction
In Chapter 1, Jones describes the development of a dynamic response to changing stakeholder expectations 

and requirements by refocusing LanguageCert IESOL C1 for a new purpose: academic study at undergraduate, 

post-graduate or professional level. For purposes of security in such high-stakes examinations, separate test 

forms are developed. The issue of comparability is, thus, of vital important. In order to address this issue, the 

current chapter describes, a procedure to ensure the reliability of different test forms for the same test. The 

procedure has been developed to ensure the reliability and comparability of tests even when different test 

forms share neither common items nor common candidates. As explained above, the reason for the absence 

of common test items and candidates in high stakes tests is to ensure that strict test security of the tests is 

maintained.

The chapter extends LanguageCert’s exploration of quality in its examinations (see e.g., Coniam et al., 2021a; 

2021b). Considerable importance is now attached to English language qualifications for work and study; this is 

reflected by the UK Visas & Immigration (UKVI) department establishing Secure English Language Tests (SELT) 

for candidates who wish to move to and/or work to the UK. LanguageCert was approved in 2020 as a provider 

of UK Home Office approved SELT tests and offers LanguageCert SELT (LST) four-skills tests at a range of lev-

els These levels are mapped to the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) for UK Visas & Immi-

gration (UKVI) worldwide. They cover all visa requirements for living, working or studying in the UK.

In line with the type of visa being applied for to the UKVI, a language test exhibiting proof of competency in 

English at a particular level must be passed. Against this backdrop, this chapter examines the statistical quality 

of the LST B1–C1 Listening and Reading Tests, approved for UKVI language certification purposes, which were 

produced over the period 2020-2021. All test forms comprise 52 items.

Against the key test qualities of validity and reliability (Bachman and Palmer, 2010), central validity issues in-

clude how well the different parts of a test illustrate what a test taker can do – i.e., communicate – in English, 

and how well test scores provide an indication of test taker ability in relation to communicative language 

competence (Messick, 1989; Bachman and Palmer, 2010). The LST tests assess the communicative skills that 

test takers will be expected to control at particular levels of ability (i.e., in relation to the CEFR). Test content 

is designed to match target test takers – in terms of grammar, functions, vocabulary, topics etc., and the tasks 

have correspondingly relevant ‘communicative’ contexts.

If tests are to be of high validity and reliability, they need to be well constructed (Hughes, 2003). In this regard, 

LanguageCert test item writers are of the highest international standard and have extensive expertise in, and 

knowledge and understanding of, the different CEFR levels (see Papargyris and Yan, 2022). Test items are 

linked to the CEFR by expert judgement, a methodology which has proven – as long as adequate training and 

standardisation are in in place – to be robust (Coniam et al., 2022).

The LST B1-C1 test forms analysed in this study constitute a sample of the test forms delivered by Lan-

guageCert in the 18-month period from mid-2020 to late 2021. For security purposes, all LST Listening and 

Reading tests are currently constructed as standalone tests. Since test security mandates that test forms are 

separate from one another, there are no linking items or test takers by which direct cross-calibrating may be 

conducted. Fortunately, to address this issue, the externally-referenced anchoring methodology pioneered 
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by Lee et al. (2022) permits tests which have no common linking items to be vertically linked against the test’s 

midpoint using item values, previously-established by expert judgement. It is therefore this methodology – 

externally-referenced anchoring – which is used in the current study to explore and illustrate how accurately 

the different LST B1–C1 test forms are anchored onto the LanguageCert Item Difficulty (LID) scale, and hence 

to the CEFR.

The key to establishing appropriate points on the LID scale involves the use of expert setters and their con-

comitant expert judgement. Such ‘expert judgement’ in language assessment is therefore a key factor in test 

development both in the area of item writing and test setting as well as in the estimation of item difficulty, 

which in turn impacts level setting and cut scores.

In the case of test setting, the use of experts is a critical requirement. While there has been debate over the 

use of expert judgement in standard setting (e.g., Alderson and Kremmel, 2013), generally, the use of expert 

judgement has been accepted as having a valid role in the field of language assessment for test validation 

and standard setting – see Lumley, 1993; Bachman et al, 1995. More recent validation studies involving ex-

pert judgement include VanderVeen et al. (2007), Song (2008), Gao and Rogers (2011), and van Steensel et al. 

(2013). In these studies, judges were reported to have reached high levels of agreement. The positive use of 

expert judgement is reflected in Lee et al.’s (2021) study utilising externally-referenced anchoring with other 

LanguageCert CEFR-related tests – the IESOL suite of tests (see also Coniam et al., 2022).

The use of expert judges is an important feature of the LanguageCert Academic test, particularly in the case 

of its speaking task.

The LanguageCert SELT Tests
The LST suite comprises tests at CEFR levels B1 to C2. Examination specifications reflect the requirements of 

the CEFR. These requirements demand that test materials writers have extensive expertise in, and knowledge 

and understanding of, the CEFR.

Each LST test has a designated CEFR level, with, as mentioned, all test forms carefully set using expert judg-

ment and reviewed by other expert staff in the LanguageCert Assessment Team. The LanguageCert Item Diffi-

culty (LID) scale referred to above is the metric against which items are linked to the CEFR on the basis of item 

difficulty. The LID scale was created between 2017-2019 on the basis of both Classical Test Statistics (CTS) and 

expert judgement by a group of assessment and item writing experts who are highly experienced in writing 

test materials and aligning them to the CEFR. The LID scale may be found in Table 2 below.

Studies by Coniam et al. (2021a; 2021b) have validated and extended the LID scale beyond its original CTS ori-

gins to a Rasch-based calibration where all levels are statistically validated and linked.

The four-skills LST tests are located on the LanguageCert Global Scale [Note 1] along with other LanguageCert 

test products: the LanguageCert Test of English, and the International IESOL suite of English language tests.
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The methodology surrounding externally-referenced anchoring relates to the use of Rasch measurement. An 

overview of Rasch can be found in the Glossary of statistical terms and techniques (the final chapter of the 

current volume), along with an outline of the infit and outfit mean square statistics which are key to the inter-

pretation of Rasch results in the context of data ‘fit’.

Externally-Referenced Anchoring, CEFR Levels and 
Test Forms
As mentioned previously, the methodology used in the current study is based on externally-referenced an-

choring (ERA) (Lee et al., 2022). In ERA, test forms, which have no common items but comprise items which 

have been set at predefined and well-accepted CEFR levels, are anchored using the calibrated midpoints of a 

test form against the LID scale and against the CEFR. For each test level, the frame of reference (see Humphry, 

2006) constitutes the respective CEFR scale locations calibrated through the test forms and items for that 

level.

Table 1 below first provides detail on the number of test forms and their candidatures analysed.

Table 1: LST test forms and candidatures

CEFR level Test forms Candidates 

B1 9 10,808

B2 6 2,732

C1 6 581

The focus in the current study is B1 to C1. Due to a comparatively small candidature, the C2 test forms do not 

form part of the current analysis.

The analysis in the study examines nine test forms at LST B1 level, six at B2 and six at C1. There are, as men-

tioned, for reasons of security, no linking items or test takers by which cross-calibrating may be conducted 

within or across test forms or levels. In the current study, ERA uses the calibrated midpoints of B1–C1 on the 

LID scale to explore the anchoring of these LST levels on the LID scale, and against CEFR levels. LID scale rang-

es and midpoints for the three CEFR levels explored are presented in Table 2.

CEFR level LID scale range Midpoint

A1 51-70 60

A2 71-90 80

B1 91-110 100

B2 111-130 120

C1 131-150 140

C2 151-170 160
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On the basis of vertical midpoint anchoring, ERA:

• enables an effective calibration of the items in each test form – given that no other restrictions are 

imposed on the items.

• reveals the items’ goodness of fit between expertly-assigned values and calibrated item distributions.

The anchoring goodness of fit is then evaluated by two metrics:

1) The extent to which a test’s midpoint corresponds to the LID scale level.

2) The fit in terms of the extent to which the item distribution around a test’s midpoint includes most of 

the items in a given test. Such fit is determined by a broadly bell-shaped distribution of item measures 

with the majority of item measures being clustered around the mean and falling between the 25th to 

75th percentiles.

Research Questions 
The research questions pursued in the current study are:

1. Do good Rasch infit and outfit statistics emerge from the externally-referenced anchoring of the LST 

B1–C1 test forms?

2. Do broadly bell-shaped item measure distributions emerge on the LST B1–C1 test forms?

Background Statistical Analysis
The reader is referred to the outline of the Rasch measurement model provided in the Glossary of statistical 

terms and techniques at the end of the volume.

Item Infit and Outfit

Analysis in the current study has been conducted via the Rasch analysis software Winsteps (Linacre, 2018). 

Appendices 1, 2 and 3 provide details of fit statistics. The majority of the items in all LST B1–C1 test forms had 

infit and outfit fit statistics within the acceptable fit range of 0.7-1.3, indicating good fit to the Rasch model. 

Misfit, where it occurred, was only in a small percentage of items, less than 5% of the items on any one test.

Reliability

Test reliability, for a 50-item test, is proposed as being 0.7 or above (Ebel, 1965). The equivalent of classical 

test reliability in Rasch is person reliability (Anselmi et al., 2019). As Appendices 1–3 illustrate, 0.8 or better 

was achieved by all LST B1–C1 test forms. This indicates that satisfactory test reliability has occurred in the 

data available for this study.

These two sets of background statistics are indicative of a set of robust, well-constructed tests. This means 

that the picture of test robustness confirms that the externally-referenced anchoring is being conducted 

against a backdrop of reliable tests.
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Externally-referenced Anchoring Results 

Test means and measures that emerged after the externally-referenced anchoring procedure are now exam-

ined, in particular means recorded at the 25th and 75th percentiles. Since in Rasch measurement the starting 

point of measurement is the mid-point (the 50th percentile), the CEFR level of a test should start in the middle 

of the item distribution. The central 50% of the item distribution (25% to 75% of the items) is therefore the 

range most precisely measuring the CEFR level. Such a distribution shows that 50% of the items are well tar-

geted at the CEFR level intended by the test, and means that half of the items in the test are around the CEFR 

level presumed by the test.

Ideally, the 25th percentile will be located half a logit (10 LID scale points) below and the 75th percentile half a 

logit above the test midpoint (Lee et al., 2022).

Two sets of linked analyses are presented below. The first set provides a summary of percentile distribution 

values; the second provides a more visual impression in the form of item difficulty distribution graphs.

Percentile Distribution Values 

Summary analyses of the LST B1–C1 test forms in table form are presented in Tables 3–5 below. Acceptable 

values are in green font; values which are greater than five LID scale points (a quarter of a logit) away from the 

established range are in red font.

Table 3 provides the relevant detail for the B1 level test forms.

Table 3: Percentile distributions in LST B1 test forms

 T206 T207 T208 T209 T384 T409 T414 T446 T593

Mean 100.00 100.01 100.00 100.00 99.99 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

SD 20.72 19.95 20.14 19.59 20.57 25.26 24.64 20.88 21.03

Maximum 159.34 145.40 139.98 141.43 150.09 157.75 175.02 138.25 158.75

75th percentile 117.08 111.89 116.59 113.48 116.51 115.78 118.29 115.14 112.91

50th percentile 98.92 101.33 100.66 99.60 97.07 103.78 97.17 97.71 100.54

25th percentile 87.72 90.97 83.65 85.17 86.95 82.36 82.51 86.32 85.99

Minimum 56.24 54.60 62.72 48.86 63.40 40.67 48.48 47.06 41.20

As can be seen, at the 25th percentile, all nine test forms are acceptably close to the lower scale range of 91. 

At the 75th percentile, there is some divergence, with six test forms showing a diverge of more than 5 LID 

scale points above the top of the LID scale range of 110 – in particular Tests T206 and T414. Nonetheless, the 

divergence seen is within half a logit (10 LID scale points) (Zwick et al., 1999), which means that the divergence 

is within acceptable bounds.
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Table 4 provides the relevant detail for the B2 level test forms.

Table 4: Percentile distributions in LST B2 test forms (LID scale range: 111-130; midpoint: 120)

 T211 T219 T220 T363 T385 T421

Mean 120.00 120.00 120.00 120.00 120.00 120.00

SD 23.13 23.60 20.91 19.94 20.21 17.53

Maximum 183.97 172.19 186.28 189.18 156.26 153.73

75th percentile 134.75 134.11 130.88 131.22 138.34 132.54

50th percentile 118.92 120.46 117.59 118.83 120.15 117.87

25th percentile 103.95 102.19 109.34 107.21 102.35 107.80

Minimum 84.77 69.00 82.48 78.75 80.70 84.38

At the 75th percentile, all six test forms are close to the upper scale range of 130. At the 25th percentile, 

there is more divergence, with three test forms showing a diverge of more than 5 LID scale points – in partic-

ular Tests T219 and T385. Such divergence is, however, within half a logit of difference, despite some items 

being slightly easier than intended in three of the tests. Thus, the divergence can be accepted as being within 

acceptable bounds.

Table 5 provides the detail on C1 level test forms.

Table 5: Percentile distributions in LST C1 test forms (LID scale range: 131-150; midpoint: 140)

 T210 T222 T356 T364 T386 T588

Mean 140.00 140.00 140.00 140.00 140.00 140.00

SD 16.26 21.97 19.59 18.35 18.78 21.29

Maximum 175.56 196.41 190.32 179.01 186.88 190.73

75th percentile 152.56 151.16 152.73 152.08 155.40 148.38

50th percentile 140.40 140.04 136.16 142.24 140.20 140.71

25th percentile 127.75 127.75 125.85 125.16 126.98 126.79

Minimum 106.72 73.50 104.07 102.35 102.05 100.32

The C1 test forms show a close match with their LID scale ranges. At both 25th and 75th percentiles, all six test 

forms are close to the upper and lower scale ranges of 150 and 131. This means that all six tests have been 

well targeted at the C1 level.
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Item Difficulty Distribution Graphs 
To provide an accessible visual impression, item difficulty distributions are now presented in graph form in 

Figures 1–3. The green shading denotes the LID scale range for each test form. Frequency trend lines included 

across the scale for each test form provide a visual indication of the general shape of the distributions.

Figure 1 presents the item difficulty distributions for LST B1.

Figure 1: IESOL SELT B1: Item difficulty distributions (LID scale range: 91-110)

With the B1 test forms, there is a range of distributions. T414 is skewed slightly to the easy side; T446 has a 

comparatively wide distribution; T593 bulges around the midpoint. Nonetheless, in general, the green zones 

(the LID scale range) in the centre of the item distributions include a substantial number of the items in the 

B1 test forms. While not uniformly bell-shaped, the frequency trend lines do nonetheless indicate a regularity 

of shape.
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Figure 2 presents the item difficulty distributions for LST B2.

Figure 2: IESOL SELT B2: Item difficulty distributions (LID scale range: 111-130)

With the B2 test forms, distributions again show some divergence in their patterning. T211 is skewed slight-

ly to the easy side; T220 has some outlying difficult items at the top end; T385 has a fairly flat distribution. 

Nonetheless, in general, the green zones (the supposed LID scale range) in the centre of the item distributions 

include a substantial number of the items in the B2 test forms. The frequency trend lines indicate a general 

regularity of shape, however, in general approaching a bell shape.

Figure 3 presents the item difficulty distributions for LST C1.

Figure 3: IESOL SELT C1: Item difficulty distributions (LID scale range: 131-150)

The C1 test form item distributions can be seen to be slightly more regular and bell-shaped than those for 

B2. T386 and T588 have some outlying difficult items at the top end of the scale, but the LID scale range (the 

green zones) again occupy a key section of the curve. The frequency trend lines again indicate a regularity of 

shape, approaching a bell shape.
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In summary then, it can be seen that the expert-set items for the LST B1–C1 test forms match well with cali-

brated LID scale CEFR levels. This lends support to the claim that the LST B1–C1 test forms may be seen to be 

acceptably anchored on the LID scale.

Conclusion
This chapter has reported on the externally-referenced anchoring (ERA) of LanguageCert SELT tests (LST) at 

levels B1–C1. The study was pursuing two related research questions.

The first research question explored the extent to which good Rasch infit and outfit statistics would emerge 

from the externally-referenced anchoring of B1–C1 test forms. As has been described, the majority of B1, B2 

and C1 test forms exhibited good Rasch infit and outfit statistics. This may be interpreted as a baseline of test 

quality.

The second research question explored the extent to which broadly bell-shaped item measure distributions 

would emerge from the analysis. The analyses generally exhibited a good match between CEFR levels B1–C1 

and LID scale levels. Items on all test forms showed generally balanced distributions, with the majority of 

items in the majority test forms falling within the 25th to 75th percentiles -- the percentiles point which broad-

ly match the upper and lower end of the cut scores determined for respective B1–C1 CEFR levels.

The match in the current study between the externally-referenced LST B1–C1 anchored levels and LID scale 

CEFR B1–C1 levels supports the argument that LanguageCert LST B1–C1 tests have been well set, with the 

results of the study statistically verifying expert judgements. The fact that the majority of items on the B1–C1 

test forms fell within the 25th to 75th percentiles confirms the claim that LST B1–C1 tests are well targeted 

at the appropriate CEFR levels.

The test forms and items have been shown to be located acceptably on the LID scale – and against CEFR lev-

els. Against this backdrop, vertical anchoring can now be brought to bear to place composite tests for each 

CEFR level on to the LID and hence LanguageCert Global scales. The current research has explored ERA in the 

context of a limited number of tests at three CEFR levels. A subsequent study is currently underway which will 

properly road-test the ERA methodology by submitting a considerable number (i.e., at least 10) test forms at 

each CEFR level to analysis and scrutiny.

Notes
1. The LanguageCert System reports scores on the LanguageCert Global Scale of 0-100 that is derived direct-

ly from the 180-point LID scale. It provides candidates, employers, education institutions and government 

agencies an easy-to-understand results system. It applies across all the tests in the LanguageCert System. The 

Global Scale defines specific levels of attainment needed to fulfil certain requirements. For example, entrance 

into a university or for migration and employment purposes. The levels of attainment can relate to overall 

performance in an examination, performance by skill (e.g., speaking), or both these parameters.
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Appendix 1: LST B1: Fit Statistics and Person Reliabil-
ities
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Appendix 2: LST B2: Fit Statistics and Person Reliabil-
ities 
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LanguageCert SELT Tests  
to the LanguageCert Item  
Difficulty Scale   
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and David Coniam

Abstract
This chapter reports on the alignment of LanguageCert SELT tests to the LanguageCert Item Difficulty (LID) 

Scale. The chapter builds on the study reported in Chapter 2 which established, through the use of external-

ly-referenced anchoring, that the LanguageCert SELT B1–C1 tests are robust.

The chapter explores the alignment of LanguageCert SELT tests in relation to the two objectively marked com-

ponents of Listening and Reading. The use of externally-referenced anchoring enabled the robustness of the 

four CEFR test levels B1–C2 to be demonstrated.

As the chapter illustrates, the LanguageCert SELT tests in general assess at their designated CEFR level but 

also contain items which allow them to assess across levels. At the C1 level, there are items which assess above 

C1 and, at the other end, below C1. Likewise, at the B2 level, there are items which assess both above and 

below B2.

The value of being able to assess across levels provides valuable information for stakeholders such as tertiary 

level administrators, admissions tutors, immigration officials and so on. Stakeholders of the LanguageCert 

Academic and General test have identified this as a highly valued feature of these tests going forward.

Keywords: test alignment, SELT, IESOL, externally-referenced anchoring
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Introduction
Since 2020, LanguageCert has been an approved provider, delivering Secure English Language Tests (SELT) 

tests to the UK Home Office for UK visas & immigration purposes, for movement to and for work in the UK.

In the LanguageCert SELT Test (LST), four-skills tests are offered at a range of levels (B1 to C2), mapped to 

the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR). Chapter 2 by Milanovic et al.) illustrated how Lan-

guageCert calibrates test material and aligns test forms to the respective CEFR levels. Building on the previ-

ous study, the current study demonstrates the alignment of all four LST levels (B1–C2) incorporating all B1 to 

C2 test forms produced since 2020.

The LST tests used in the current study consist of a number of the test forms for the respective CEFR levels 

delivered by LanguageCert in the 18-month period from mid-2020 to late 2021.

The LanguageCert SELT Tests
The LanguageCert SELT Test (LST) suite of tests form an integral part of the LanguageCert System. The suite 

comprises four tests from B1 to C2, each aligned to its respective CEFR level as well as three 2-skill tests rang-

ing from A1-B1. Examination specifications reflect the requirements of the CEFR. Test materials writers con-

form to the highest international standards and have extensive expertise in, and knowledge and understand-

ing of, the CEFR, the latter being crucial in ensuring validity and reliability (Hughes, 2003). Test items are linked 

to the CEFR by expert judgement, a methodology which has been shown to be robust (Coniam et al., 2022).

The B1-C1 tests comprise 52 items: 26 Listening and 26 Reading items. The C2 tests comprise 56 items: 30 

Listening and 26 Reading items. In adhering to the key test qualities of validity and reliability (Bachman and 

Palmer, 2010), the LST tests assess the communicative skills that test takers will be expected to have mastered 

at particular levels of ability. Test content matches target test takers – in terms of grammar, functions, vocab-

ulary, topics etc., and the tasks have correspondingly relevant ‘communicative’ contexts.

Each LST test has a designated CEFR level, with, as mentioned, all test forms carefully set using expert judg-

ment and reviewed by other expert staff. The LanguageCert Item Difficulty (LID) scale referred to above is the 

metric against which items are linked to the CEFR on the basis of item difficulty. The LID scale was created be-

tween 2017-2019 on the basis of Classical Test Statistics (CTS) and expert judgement by a group of assessment 

and item writing experts who are highly experienced in creating and developing test materials and aligning 

them to the CEFR. The LID scale may be found in Table 2 below.

Studies by Coniam et al. (2021a; 2021b) have validated and extended the LID scale beyond its original CTS ori-

gins to a Rasch-based calibration where all levels are statistically validated and linked. Rasch-based calibration 

provides greater reliability than classical statistics.

An overview of the methodology surrounding Rasch can be found in the Glossary of statistical terms and tech-

niques at the end of the volume, along with an outline of the infit and outfit mean square statistics which are 

key to the interpretation of Rasch results in the context of data ‘fit’.
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Test Data

Table 1 below provides detail on the number of test forms at each level and candidates.

Table 1: SELT IESOL test forms and candidatures

CEFR level Test forms Candidates 

B1 9 10,808

B2 6 2,732

C1 6 581

C2 3 111

Via externally-referenced, or vertical, anchoring (see Chapter 2 and further detail below), test forms are an-

chored at the midpoint of the item distribution of a given scale. The C2 sample is small, as can be seen from 

Table 1 but as Lee et al. (2022) illustrate, externally-referenced anchoring is nonetheless a methodology that 

works even with small samples. On this basis, C2 is included in the current analysis.

The midpoints of the LID scale for the six CEFR levels are presented in Table 2. In line with the LanguageCert 

Global Scale, Table 2 includes correspondences between the LID scale and the Global Scale.

Table 2: LID scale

CEFR level LID scale  
range

LID scale  
midpoint

Global scale 
range

Global scale 
midpoint

A1 51-70 60 10-19 15

A2 71-90 80 20-39 30

B1 91-110 100 40-59 50

B2 111-130 120 60-74 67

C1 131-150 140 75-89 82

C2 151-170 160 90-100 95

Externally-Referenced Anchoring
The methodology used in the current study is described more fully in Chapter 2 and is based on externally-ref-

erenced anchoring (ERA) (Lee et al., 2022). In ERA, test forms which have no common items but comprise items 

which have been set at predefined and well-accepted CEFR levels are anchored using the calibrated midpoints 

of a test form against the LID scale and against the CEFR. For each test level, the frame of reference (see Hum-

phry, 2006) constitutes the respective CEFR scale locations calibrated through the test forms and items for 

that level. On the basis of vertical midpoint anchoring, ERA:
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• enables an effective calibration of the items in each test form – given that no other restrictions are 

imposed on the items.

• reveals the items’ goodness of fit between expertly-assigned values and calibrated item distributions.

 

The anchoring goodness of fit is then evaluated by two metrics:

1. The extent to which a test’s midpoint corresponds to the LID scale level.

2. The fit in terms of the extent to which the item distribution around a test’s midpoint includes most of 

the items in a given test. Such fit is determined by a broadly bell-shaped distribution of item measures 

with the majority of item measures being clustered around the mean and falling between the 25th to 

75th percentiles (Lee et al., 2022).

Research Question
The research question being pursued in the current study is:

Can the four SELT tests (B1-C2) be accurately placed on the LID scale and hence against the CEFR?

Background Statistical Analysis
The reader is referred to the outline of the Rasch measurement model provided in the Glossary of statistical 

terms and techniques at the end of the volume.

Item Infit and Outfit

Accuracy mentioned in the research question above will be measured through good Rasch infit and outfit 

statistics emerging from the analysis at each of the four test levels. Analysis in the current study has been con-

ducted via the Rasch analysis software Winsteps (Linacre, 2018). Appendix 1 provides detail on fit statistics. 

Most of the items in tests at all four LanguageCert SELT Test levels had infit and outfit fit statistics within the 

acceptable fit range of 0.7-1.3, indicating good fit to the Rasch model.

Reliability

Test reliability, for a 50-item test, is accepted at 0.7 or above (Ebel, 1965). The equivalent of classical test reli-

ability in Rasch is person reliability (Anselmi et al., 2019). As Appendix 1 illustrates, 0.8 or better was achieved 

on all four levels of test, thus meeting reliability criteria.

These background statistics are indicative of a set of robust, well-constructed tests. The picture of test robust-

ness confirms that the application of externally-referenced anchoring is being conducted against a backdrop 

of reliable tests.
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Externally-referenced Anchoring Results
Test means and measures that emerged after the introduction of externally-referenced anchoring are now 

examined, in particular means recorded at the 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles. The 25th percentile will ideally 

be located half a logit (10 LID scale points) below and the 75th percentile half a logit above the test midpoint 

(Lee et al., 2022).

Summary analyses of the LST B1–C2 test forms are presented below. Acceptable values are in green font. 

Values which are greater than five LID scale points (a quarter of a logit) away from the established range are 

in red font.

Two sets of linked analyses for the composite LST tests are presented below. The first set provides a summary 

of percentile distribution values; the second provides a more visual impression in the form of item difficulty 

distribution graphs.

Table 3 provides the relevant detail for the composite LST tests. Each level has two sets of entries: the LID 

scale level range (in blue font) to the left-hand side and the distributions which emerged (in green font) to the 

right-hand side.

Table 3: Percentile distributions in composite LanguageCert SELT Test tests

No. of items B1 B2 C1 C2

Mean 52 52 52 56

SD 100 120.00 140.00 160

Maximum 9.59 10.83 9.28 14.09

75th p’tile 119.55 141.02 165.98 198.53

50th p’tile 110 105.64 130 126.43 150 147.69 170 167.96

25th p’tile 99.45 119.29 139.50 159.15

Minimum 91 94.04 111 112.78 131 133.45 151 150.72

82.05 100.28 117.51 127.34

As can be seen, at the 25th percentile, all test levels are acceptably close to the lower LID scale range. Simi-

larly, at the 75th percentile, all test levels are acceptably close to the upper LID scale range. Although there 

is a degree of divergence, the divergence is within the accepted half a logit (10 LID scale points) of difference 

(Zwick et al., 1999) which means that tests have been generally well targetted at their intended level.

To provide an accessible visual impression, test difficulty distributions are now presented in graph form in Fig-

ure 1. The green shading denotes the LID scale range for each test level. Frequency trend lines included across 

the scale for each test level provide a visual indication of the general shape of the distributions.
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Figure 1: LanguageCert SELT Test tests: Test difficulty distributions

As can be seen, each level shows a broadly bell-shaped distribution, as confirmed by the best fit lines that wrap 

around the columns. The distributions are not perfect – C1 shows a somewhat irregular pattern in the centre 

of the graph. In general, however, the distributions are comparatively regular, indicating that the tests are 

performing as expected.

Placing LanguageCert SELT on the LID Scale
It has been established that the test forms have been well set and are robust in terms of fit statistics and reli-

ability. The tests are located at appropriate points across the ranges of the LID scale, and hence at appropriate 

points against the CEFR.

Figure 2 below presents the Rasch person and item distributions on the LID and Global scales. The B1 test is 

green; the B2 salmon; the C1 beige; the C2 blue. LID scale values are to the right-hand side of the maps; CEFR 

levels to the left-hand side. The red tram lines indicate the LID scale cuts for each level. The highlighted yellow 

sections are the CEFR / test item match.

When reading the maps, it should be noted that candidates (persons) are located to the left-hand side of a 

particular map, items to the right-hand side. More able candidates are situated towards the upper left end of 

the map, and less able candidates towards the lower left end. More demanding items are situated towards the 

upper right end of the map while easier items are situated towards the lower right end.
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Figure 3: LanguageCert SELT Test Common Scale

As can be seen from Figure 3, for each LST test, the majority of the items (the highlighted yellow sections) fall 

within the CEFR level for which they are intended. This is an indicator of validity, indicating that the LST tests 

are generally well set, and are being targetted at the appropriate level.

It is also clear from Figure 3 that while tests assess in general at a particular CEFR level, the tests also assess 

across levels. Taking the beige C1 test as an example and reading up from the bottom of the C1 row, it can be 

seen that the bulk of the items assess at C1 level, as intended. There are, however, a number of items which 

assess at B2, below C1, and another set which assess at C2, above C1.

Likewise, with the salmon-colour B2 test, the majority of items assess at B2 level, but substantial numbers also 

assess at B1 and at C1 levels. This is the value and utility of a common scale: the reach across levels. While tests 

in principle assess at a given level, with appropriate calibration, tests can also be used across levels.
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Conclusion
This chapter has explored the alignment of LanguageCert SELT tests to the LID Scale. The use of externally-ref-

erenced anchoring has enabled the robustness of the four CEFR test levels B1–C2 to be demonstrated.

As the Rasch item/person maps illustrate, while the LST tests principally assess at their designated CEFR level, 

tests also contain items which assess across levels. At the C1 level, there are items which assess above and 

below C1. Likewise, at the B2 level, there are items which assess both above and below B2.

As stated earlier, being able to assess across levels provides valuable information for stakeholders such as 

tertiary level administrators, admissions tutors, immigration officials and so on. Stakeholders of the Lan-

guageCert Academic and General test have identified this as a highly valued feature of these tests.

The research question pursued in the study was whether LanguageCert SELT tests could be accurately placed 

on the LID scale and hence the CEFR, accuracy being defined as good Rasch infit and outfit statistics being 

obtained in the analysis at each of the four test levels. Rasch levels were indeed within acceptable levels, sup-

porting the claim that the tests are accurately placed.

This exercise forms part of the overall research drive that is being undertaken at LanguageCert to locate its 

various test products on the LID and hence LanguageCert Global Scale. The extensive research and calibration 

undertaken with the LanguageCert Test of English (Coniam et al., 2021a; b) is now being extended to other 

LanguageCert products. The research conducted with the SELT tests in the current study forms part of that 

endeavour.

Notes
1. The LanguageCert System reports scores on the LanguageCert Global Scale of 0-100 that is derived directly 

from the 180-point LID scale (see below). It provides candidates, employers, education institutions and gov-

ernment agencies an easy-to-understand results system. It applies across all the tests in the LanguageCert Sys-

tem. The Global Scale defines specific levels of attainment needed to fulfil certain requirements. For example, 

entrance into a university or for migration and employment purposes. The levels of attainment can relate to 

overall performance in an examination, performance by skill (e.g., speaking), or both these parameters.
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The LanguageCert Global Scale
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Chapter 4: LanguageCert 
SELT Writing Test Quality   

David Coniam, Irene Stoukou, Tony Lee and Michael Mila-
novic

Abstract
This chapter focuses on a vital aspect of writing tests. It reports on a study into test quality on a sample of the 

LanguageCert SELT Writing Tests administered at CEFR levels B1 and B2 during the period 2021-2022. This was 

a large sample encompassing over 14,000 candidates, 60 examiners and 18 different tasks. Using Many-Facet 

Rasch Analysis (MFRA), the study explores the consistency of marking in terms of examiner, task, and rating 

scale fit and severity. The use of Many-Facet Rasch Analysis provides analysts with an understanding of test 

quality, superior to Classical Test Statistics. Further explanation is provided in the Glossary of statistical terms 

and techniques at the end of the volume.

Results from the study indicate that, for the different test facets, fit to the Rasch model was generally good. 

The task and rating scale severity ranges were generally within acceptable limits. Crucially, examiner fit was 

good, with only a small number of examiners exhibiting misfit. Against the backdrop of the analysis reported, 

the study concludes that the SELT Writing Tests pitched at CEFR levels B1 and B2 are robust and fit for pur-

pose.

Keywords: test quality, Multi-faceted Rasch analysis, test facets

Introduction
One of the maxims of assessment is that tests should be valid and provide accurate assessments of candidates’ 

abilities: in particular in the context of how far a given test score may be interpreted as an indicator of the 

abilities or constructs to be measured (Bachman and Palmer, 2010; Messick, 1989). Under such a precondition, 

the marking of candidates’ writing therefore needs to be accurate if reliable assessments are to emerge. How-

ever, such accurate marking in performance assessment involving examiner judgment is an enduring challenge 

because scores assigned to candidate performance are mediated, interpreted and applied by examiners who 
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are a potential source of error (Engelhard, 2002). As Weigle (2002) observes, rating is a complicated process 

involving numerous factors – the candidate, the rater, the prompt, the rating scale etc – before a grade can be 

assigned to a script.

While scores awarded arise as a result of different facets in a Writing test – the examiners, the prompts, the 

rating scales – examiners are usually the facet which accounts for the largest source of variation, and hence 

inconsistency (Lumley and McNamara (1995). A considerable amount of research exists on examiner reliability 

(Saito, 2008; Webb et al., 1990); consistency (Elder et al., 2007; Lumley and McNamara, 1995); and severity 

(Engelhard and Myford, 2003). Other investigations of factors affecting examiners’ rating have focused on: 

mother tongue, expertise, educational qualifications, professional background (Barkaoui, 2007; Cumming, 

1990; Johnson and Lim, 2009; Shohamy et al., 1992).

From the issues just outlined, it follows that, for marking to be as consistent and accurate as possible, exam-

iners need to be properly trained and standardised (Lumley and McNamara, 1995; Kang et al., 2019; Webb et 

al., 1990; Weigle, 1998). For details of the training of LanguageCert Writing Test examiners, see Papargyris and 

Yan, (2022).

Prompts, or tasks, need to be at the appropriate level, of comparative difficulty and free of bias as far as pos-

sible (Lim, 2009). Barkaoui and Knouzi (2012) explore writing tasks, describing how task variability needs to be 

controlled so that different tasks do not produce greatly different outputs, and do not affect scores awarded. 

In Weigle’s (2002) terms, this means “construct irrelevant variance” should be minimised. LanguageCert task 

and item writers are of a high standard and have extensive expertise in, and understanding of, the different 

CEFR levels (Papargyris and Yan, 2022).

Rating scales need to interface with raters and tasks such that they also exhibit difficulty appropriate to the 

level being assessed, and possess good psychometric properties. Knoch et al. (2020) outline how rating scales 

may be evaluated for robustness.

SELT Writing Test Makeup
The data in this study were drawn from the administration of examinations at CEFR levels B1 and B2, which 

form part of LanguageCert’s SELT suite of English language tests. In the LanguageCert SELT Writing Tests 

(LSWT), candidates complete two writing tasks which elicit a range of writing skills. Table 1 elaborates. 

Table 1: Writing Test tasks
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Level Part 1: Candidates 
produce

Word length Part 2: Candidates 
produce

Word length

B1 a neutral or formal 

text for a public 

audience 

70-100 a letter using infor-

mal language 

100-120

B2 a neutral or formal 

text for a public 

audience 

100-150 a text using infor-

mal language 

150-200

The format of the tests and the nature of the assessment criteria reflect the broad multi-faceted construct un-

derlying these examinations. Communicative ability is the primary concern, while accuracy and range become 

increasingly important as the CEFR level of the test increases.

Against the above backdrop, candidate responses are marked using an analytic mark scheme which matches 

the CEFR descriptors. Separate marks are awarded by marking examiners for four aspects of writing ability in 

the scripts produced by candidates. This set of criteria ensures that a wide range of writing skills are consid-

ered, thus enhancing the reliability and representativeness of test scores. Table 2 elaborates.

Table 2: Rating scale criteria

Accuracy and Range of Grammar

Accuracy and Range of Vocabulary

Organisation

Task Fulfilment

Data: Test Facets and the LID Scale
This section provides details of the dataset constructed for the analysis. This comprises the four facets used 

in the Many-Facet Rasch Analysis (MFRA) (detail provided below): the candidates, examiners, tasks, and rating 

scales. Table 3 provides the detail.

Table 3: Writing Test facet breakdown

CEFR level Candidates Examiners Tasks Rating scales

B1 11,054 58 18 4

B2 2,813 52 12 4

The focus in the current study is on CEFR level B due to candidature cohort size. The B1 candidature is over 

11,000, while that of B2 is almost 3,000. The C level cohorts are considerably smaller and do not therefore 

form part of the current analysis. The sample sizes are a reflection of the number of applicants for the differ-

ent visa types. The examiners constitute LanguageCert’s trained cohort of examiners, who are trained and 

standardised to mark across levels (see Papargyris and Yan, 2022). There are a range of tasks: nine sets of Task 

1s and Task 2s at B1, matching the larger candidature and six sets of tasks at B2.
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The four rating scales were presented in Table 2. While the same four criteria are applied across levels, the 

demands posed by the criteria at a specific level reflect expectations of language ability at that level.

At LanguageCert, tests, items, and candidate test results are linked to the CEFR by means of the LanguageCert 

Item Difficulty (LID) scale. A description of the LID scale is provided in Chapter 2. LID scale ranges and mid-

points for the two CEFR levels explored in the current study are presented in Table 4.

Table 4: LID scale ranges

CEFR level LID scale range Midpoint

A1 51-70

A2 71-90

B1 91-110 100

B2 111-130 120

C1 131-150

C2 151-170

An accepted first-line metric of examiner quality is that of correlations between examiners (see e.g., Tisi et al., 

2013). Following accepted practice for analysing multiple facets in a performance test such as Writing, howev-

er, the best analytical instrument is MFRA (see e.g., Eckes, 2015).

In the current study, following an initial investigation of inter-examiner correlations, the main focus involves 

the use of Many-Facet Rasch Analysis (MFRA), which is conducted via the computer program FACETS (Linacre, 

2020). The reader is referred to the outline of the Rasch measurement model and MFRA provided in the Glos-

sary of statistical terms and techniques at the end of the volume.

Research Questions

The Research Questions pursued in the current study are as follows:

1. Do the different facets of examiner severity, candidate ability, task difficulty and rating scale difficul-

ty exhibit good fit statistics?

2. Are task and rating scale difficulty appropriate to the test level?

 

In the case of performance-based assessment, it is important to attempt to ensure reliability through ex-

tensive examiner training and standardisation, including even sanctioning inconsistent examiners (see Elder 

et al., 2007).
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Data Analysis: Results and Discussion

Classical Test Analysis

Inter-examiner correlations are first provided for whole test scores, and individual task scores. Table 5 pro-

vides the detail.

Table 5: Inter-examiner correlations

CEFR level Whole test Task 1 Task 2

B1 0.86 0.84 0.85

B2 0.78 0.78 0.76

p<.001 for all correlations

As can be seen, against a preferred basis of 0.8, B1 and B2 whole test and task scores are good. While correla-

tion analysis is seen as a first base in investigating issues such as examiner reliability, it is nonetheless viewed 

as being somewhat limited (Lunz et al., 1994). Analysis of a rather broader scope – such as that afforded by 

Many-Facet Rasch Analysis [MFRA] (see e.g., Eckes, 2015) – is recommended for performance tests such as 

Writing. And it is to MFRA that the discussion now moves.

Many-Facet Rasch Analysis

In the current study, as mentioned, four facets have been specified: candidates, examiners, tasks and rating 

scales. In the analysis, all things being equal (i.e., examiner severity, candidate ability, task difficulty and rating 

scale difficulty), measures will centre around zero logits (rescaled to the midpoint of the appropriate LID/

CEFR level, with an SD of 20 [refer back to Table 4]). In terms of examiner judgements, a higher score indicates 

severity; a lower score indicates leniency. For candidates, a higher score indicates higher language ability, with 

a lower score indicating lower language ability. For tasks, a higher score indicates the task is more difficult, 

while a lower score indicates that the task is easier. For rating scales, a higher score indicates a more demand-

ing scale.

In the analysis below, two perspectives are provided. A picture of global data-model fit is first provided for the 

two test levels. This is followed by the variable map which exemplifies the ‘ruler’ concept and how all facets 

may be viewed together.
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Overall Data-Model Fit

A key focus in Rasch is that of overall data-model ‘fit’. This is the difference between expected and observed 

scores, and can be observed through the number of unexpected responses. Satisfactory model fit is indicat-

ed when ‘unexpected responses’ account for no more than 5% of (absolute) standardised residuals (Linacre, 

2002).

Table 6: Unexpected responses

Level Valid respons-
es

Unexpected 
responses

B1 94,772 957 (1.48%)

B2 25,696 175 (0.68%)

 

As can be seen from Table 6, for both test levels, the number of unexpected responses reported against valid 

responses used for estimating model parameters in the analysis was less than 5%. This is an indicator of ac-

ceptable data-model fit.

Facet Maps

A useful visual guide for understanding Rasch analysis is the facet map which provides a view of how the 

different facets are located on the scale. Figure 1 below presents a composite picture of the variable maps 

produced by FACETS for the B1 and B2 Writing Tests. The composite picture of both facet maps permits an 

appreciation to be gained not only of how the individual facets sit on the ruler for their specific test, but also 

provides a comparative picture of both tests.

Logit measures for both tests have been rescaled (from the standard logit midpoint of zero and an SD of 1) in 

line with LID scale ranges (Table 4). The midpoints, which are indicated by green bands, are set at 100 for B1 

and 120 for B2. SDs for both levels are 20.

Candidates range across the whole ability spectrum, covering approximately 10 logits at each level, thus sat-

isfying the requirements of the SELT tests for visa purposes. As a consequence of wide candidate variation, 

examiners will also show wide variation, as may be seen in the Appendices.

For current purposes, the map in Figure 1 has been limited to details of tasks and rating scales since it is pref-

erable that these elements be within the specified difficulty domains for the respective CEFR level.
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Figure 1: B1 and B2 facet maps
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As can be seen from the maps, for the B1 test, the central zone (91-110 LID scale points) – contains all 12 tasks 

and three of the four rating scales (TF [Task Fulfilment] is marked leniently – see below).

Similarly, for the B2 test, the central zone (111-130 LID scale points) – contains all 18 tasks and three of the 

four rating scales (TF is again marked leniently).

The facet maps are useful as a visual guide to how the facets are located together on the one map, or ‘ruler’. 

A more detailed analysis of the different test facets is now provided.

Analysis of Test Facets

In the data output and analysis presented below, infit and LID measures are reported for the examiner, 

task, and rating scale facets. In the tables, the infit data shows the ‘big picture’ in that it scrutinises the in-

ternal structure of a facet. Acceptable ranges of fit are generally taken as 0.5-1.5 (Lunz and Stahl, 1990). 

 

Examiners

Appendix 1 presents the examiner fit statistics (sorted by infit) for the two test levels.

Table 7 presents the picture of examiner fit. Three examiners exhibited misfit at B1, with three misfitting ex-

aminers at B2. This figure of approximately 5% is acceptable, given the number of examiners.

Table 7: Examiner fit summary

CEFR level Examiners LID scale range (logits) Examiners exhibiting misfit

B1 58 100 (5) 3

B2 52 65 (3.5) 3

The degree of examiner severity ranges from five logits between the 58 examiners on B1 to three and a half 

logits with the 52 B2 examiners. Such ranges are not unusual. Eckes (2005), in an analysis of the German Test-

DaF Writing test, reports an examiner severity spread of 4.26 logits. Park (2004) reports an examiner severity 

range of 5.24 logits.

it should be noted that the facet of examiner ‘severity/leniency’ is not a value judgement. Severity reflects an 

examiner’s tendency to award a rating lower than deserved while leniency reflects an examiner’s tendency to 

award a rating higher than deserved. Severity/leniency should be understood in terms relative to the examiner 

facet alone without reference to other facets in the calibration or the calibrated Rasch measures in absolute 

terms.

In general, the picture with the B1 and B2 tests reported above is indicative of a good baseline of examiner 

consistency.
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Tasks

Appendix 2 presents the task fit statistics (sorted by LID measure) for the two test levels. Table 8 presents task 

fit and difficulty.

Table 8: Task fit summary

CEFR level Tasks LID scale range: Measures (logits) Misfit

B1 18 8 (0.4) -

B2 12 10 (1.0) -

All task fit values are good, indicating that the tasks generally perform well. The degree of task severity is 

limited, within half a logit for B1 and one logit for B2. While not absolute, the more demanding Task 2s have 

higher LID values, appearing at the more difficult end of the spectrum. This is possibly because the Task 2s are 

required to be longer, and hence impose greater cognitive demands on candidates, leading to the assessment 

of a wider range of ability (see e.g., Crossley, 2020; Rubin and Rafoth, 1986).

Rating Scales

Appendix 3 presents the rating scale fit statistics (sorted by LID measure) for the two test levels. Table 9 pres-

ents scale fit and difficulty. All task fit values are good, within acceptable levels, an important baseline.

Table 9: Rating scale fit summary

CEFR level Scales LID scale range  (logits) Misfit

B1 4 18 (0.9) -

B2 4 29 (1.5) -

The four rating scales show good model fit, with the range among the different scales extending to approx-

imately one logit. The rating scales nonetheless illustrate a pattern observed in previous research: that the 

most demanding scales tend to be those involving the formal ‘expressive’ categories – grammar and syntax, 

for example (Pollitt and Hutchison, 1987). The Accuracy and Range of Grammar, Accuracy and Range of Vocab-

ulary, and Organisation scales were within a half logit range of one another. Task Fulfilment, the least ‘formal’ 

scale, was the most leniently marked, as this type of scale has generally tended to be (Coniam, 2005). While 

English language teacher-examiners have a clear idea of how to interpret the formal categories, they are less 

clear about the demands of scales such as Task Fulfilment.

Conclusion

This study has examined the issue of facet quality across the LanguageCert SELT B1 and B2 Writing Tests. The 

study employed inter-examiner correlations initially, but, for the most part, has drawn on Many-Facet Rasch 

Analysis in its exploration of test quality.
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The research questions in the study centred around the extent to which the different test facets exhibited 

good fit statistics, and how far task and rating scale difficulty were appropriate to test level.

Inter-examiner correlations were good for B1 and B2 levels.

In terms of the analysis of the test facets, examiner fit to the Rasch model was generally good – a key back-

ground consideration. There was a range in terms of examiner severity, but this was consistent with severity 

ranges from previous studies and to an extent reflected the wide ability range of the candidature.

Regarding tasks, all task fit values were good, and task difficulty values indicated that the tasks generally 

performed well. The task difficulty range was under a logit, and tasks can be seen to be appropriate for their 

intended level.

The analysis of the rating scales illustrated a somewhat familiar pattern. While the scales showed good model 

fit, severity range among the scales extended to approximately a logit and a half on the B2 test. This was large-

ly due to the fact that, on the two tests, the Task Fulfilment scale was most leniently marked – as this type of 

scale generally tends to be. A tightening up of expected performances in the Task Fulfilment scale would help 

to better target rating expectations.

In light of the analysis of the data reported here, the SELT B1 and B2 English Language Writing Tests may be 

seen to be both robust and fit for purpose.

It should be noted that, as also stated in Chapter 3, the use of (MFRA) provides more detailed, nuanced and 

reliable information for analysts and stakeholders than Classical Test Analysis. This is particularly important 

in high-stakes tests of English language proficiency such as the LanguageCert Academic examination (LCA). 

Chapter 1 has demonstrated how MFRA was used to ensure that both the LCA and LCG are valid, reliable, 

quality examinations,
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Appendix 1: Examiner Fit Statistics (sorted by Infit) 
B1 Examiner Fit Statistics
(Logits rescaled to mean of 100; SD of 20) Yellow=largest and smallest severity values; green=misfit
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B2 Examiner Fit Statistics
(Logits rescaled to mean of 120; SD of 20) Yellow=largest and smallest severity scores; green=misfit
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Appendix 2: Task Fit Statistics (sorted by LID Measure)

Appendix 3: Rating Scale Statistics (sorted by LID Measure)

Rating scale Abbreviation

Task Fulfilment TF

Accuracy and range of grammar ARG

Accuracy and range of vocabulary ARV

Organisation IO
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Chapter 5: Exploring Item 
Bank Stability Through Live 
and Simulated Datasets

Tony Lee, David Coniam and Michael Milanovic

Abstract
LanguageCert manages the construction of its tests, exams and assessments using a sophisticated item bank-

ing system which contains large amounts of test material that is described, inter alia, in terms of content 

characteristics such as: macroskills, grammatical and lexical features; and measurement characteristics such as 

Rasch difficulty estimates and fit statistics. In order to produce content and difficulty equivalent test forms, it 

is vital that the items in any LanguageCert bank manifest stable measurement characteristics.

The current Chapter is the first of two linked studies exploring the stability of one of the item banks devel-

oped by LanguageCert [Note 1]. This particular bank has been used as an adaptive test bank and comprises 827 

calibrated items. It has been administered to over 13,000 test takers, each of whom have taken approximately 

60 items. The purpose of the two exploratory studies is to examine the stability of this adaptive test item bank 

from both statistical and operational perspectives.

The study compares test taker performance in the live dataset (with over 13,000 test takers who each takes 

approximately 60 items) with a simulated ‘full’ dataset generated using model-based imputation. Simulation 

regression lines showed a good match and Rasch fit statistics were also good – thus indicating that items com-

prising the adaptive item bank are of high quality both in terms of content and statistical stability. Potential fu-

ture stability was confirmed by results obtained from a Bayesian ANOVA. As mentioned above, item bank sta-

bility is important when item banks are used for multiple purposes – two such purposes in the LanguageCert 

context being both adaptive testing and the construction of linear tests. The current study therefore lays the 

groundwork for a subsequent follow-up study where the utility of this adaptive test item bank is verified by 

the construction, administration and analysis of a number of linear tests.

Keywords: item banks, stability, simulated dataset, Rasch, Bayesian ANOVA
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Introduction
This chapter reports on a study investigating the stability and robustness of one of the item banks developed 

by LanguageCert. Given that both linear paper-based and adaptive high-stakes tests are produced from such 

item banks, key issues that need to be confirmed are (i) item bank stability and (ii) item measurement quality, 

in terms of tests generated from such item banks (see Mills and Steffen, 2000). These issues are important 

because test quality is a vital consideration for any organisation administering high-stakes examinations, espe-

cially examinations such as the LanguageCert Academic (LCA) and General (LCG) examinations.

Item Bank Size and Stability
Operationally, a key question is how to establish the stability of an item bank from a measurement perspec-

tive. In this context, an item bank containing 827 items was used both as an adaptive test bank and for the 

generation of linear tests. ‘Stability’ may be defined here from two perspectives. The first is that model-fit 

statistics remain within acceptable ranges, even at the extreme ends of the percentile spectrum. The second, 

from an operational perspective, is that tests derived from the item bank produce comparable results when 

run with test takers.

One of the early researchers into item banking with particular reference to adaptive testing some five decades 

ago was Choppin (1968). Choppin’s starting point was that an item bank of around 500 items was required, 

calibrated on 2,000 test takers. Ree (1981) conducted simulations of different adaptive test scenarios with dif-

fering test taker and item bank sample sizes. His recommendations, to an extent, echoed Choppin’s findings: 

that an item bank comprising at least 200 items and calibrated on 2,000 test takers might be an acceptable 

starting point. Wainer (2000) describes an item pool consisting of some 800 items. Voss and Blumenthal (2020) 

describe a pool of 1,071 items calibrated on some 4,200 test takers.

Other researchers have nonetheless recommended rather larger item bank sizes. Derner et al. (2008) in dis-

cussing the construction of an item bank to measure technical skill attainment mentions 9,000 items as an op-

timal size, resources permitting. Similarly, Rudner (2009), in describing the development of the GMAT, states 

that for reasons such as security and broad construct coverage, the GMAT comprised over 9,000 items.

Among the limited number of researchers who have investigated stability (see e.g., Gao and Chen, 2005; Weiss 

and von Minden, 2012; Sahin and Weiss, 2015) studies have tended to focus on the theoretical construct in 

terms of how many (or rather how few) items might be necessary for information to be provided at appropri-

ate θ levels (theta, for personal ability estimates) and with item parameters accurately estimated. While these 

studies provide an informative backdrop, the study reported in the current chapter differs somewhat in its 

approach to stability. The simulated ‘full dataset’ study reported in the current Chapter 4 is followed up in the 

next chapter (i.e., Chapter 5) with an study of the direct construction, administration and analysis of real world 

tests from the live item bank.

The LanguageCert adaptive item bank described in the current chapter contained (as of late 2021) 827 items, 

and subsets of approximately 60 items have been administered (as adaptive tests) to approximately 13,000 

test takers. This gave a live dataset of 0.78 million data points against a theoretical maximum of 10.66 million 
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data points. The items, thus, were more than those Choppin (1965) estimated as necessary, and close to the 

number specified by Wainer (2000). They are fewer than the 9,000 items suggested by Derner et al (2008) 

when developing the GMAT. The13,000 sample of test takers in the study far exceeds those suggested by 

Choppin (Ibid), Werner (Ibid), and Vlss and Blumenthal (Ibid).

In assessment situations where items need to be calibrated to a common scale, analysis need to take account 

of extensive amounts of missing data (Roth, 1998). This is particularly the case with the item bank and adap-

tive test as they stood at the end of 2021. As mentioned above, the adaptive bank contains many hundreds of 

items, with responses available for each test taker for only a small number of items. For the reliability of such 

an item bank to be demonstrated, item statistics therefore need to be computed such that missing values in 

the dataset are taken account of. This may be achieved by using imputed values (Peugh and Enders, 2004).

A number of methods for evaluating the effect of missing data have been explored: model-based imputation 

(Huisman and Molenaar, 2001); pairwise deletion (Zhang and Walker, 2008); maximum likelihood (Schminkey 

et al, 2016); and multiple imputation (Li et al., 2015). The consensus would appear to converge on model-mul-

tiple imputation, the method that was adopted in the current study.

Multiple Imputation in the Current Study
The current study describes the analysis of the adaptive test item bank where missing data is simulated using 

the Rasch measurement program Winsteps (Linacre, 2018). Imputed missing data values have been generated 

via model-based multiple imputation, with the starting point for the simulation being the 13,000 test takers, 

with their individual responses to 60 items.

Methodology
Figure 1 below presents a snapshot of data of actual test taker responses in the adaptive test dataset.

Figure 1: Data points in the live LTE adaptive test dataset

As may be seen from Figure 1, the data occurs as chunks, spread out across a vast data space.
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In the analysis, simulated data was imputed from the dataset presented in Figure 1 above. The ‘full’ dataset 

has been constructed – not on the basis of random responses – but via the software imputing a dataset for 

each test taker for all 827 items based on their limited set of actual responses. From the existing 0.78 million 

data points (as in Figure 1), the full dataset contains 10.66 million data points. Figure 2 presents a sample of 

the simulated dataset.

Figure 2: Simulated ‘full’ dataset

Research Questions (RQs)
The overarching Research Question is: will the statistics emerging from the simulation return results within 

acceptable values, indicative of item bank stability?

The study pursues the following specific RQs.

RQ 1. Will regression line (R2) values be a minimum of 0.75 [the rule of thumb for ‘substantial’ R2 values (Rin-

gle and Sinkovics, 2009)]?

RQ 2. Will Rasch infit and outfit statistics be within acceptable ranges at the 25th and 75th percentiles: i.e., 

between 0.5 - 1.5.?

RQ 3. Will the Bayes Factor be at least 30 or above, indicative of very strong evidence for the claims regarding 

item bank stability.

Statistical Analysis
The current study is predicated on the use of two statistical techniques: the Rasch model, and Bayesian sta-

tistics.

An overview of the methodology surrounding Rasch can be found in the Glossary of statistical terms and tech-

niques at the end of the volume, along with an outline of the infit and outfit mean square statistics which are 

key to the interpretation of Rasch results in the context of data ‘fit’.
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Bayesian statistical methods describe the conditional future probability of an event. An overview of the meth-

odology surrounding Bayesian statistics and interpretations can be found in the Glossary. A brief recap of 

some key points is nonetheless presented below.

In Bayesian statistics, the critical statistic is the Bayes Factor (BF) – the ratio of likelihood between the null and 

the alternative hypothesis. Proposes cutoff levels for interpreting the strength of a Bayes Factors (Jeffreys, 

1961) range from 1 (no evidence for the alternative hypothesis) to 10-30 (strong evidence), to 30-100 (very 

strong evidence), to above 100 (extremely strong evidence for the alternative hypothesis).

The credible interval in Bayesian statistics represents the range in which a specified percentage, e.g., 95%, of 

cases would fall. It has a direct interpretation as “the probability that ρ is in the specified interval” (Hoekstra 

et al., 2014).

Results
To explore the research questions, the simulation was run to explore how a potentially-complete dataset com-

pared with the live dataset which contained missing data values.

Table 1 presents the regression line calculated for the simulation.

Table 1: Simulation regression line

Sample size R2

13,000 0.99

As can be seen, the simulation shows an extremely good match with the regression line of 0.99 – markedly 

above the target of 0.75 (Ringle and Sinkovics, 2009). This result gives an indication of the stability of the 

calibration of the adaptive item bank under investigation, which is underpinned, it has to be assumed, by the 

quality of the items which constitute the bank.

Item-model Fit Statistics

Table 2 below presents a comparison of item-model fit statistics between the live (‘sparse’) and simulated 

(‘full’) dataset. Unacceptably high values are flagged in red font.
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Table 2: Live and Simulated datasets (N=827): Item fit statistics 

Percentile statistics Infit Outfit

Live dataset Simulated 
dataset

Live dataset Simulated 
dataset

Mean 1.03 1.00 1.07 1.00

Std. Deviation 0.34 0.01 0.45 0.03

Minimum (1st p’tile) 0.54 0.98 0.98 0.93

25th p’tile 0.93 1.00 0.89 0.99

50th p’tile 0.97 1.00 0.95 1.00

75th p’tile 1.05 1.00 1.10 1.01

Maximum (99th p’tile) 4.76 1.02 5.18 1.37

As can be seen, at the 25th and 75th percentiles, fit statistics for values in the existing live dataset are well 

within the acceptable range of 0.5 – 1.5. It is only at maximum values that both infit and outfit mean squares 

emerge as being unacceptably high.

The simulated ‘full’ dataset presents a picture of stability – even at minimum and maximum percentile values 

(See Table 2). The larger standard deviations which emerge with the live dataset may be accounted for by the 

fact that each test taker in the live dataset has only 60 data points, as opposed to over 820 in the case for every 

item in the simulations.

The results using the simulated data suggest that the quality of the test items in the adaptive test item bank 

is high and that the adaptive test as it is currently calibrated would appear to be robust.

Person-model Fit Statistics

The explorations above have been at item level. To further explore the stability of the item bank, person-mod-

el fit statistics are now reported. Person values and misfit, it should be noted, are sometimes more difficult to 

derive clear interpretations out of than item values – certainly when these are all calibrated – due to the fact 

that test takers may guess, leave blanks, cheat etc. (see Meijer, 1996).

The current study builds on research by Coniam et al. (2021), which documented different phases of measure-

ment scale development for the LanguageCert Test of English (LTE), validating the LanguageCert Item Diffi-

culty (LID) scale. Test taker results are reported against CEFR (the Common European Framework of Reference 

for Languages) levels, which have been defined on the basis of LanguageCert Item Difficulty (LID) scale scores; 

these are laid out in Table 3 below.
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Table 3: LID scale

CEFR level Mid point

A1 60

A2 80

B1 100

B2 120

C1 140

C2 160

The LID scale in Table 3 above is key for the interpretation of Table 4 below, which presents person-model fit 

statistics for the live and simulated datasets, with unacceptably high values again in red font. LID values are 

also included in the table in order to provide a more in-depth picture of comparability.

Table 4: Live and simulated datasets (N=13,000): Person fit statistics

Percentile statistics Live dataset Simulated dataset

LID values Infit Outfit LID values Infit Outfit

Mean 120.80 1.00 1.03 121.12 1.00 1.00

SD 18.86 0.17 0.39 18.93 0.04 0.15

Minimum (1st p’tile) 37.96 0.43 0.19 42.03 0.84 0.46

25th p’tile 108.46 0.89 0.80 108.63 0.97 0.92

50th p’tile 120.45 0.98 0.94 120.82 1.00 0.98

75th p’tile 134.43 1.10 1.15 134.76 1.03 1.05

Maximum (99th p’tile) 180.64 2.00 8.47 182.84 1.19 3.73

As can be seen, at the 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles, LID measures are constant with both datasets – indica-

tive that the simulated dataset is a good extrapolation of the live dataset.

Fit statistics are within acceptable values. It is, again, only at maximum values that outfit mean squares in par-

ticular emerge as unacceptably high. This may well be due to outliers, i.e., test takers who have scored higher 

than they might have been expected to as a result of correct guesses. There is less misfit in infit and outfit 

mean square values in the simulated dataset than in the live dataset. This again suggests that – even though 

indications are that values computed from the current live dataset are stable and reliable – as the dataset 

increases in size, its stability will improve even further.
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Bayesian Statistic Results

Bayesian statistics permit, as mentioned, the exploration of the probability-based future robustness of the 

adaptive test. To this end, a Bayesian ANOVA was run on the simulated dataset. The Bayesian H0 for ANOVA 

(as with the null hypothesis in standard [frequentist] statistics), is that there will be no significant difference 

among test means.

The descriptives for the simulation are presented in Table 5.

Table 5: Simulation Descriptives (N=827)

95% Credible Intervals

Mean SD Lower Upper

100.29 36.15 97.82 102.76

The 95% credible intervals indicate that the fluctuations of the item bank mean in future events would be 

only two and a half LID scale points (about an eighth of a logit) above and below the mean with an extreme 

difference of about five LID scale points – approximately one quarter of a CEFR level. Since divergences within 

half a logit (10 LID scale points) are viewed as being bounds (Zwick et al., 1999), fluctuations of 2.5 LID scale 

points can be seen as non significant.

Against the above backdrop, the overall estimation from the Bayesian ANOVA is provided in Table 6.

Table 6: Bayesian ANOVA estimations

Models P(M) P(M|data) BF M BF 01 error %

Null model 0.5 1 14,830 1

Simulations 0.5 0.00006 0.00006 14,830 0.0007

In Bayesian ANOVA, the critical statistic is the BF01 Bayes Factor. This represents the ratio of BF0 (the null 

hypothesis of nil mean differences) to BF1 (the alternative hypothesis of existence of mean difference). The 

target Bayes Factor was 30-100; the figure of 14,830 obtained is far beyond this figure, into the range of above 

100: “extreme evidence” (after Jeffreys, 1961) in favour of the no difference in mean in the ANOVA results. 

This figure is a strong indicator of robustness.

Conclusion
This study has explored how an item bank used for adaptive testing purposes may be assessed in terms of ro-

bustness. In the study, item bank stability was investigated using a simulated ‘full’ dataset generated through 

model-based imputation. Three research questions were pursued in this study.

RQ 1 investigated whether the regression line (R2) value of the simulation would be a minimum of 0.75. The 

R2 values for the simulation was 0.99, a strong indicator of stability of the calibration.

RQ 2 investigated whether Rasch infit and outfit statistics would be within acceptable ranges at the 25th and 

75th percentiles. For both live dataset values and simulated dataset values (the latter using the ‘full’ dataset) 
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at both percentiles, fit statistics were well within acceptable ranges. There was evidence of misfit with outfit 

mean squares although this was only at the maximum value end of the scale.

RQ 3 investigated whether the Bayes Factor would be in the range of at least 30-100. The Bayes Factor which 

emerged was 14,830 – well above the target of 100, and indicative of “extreme evidence”.

The conclusion which may be drawn from the comparison of the ‘full’ and (comparatively sparser) live dataset 

was that as the live dataset expands in terms of data points (i.e., items and test takers), stability is likely to 

improve further. Such predicted stability lends credence to the claim that the items that comprise the adaptive 

item bank are of good quality and have been well set – and, furthermore, lends support to the robustness of 

the bank as an assessment instrument.

It has been noted both above and in Chapter 1 that item bank stability is a crucial element of a good, high-qual-

ity test, especially high-stakes tests where reliable and accurate outcomes are crucial for candidates and all 

other stakeholders. This is particularly the case with the LanguageCert Academic (LCA) examination where 

immigration and education opportunity decisions are based on the LCA results.

The current study has been laying the background for a follow-up study. The ground work – item bank stabili-

ty – has now been established. Therefore, the follow-up study involves a real-world use of the item bank. This 

study will involve the construction, administration to a representative sample of test takers, and analysis of a 

number of linear tests derived from the adaptive item bank. This study is reported in Chapter 6 (see Coniam 

et al., 2022).

While the explorations reported in the current chapter relate to the analysis of a specific item bank, the meth-

odology may be useful to any researcher developing an item bank. Creating a simulated ‘full’ dataset allows 

for a view of the stability of the item bank to be evaluated, with the two statistics used in this current study 

offering a picture of stability. A regression line above 0.75 gives a first line indication of the stability of the 

calibration of the item bank. The crucial figures, however, are calibration values and the Rasch infit and outfit 

statistics at the 25th and 75th percentiles. Since, in Rasch measurement, the starting point of measurement 

is the mid-point (the 50th percentile), the CEFR level of a test should start in the middle of the item distribu-

tion. The central 50% of the item distribution (25% to 75% of the items) is therefore the range most precisely 

measuring the CEFR level. Such a distribution shows that 50% of the items are well targeted at the CEFR level 

intended by the test, and means that half of the items in the test are around the CEFR level presumed by the 

test.

The fact that infit and outfit figures were within acceptable values provides further evidence of stability in 

the item bank. Finally, a Bayesian ANOVA permits a prediction to be made as to the likely future stability of 

the item bank. If the Bayes Factor obtained from the ANOVA is 30-100 or higher, this is further “very strong 

evidence” as to the likely long term stability of the item bank.
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Notes
1. Reference is made in this chapter to “one” item bank. It should be noted that LanguageCert tests access 

multiple parallel item banks.
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Chapter 6: Exploring Item 
Bank Stability in the Creation 
of Multiple Test Forms   

David Coniam, Tony Lee and Michael Milanovic

Abstract
The engine facilitating the construction of LanguageCert tests is a complex item banking system. These item 

banks contain large amounts of test material covering a wide range of content and construct characteristics. 

They are calibrated on the basis of Rasch difficulty estimates and fit statistics, and classical test statistics 

analysis.

When effectively constructed and managed, item banks allow for the creation of test forms which are con-

sistent and comparable both in terms of content and difficulty. This is relevant not only when creating tests 

intended to measure at a particular level such as CEFR level B1 but also when developing tests which measure 

across multiple levels from A1 to C2.

This chapter reports the second in a set of linked studies investigating one of the item banks developed by 

LanguageCert UK. The first study (see Chapter 5) explored item bank stability in terms of model fit and re-

gression line statistics in both the live dataset (13,000 test takers, each doing 60 items) and in a simulated ‘full’ 

dataset generated via model-based imputation (i.e., 13,000 test takers, each having done all 827 items). The 

purpose of the current study involved submitting the item bank to a real-world test in order to examine the 

quality of actual tests derived from the item bank. To achieve this, three tests were compiled from the cali-

brated item bank, and subsequently administered to a sample of test takers. In the analysis of the three tests, 

good fit statistics emerged, with high correlations between each test – an indicator of robust joint calibration 

and further evidence as to the stability of the item bank.

The chapter concludes with the claim that the items that comprise the item bank have been well set, with strong 

support for the robustness of the item bank as a clearing house from which many different tests may be constructed. 

 

Keywords: item bank stability, Rasch, test development and administration
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Introduction
This chapter reports on a study investigating the stability and robustness of one of the item banks developed 

by LanguageCert UK [Note 1]. Given that both paper-based and adaptive high-stakes tests are produced from 

these item banks, key issues are item bank stability and item quality in terms of tests generated from the item 

bank (Mills and Steffen, 2000). Indeed, test quality is of the utmost importance for any organisation adminis-

tering high-stakes examination.

In the previous study, reported in Chapter 5 of this volume (Coniam et al., 2022), an overview was first present-

ed of issues relevant to item bank size (Choppin, 1968; Ree, 1981; Derner et al., 2008; Rudner, 2009) and item 

bank stability (Gao and Chen, 2005; Weiss and von Minden, 2012; Sahin and Weiss, 2015). Following this, the 

makeup of the LanguageCert adaptive test item bank and test taker dataset was outlined. The adaptive item 

bank contains 827 items, with subsets of approximately 60 items administered (as adaptive tests) to approxi-

mately 13,000 test takers.

By using imputed values (Peugh and Enders, 2004), via the software Winsteps (Linacre, 2018), a simulated ‘full’ 

dataset was constructed on the basis of responses for each test taker being imputed for all 827 items based on 

test takers’ actual responses. From the existing 0.78 million data points (13,000 x 60), a full dataset containing 

10.66 million data points (13,000 x 827) was therefore generated.

In Chapter 5, two RQs were pursued in the study involving simulations.

The first investigated whether the regression line (R2) value of the simulation would be a minimum of 0.75 

[the rule of thumb for ‘substantial’ R2 values – Ringle and Sinkovics (2009)]. The R2 values for the simulation 

were, in fact, 0.99, a strong indicator of stability of the calibration.

The second investigated whether Rasch infit and outfit statistics would be within acceptable ranges at the key 

25th and 75th percentiles. For both live dataset values and simulated dataset values at the both percentiles, 

fit statistics were well within acceptable ranges.

The conclusion drawn from the comparison of the ‘full’ and live (comparatively sparser) dataset was that as the 

live dataset expands in terms of data points (i.e., items and test takers), stability is likely to improve further. 

It was recommended that to provide corroborating evidence to support this claim, the item bank needed to 

be submitted to a real-world test whereby actual tests were generated, run and analysed. It is this procedure 

which the current study is now pursuing.

Assessment Context
The exploration reported in the current chapter relates to the LanguageCert Test of English (LTE). The LTE, 

which is accredited by the UK’s Office of Qualifications and Examinations Regulation (Ofqual), is an English 

‘for work’ exam intended for people over the age of 18 in or about to enter the workplace, as well as those in 

higher or further education.
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The LTE comprises three products, three level-agnostic tests, as in Table 1 below.

Table 1: LanguageCert Test of English (LTE) products

Test product CEFR levels aimed at

(1) a paper-based test measuring A1-B1 Test aimed at beginner to intermediate cohorts.

(2) a paper-based test measuring A1-C2 Test for test takers at all CEFR levels

(3) an adaptive test measuring CEFR A1-C2 Test for test takers at all CEFR levels

Reference is made in this chapter to “one” item bank. There are, however, a number of LTE item banks, with 

different banks used at different times to produce both paper-based and adaptive tests. Test taker results are 

reported against CEFR (the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages) levels, which have 

been defined on the basis of LID scale scores; these are laid out in Table 2 below.

Table 2: LID scale

CEFR level Mid point

A1 60

A2 80

B1 100

B2 120

C1 140

C2 160

 
Rasch Measurement
The current study, as mentioned, is predicated on the use of the Rasch model. An overview of the method-

ology surrounding Rasch can be found in the Glossary of statistical terms and techniques, together with an 

outline of the infit and outfit mean square statistics which are key to the interpretation of Rasch results in the 

context of data ‘fit’.

The Study: Real-World Validation
While the results from the previous study suggest an a priori robust item bank, test taker results obtained 

from the item bank need be seen to be stable irrespective of what tests are constructed or derived – pa-

per-based or adaptive – from the item bank. Consequently, in the current study, three live tests, produced in 

mid 2021 and administered to actual test taker groups, were analysed against calibrated values.

Three level-agnostic A1-C2 tests, each consisting of 110 items, were compiled from the recalibrated item bank. 

The three tests were constructed with a number of overlapping items from the item bank, thereby permitting 
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anchoring and direct comparisons to be made. The three tests were administered to a sample of European uni-

versity students (average age 23 years), whose English language proficiency was estimated by their professors 

to range from B1 to C1.

Research Questions (RQs)
The current study is pursuing the following RQs.

RQ 1. Will Rasch infit and outfit statistics be within acceptable ranges: between 0.5-1.5 at the 25th and 75th 

percentiles?

RQ 2. Will LID values at the 50th percentile for all three tests be close to the usual calibration mid-point of 100 

(i.e., within half a logit, or 10 LID points).

RQ 3. Will Pearson correlations between LID values across the three tests be over 0.8.?

Results
Table 3 below provides details of the number of different items in each test (i.e., overlapping items have been 

removed) and the number of test takers for each test.

Table 3: Test items and test takers 

Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Totals

Discrete items 110 77 25 212

Test takers 108 241 228 577

The dataset comprised 212 discrete items administered to 577 test takers.

As mentioned, item difficulty in LTE tests is predicated on the overarching LanguageCert Item Difficulty (LID) 

scale (Table 2 above). For calibration purposes, the mid-point of the scale is set at 100 (B1 in LID value terms), 

with a standard deviation (SD) of 20 (see Coniam et al., 2021). This was the starting point for the analysis, with 

the Test 1 items first anchored with these values against the entire item bank. Table 4 presents a summary of 

the analysis of the whole item bank of 827 items with the 110 items in Test 1.
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Table 4: Combined analysis of Test 1 with whole item bank

 

As may be seen in the section highlighted in green in Table 4 above, infit and outfit figures are good – very 

close to 1.0. Reliability figures are high for both persons and items, being in the high 0.9 range.

Following the calibration of Test 1 to the whole item bank, Tests 2 and 3 were then calibrated against Test 1.  

 

Table 5 presents the comparative results for the three tests.

Statistic Test 1 Test 2 Test 3

Valid 110 77 25

Mean 100.00 97.26 101.55

Std. Deviation 28.22 38.73 26.34

Maximum (99th 

percentile)

150.34 176.18 135.28

75th percentile 121.26 126.93 125.75

50th percentile 104.44 99.76 105.20

25th percentile 83.49 69.63 82.67

Minimum (1st 

percentile)

16.11 -8.41 53.19

As can be seen, at the 50th percentile, LID values for all three tests are close to the mean of 100 (B1). Means 

are likewise quite comparable at the 75th percentile of 120, where values are one logit (20 points) higher, at 

B2. There is some divergence at the lower end of the scale at the 25th percentile: Tests 1 and 3 are one logit 

lower around 80 – CEFR level A2. Test 2 exhibits a wider range of difficulty, and is another half logit lower at 

69.63. Despite the divergences (some of which may be attributed to guessing), it can be seen that the three 

tests are broadly aligned.

 

Table 6 presents the Pearson correlations between LID values across the three tests.

Table 6: Correlations between LID values

Test 1 Test 2

Test 2 Correlation 0.923 —

p < .001 —

Test 3 Correlation 0.917 0.964

p < .001 < .001
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The scores from all three tests correlate very highly – above 0.9, with p values < .001. This is an indicator that 

the joint calibration of the three tests is robust.

Conclusion
The current study has explored how a dataset such as the LanguageCert Test of English (LTE) adaptive test 

may be assessed in terms of robustness. In the study, the item bank was submitted to a real-world test where-

by three tests were compiled from the calibrated item bank, and administered to a representative sample of 

test takers. Three research questions were pursued in this study.

RQ 1 investigated whether Rasch infit and outfit statistics would be within acceptable ranges: between 0.5-1.5 

at the 25th and 75th percentiles. Infit and outfit statistics were within acceptable ranges.

RQ 2 investigated whether LID values at the 50th percentile for all three tests would be within half a logit of 

the usual calibration midpoint of 100. At the 50th percentile, LID values for the three tests were within five 

LID scale points (a quarter of a logit) of the mean of 100.

RQ 3 investigated whether Pearson correlations between LID values across the three tests would be above 

0.8. Test scores from all three tests correlated at above 0.9.

The previous – background simulation – study (Lee et al., 2022) was indicative of current, and future, stability. 

The current study’s real-world testing of tests compiled from the item bank and administered to a representa-

tive sample of test takers provides corroborating evidence for the above claim. In the current study, good fit 

statistics, comparable LID score levels at major percentile levels, and high inter-test correlations emerged on 

the three tests: all of which underscore the stability of the item bank.

The conclusion that may therefore be drawn from the current study is that the items that comprise the item 

bank used in the construction of LTE tests are of good quality and have been well set. This in turn supports the 

claim regarding the robustness of the LTE as an assessment instrument. As has been pointed out in Chapter 

1, the LanguageCert Academic and General examinations developers have drawn on the considerable assess-

ment expertise of their research colleagues and the evidence of their research to ensure that the high-stakes 

examinations they are specifying, developing, piloting, and administering will be of the highest possible qual-

ity, adhering to strict standards and guidelines.

Notes
1. Reference is made in this chapter to “one” item bank. It should be noted that LanguageCert tests access 

multiple parallel item banks.
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Abstract
The calibration of test materials generally involves the interaction between empirical analysis and expert 

judgement. This chapter explores the extent to which familiarity with a scale might affect expert judgement 

as a component of test validation in the calibration process. It forms part of a larger study that investigates the 

alignment of the LanguageCert suite of tests, Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR), the China 

Standards of English (CSE) and China’s College English Test (CET).

In the larger study, Year 1 students at a prestigious university in China were administered two tests – one 

with items based on China’s College English Test (CET), designed by the university’s staff, and the other a 

CEFR-aligned test developed by LanguageCert with items taken from the LanguageCert Test of English (LTE) 

item bank. Comparable sections of the CET and the LTE involved sets of discrete items targeting lexico-gram-

matical competence.

In order to ascertain whether expert judges were equally comfortable placing test items on either scale (CET 

or CEFR), a group of professors from the university in China, who set the CET-based test, were asked to expert 

judge the CET items against the nine CSE levels with which they were very familiar. They were then asked to 

judge the LTE items against the six CEFR levels, with which they were less familiar. Both sets of expert ratings 

and the test taker responses on both tests were then calibrated within a single frame of reference and located 

on a single scale – the scale developed and used by LanguageCert.

In the analysis of the expert ratings, the CSE-familiar raters exhibited higher levels of agreement with the em-

pirically-derived score levels for the CET items than they did with the equivalent LTE items. This supports the 

proposition that expert judgement may be used in the calibration process where the experts in question have 

a strong knowledge of both the test material and the standards against which the test material is to be judged. 

However, when the judges were asked to place LTE items on the CEFR scale the results suggest that expert 

judgement may be less reliable in the evaluation of unfamiliar items against less familiar standards. The study 
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supports the proposition that expert judgement can be a useful dimension of item calibration but highlights 

the importance of familiarity in improving the accuracy of such judgement.

This is the case with the LanguageCert Academic and General examinations where the item writers as well 

as assessors/raters must be of the highest possible quality and fully aligned to the CEFR levels in the first in-

stance. As these exams become more widely used in different parts of the world, similar alignments will need 

to take place with other relevant frameworks.

 
Keywords: expert judgement, test validation, reading and usage, CEFR, CSE

.

Introduction
This chapter focuses on a comparison of the ratings given by expert raters when they are familiar with the 

scales of an examination that they are rating, contrasted with the same expert raters rating a similar, albeit 

different, examination using the rating scales for that examination with which they are less familiar.

The chapter focuses on the issue of examiner scale familiarity as a vital component for validity when high 

stakes examinations that use expert raters are being calibrated. The study reported here provides data for the 

vital, underlying component of validity as part of a larger study. The larger study illustrates how calibration of 

rating data from both the CEFR (Common European Framework of Reference) and the CSE (China Standards 

of English) is possible.

The CSE and the CEFR
For the past two decades, the CEFR has come to be accepted as illustrating standards of language ability 

by many stakeholders: policy makers, exam bodies and test developers (Deygers et al., 2018). Not only in 

Europe, but in many countries around the world (Little, 2007), the CEFR has become the common currency 

for specifying levels of language ability (Figueras, 2012). The CSE reflects an overarching notion of language 

ability, in which language knowledge and strategies co-function in order to perform a language activity. The 

development of the CSE endeavours to pull together all of China’s different English language curriculums and 

assessment instruments into one overarching framework.

Jin et al. (2017) describe the development of a Common Chinese Framework of Reference for English (CCFR-E): 

Teaching, Learning, Assessment, which began to be developed in 2014. The China Standards of English (CSE), 

which emerged from the research was released in 2018, and has three major levels, each subdivided into three 

sublevels. Figure 1 illustrates the two frameworks and how they are aligned.
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Figure 1: CEFR and CSE levels

The Use of Expert Judgement in Language Assess-
ment
‘Expert judgement’ in language assessment has been a long-accepted practice in test development both in 

item writing and in the estimation of item difficulty – which in turn impacts level setting and cut scores. In 

the case of test setting, the use of the ‘expert’ is critical. In a study of minimally-trained item writers, Coniam 

(2009) reported such personnel as achieving a quality setting rate of only approximately 20%; i.e., items that 

may be defined as having good item statistics (see Falvey et al., 1994). A number of ground rules for the set-

ting of good items was proposed by Haladyna and Downing (1989); many of these also appear in Alderson et 

al.’s (1995) discussion of the qualities needed of an “expert item writer”. To be able to produce good tests 

efficiently – with good items and an accurate reflection of a given proficiency level – it is therefore clear that 

test item writers need to have both familiarity with and experience of the test they are engaging with, as well 

as being well-trained.

There has been considerable discussion of the use of expert judgement in standard setting, with research on 

one side supporting the use of experts (e.g., Shiotsu, 2010), with some dissenting voices from other quarters 

(see e.g., Mehrens, 1995; Alderson and Kremmel; 2013).

Studies comparing expert judge ratings against expected difficulty or empirical scores have reported mixed 

results. Studies which required independent predictions of judges have reported correlations in the 0.3 range 

(see e.g., Melican et al., 1989; Hambleton et al., 2003). In contrast, studies which provided raters with both a 

clear framework and adequate training have reported higher correlations – in the 0.7 range (see e.g., Attali et 

al., 2014). Lu and Read (2021), whose study compared two groups of experts’ judgements on reading task item 

content, reported a general convergence of about 53% of the items.

Generally, the use of expert judgement has been widely employed in the field of language assessment for 

test validation and standard setting (e.g., Bachman et al, 1995). In recent expert judgement validation stud-

ies, judges have reportedly reached comparatively high levels of agreement (e.g., Gao and Rogers, 2011; van 

Steensel et al., 2013).
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Against the above backdrop, the current study presents a comparative picture. In the first instance, a single 

group of experts rate items from a test with which they are familiar against a scale that has standards with 

which they are also familiar. In the second instance, the same group of experts rate items from a test with 

which they are not familiar against a scale that has standards with which they are much less familiar.

Within this context, four sets of data, consisting of discrete item subtests, constitute the dataset [Note 1]. The 

dataset is drawn from the College English Test (CET) that is calibrated to the CSE, and the LanguageCert Test 

of English (LTE), that is calibrated with the CEFR scales,

• Test taker results on a CET test

• Test taker results on an LTE test

• Expert judgement of CET discrete test items against the CSE

• Expert judgement of LTE discrete test items against the CEFR

 

Both sets of test taker responses to, and expert ratings of, test items were then calibrated together within a 

single scale of reference; following which the expert ratings were analysed on a single scale – the scale devel-

oped and used by LanguageCert.

Current Study: Assessment Instruments, Test Taker 
Sample, Research Questions
This section briefly outlines the background and make-up of the tests and the self-assessment ratings which 

test takers completed.

Test Material
In late 2020, approximately 2,500 Year 1 CET students took a 65-item multiple-choice reading and language 

use test prepared by experts from the China university. Three months later, this same set of students took a 

53-item multiple-choice reading and language use CET test adapted from previously-validated LanguageCert 

Test of English (LTE) material (Coniam et al., 2021). The items in the LTE test used in the study were selected on 

the basis of having been calibrated to represent the spectrum of difficulty across the six CEFR levels.

Item difficulty in LTE tests is predicated on the overarching LanguageCert Item Difficulty (LID) scale; see Ta-

ble 1. This scale lays out item difficulty levels generally adopted in LanguageCert assessments (Coniam et al., 

2021).
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Table 1: LID scale

CEFR level LID scale 
range

A1 51-70

A2 71-90

B1 91-110

B2 111-130

C1 131-150

C2 151-170

For analysis and calibration purposes, 100 is taken as the mid-point of the scale. To this end, Rasch logit values 

are rescaled to a mean of 100 and a standard deviation (SD) of 20 (see Coniam et al., 2021).

As Zhao and Coniam (2022) describe, in a comparative analysis of the make-up of the two reading and usage 

tests, despite some differences, the content of the two tests, and even the order in which the different sec-

tions of the test appeared to test takers, exhibited a great deal of similarity.

The data in the current study involved discrete items which assessed grammar, vocabulary and usage. There 

were 30 such items in the CET test and 23 items in the LTE test. Appendix 1 provides detail on the two tests; 

Section 2 are the items in focus in the current study. There were eight expert judges, professors from the 

Foreign Studies Dept, all of whom had been involved in setting CET items for their students at the university. 

Given the relevance and status of the CSE in China, the eight expert judges had a clear picture of standards in 

the CSE. Also, given the fact that they were all English language professionals, most had knowledge of, albeit 

not in-depth familiarity with, the CEFR.

Before rating took place, training and standardisation sessions were conducted for the expert raters partic-

ipating in the study. First, they rated sample CET items using the nine-level CSE. Second, they rated sample 

CEFR items using the six-level CEFR. Following this, raters were given the 30 College English Test items (CET) 

to rate against the nine CSE levels and 23 LTE items to rate against the six CEFR Levels.

The outcomes of the current study feed into the larger study mentioned previously, the overarching purpose 

of which involves exploring the alignment between the CEFR and the CSE in the context of the reading and 

usage element of LanguageCert tests. Consensus by the China expert raters on the CSE-related items will 

lend support to validating and triangulating the alignment that emerged between the datasets in the student 

self-assessments and performance on the CSE- and CEFR-related tests (see Zhao and Coniam, 2022).

Research Questions
The hypothesis being pursued in the current study is that raters will demonstrate a high level of agreement 

rating the CET items against the CSE, with which they are very familiar. A lower level of agreement, it is hy-

pothesised, with be obtained from the expert ratings of the LTE items against the CEFR, with which they are 
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less familiar. On the basis of previous research findings, the research questions in the current study are there-

fore as follows:

RQ 1: On the CET items, will a high level of agreement between assessed and expert-rated values be obtained, 

and will such agreement be exhibited via a kappa value of 0.8 (‘strong agreement’)?

RQ 2: On the LTE items, will a moderate level of agreement between assessed and expert-rated values be ob-

tained, and will such agreement be exhibited via a kappa value of 0.6 (‘substantial agreement’)?

Statistical Analysis
This section briefly outlines the statistics used in the current study.

Rasch Measurement

The manner for gauging test fitness-for-purpose in the current study, and for linking the data – the two dif-

ferent tests and self-assessments – involves the use of Rasch measurement. An overview of the methodology 

surrounding Rasch can be found in the Glossary, along with an outline of the infit and outfit mean square sta-

tistics which are key to the interpretation of Rasch results in the context of data ‘fit’.

Kappa

Cohen’s Kappa is a statistical measure for examining the agreement between two rated categories. It aids in 

determining the implementation of a given coding system.

In the current study, Kappa helps to assess levels of agreement between the two variables -- rater mapped and 

assessed CEFR levels. Following recoding as 1-6 (A1=1 through to C2=6), weighted kappa values are calculated 

via SPSS. According to Landis and Koch (1977), a level of 0.21 – 0.40 for kappa indicates ‘fair agreement’, 0.41 – 

0.6 ‘moderate agreement’, 0.61 – 0.8 ‘substantial agreement’, and 0.8 or better ‘strong’ agreement. These are 

the values referred to in the research questions laid out above.

Data and Frame of Reference

To recap, there are four sets of assessment data in the current study (see Appendix 1):

• 30 CET items expert rated against the nine CSE levels

• 23 LTE items expert rated against the six CEFR levels

• test taker scores on the 53-item LTE

• test taker scores on the 65-item CET
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Since all four datasets were collected from the same test takers, the data configuration may be taken as a 

unified collection, in that all data are referenced to the same candidates and to their English language ability. 

The person links (Boone, 2016) in the four datasets embrace a coherent frame of reference (FOR), defined by 

Humphry (2006) as “compris[ing] a class of persons responding to a class of items in a well-defined assessment 

context.” While the expert judges only rated the discrete items in each test (23 in the LTE, and 30 in the CET), 

all items in both tests (53 LTE items, and 65 CET items) were included in the calibration. The reason for this 

is that the assessed locations – the assessed values – of the expert-judged items need to be expressed in the 

context of the whole FOR, that is within the FOR of the total number of items (118) in both CET and LTE tests.

In the one frame of reference calibration, scores for all four elements were converted to the same measure-

ment scale – LID scale values, as laid out in Table 1 above.

Results
Since the current study involves rater judgement of item difficulty, a baseline in the analysis involves rater 

consistency in the judgements made. A summary of the analysis of the eight judges’ consistency is presented 

below. As mentioned above, acceptable tolerance for fit is generally taken as ranging from 0.5 to 1.5 (Lunz 

and Stahl, 1990).

Table 2 reports the judges’ rating of the CET items, and Table 3 their rating of the LTE items.

Table 2: CET items rated by expert judges

Fair Model Infit Outfit

Average Measure S.E. MnSq MnSq Judges

4.25 -2.44 0.29 0.64 0.67 1

5.37 0.05 0.27 1.14 1.13 3

5.84 1.03 0.26 0.87 0.89 4

4.28 -2.36 0.29 1.50 1.42 5

6.17 1.71 0.26 0.89 0.88 6

5.16 -0.38 0.27 0.67 0.65 7

6.53 2.40 0.27 1.20 1.17 8

5.37 0.00 0.27 0.99 0.97 Mean

0.89 1.89 0.01 0.31 0.28 SD Sample

RMSE .27 Adj (True) S.D. 1.87 Separation 6.89 Strata 9.52 Reliability .98

Fixed (all same) chi-square: 281.8 d.f.: 6 significance (probability): .00
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Table 3: LTE items rated by expert judges

Fair Model Infit Outfit

Average Measure S.E. MnSq MnSq Judges

4.25 -2.44 0.29 0.64 0.67 1

5.37 0.05 0.27 1.14 1.13 3

5.84 1.03 0.26 0.87 0.89 4

4.28 -2.36 0.29 1.50 1.42 5

6.17 1.71 0.26 0.89 0.88 6

5.16 -0.38 0.27 0.67 0.65 7

6.53 2.40 0.27 1.20 1.17 8

5.37 0.00 0.27 0.99 0.97 Mean

0.89 1.89 0.01 0.31 0.28 SD Sample

RMSE .25 Adj (True) S.D. .94 Separation 3.72 Strata 5.30 Reliability .93

Fixed (all same) chi-square: 44.4 d.f.: 3 significance (probability): .00

Reliability for both tests was high at 0.9, an important baseline criterion. Fit statistics were generally good. 

When the experts judged the CET items, infit and outfit figures for all eight judges were good, indicating that 

they all fit the model. When the experts judged the LTE items, Judge 1’s infit and outfit statistics were below 

the 0.5 threshold, indicating misfit. The general picture, however, is that rater consistency is good.

Test Taker and Expert Judge Results: Equating Data-
sets
Table 4 presents the results for the scores which emerged from test takers’ scores on the tests and from 

judges’ ratings of item difficulty. Both tests, it should be noted, were anchored at 100 -- the mid-point of the 

LanguageCert scale, at which all LanguageCert tests are anchored (see Chapter 7, this volume).

Table 4: Test takers’ mean scores and judges’ mean ratings of common items

Item type Items Mean LID 
value

SD Reliability

CET assessed 30 104.28 22.43 1.00

CET rated 30 96.25 20.22 0.84

LTE assessed 23 102.96 32.10 0.97

LTE rated 23 104.89 32.77 1.00

 

As a baseline, reliabilities for all four elements of the dataset were high, above 0.8.
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On the LTE test (anchored at 100), test takers’ mean score (the “assessed” mean) was 102.96. The expert judg-

es’ mean rating of the 23 discrete LTE items (the “rated” mean) was 104.89, a difference of 1.93.

On the CET test (also anchored at 100), test takers’ mean score (the “assessed” mean) was 104.28. The expert 

judges’ mean rating of the 30 discrete CET items (the “rated” mean) was 96.25, a difference of 8.03.

While the standard deviations (SD) are broadly comparable within each pair of tests, the SDs differ consider-

ably between tests. In light of this, the means and SDs need to be aligned into a single frame of reference (see 

Linacre, 2009). Such alignment is detailed in the following section.

Equating the Two Sets of Test Results
The two sets of test results are, as mentioned, from two different samples (test taker responses and judges’ 

ratings), and hence from different frames of reference (FOR). As may be observed from Table 4, the two data-

sets have different means and SDs. Consequently, the two different datasets need to be aligned to a single 

FOR, such that, in Rasch terms, the mean orientations of the scale (the zero logit point), and the logit widths 

are expressed in terms of similar values, as well as being aligned to the LID scale (see Table 1).

With the current datasets, two factors need to be considered (Linacre, 2009: 298) for expert-rated item values 

to be mapped onto “assessed” item values and for dataset differences to be aligned:

(1) the differences between the expert-rated item means and the assessed means

(2) the proportional differences between expert-rated and assessed standard deviations

Regarding (2), Linacre (2009: 299) states that if the proportional differences between the SDs for both the 

expert-rated and assessed items for both datasets are close to 1, the width of the rated and assessed scales 

may be taken as identical.

Table 5 is an expansion of Table 4 and includes the results for parameters (1) and (2) above for assessed and 

rated LTE and CET items.

Table 5: Assessed and rated LTE and CET item differences of common items

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Items N LID values Assessed 
minus Rated

SD Assessed 
over Rated

CET assessed 30 2,328 104.28
+8.03

22.43
1.11

CET rated 30 8 96.25 20.22

LTE assessed 23 4,218 102.96
-1.93

32.10
0.98

LTE rated 23 8 104.89 32.77
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As may be seen from Table 5, both SDs are close to 1.0 (1.11 for the CET and 0.98 for the LTE). Against this 

backdrop, it is therefore only parameter (1) above which needs to be brought to bear; parameter (2) does not 

need to be invoked.

Parameter (1) translates into the following item mapping rule (Linacre, 2009: 298):

• mapped CET item mean = assessed CET item mean – rated CET item mean

• mapped LTE item mean = assessed LTE item mean – rated LTE item mean

Mapped fit

With the parameters above set, it is now possible to map levels against the rated and assessed items, and to 

obtain mapped fits against CEFR levels (or LID values). For ease of reference, Table 1, LID values, in repro-

duced below.

Table 1: LID scale

CEFR level LID scale 
range

A1 51-70

A2 71-90

B1 91-110

B2 111-130

C1 131-150

C2 151-170

CET Items
Table 6 presents the results – as LID scale values – for the CET items. For each item, Column 2 provides test 

taker scores as LID values, with Column 3 expressing these values as CEFR levels. Column 4 provides the origi-

nal expert-rated score. Column 5 provides the adjustments to the original scores, adding 8.03 to each. Column 

6 expresses the Column 5 scores as CEFR levels. Column 7 presents the difference between Columns 6 and 

3 – the rater mapped level against the assessed level.
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Table 6: CET items: Candidate assessed values and expert rating values (sorted by CEFR level)

[1] [2] [3] (from [2]) [4] [5] ([4]+8.03) [6] (from [[5]) 7 ([6]-[3])

CET 
item 

number

Test 
taker 

assessed 
measure

Test taker as-
sessed score, 
as CEFR level

Expert rat-
ing: original 
assessment

Expert 
rating – plus 
mapped val-

ue (+8.03)

Expert rat-
ing, as CEFR 

level

Rater mapped 
level vs as-

sessed level

C329 62.5 A1 51.3 59.3 A1 =

C341 75.4 A2 64.2 72.2 A2 =

C343 77.8 A2 66.6 74.6 A2 =

C317 78.92 A2 67.72 75.72 A2 =

C334 79.66 A2 68.46 76.46 A2 =

C345 83.61 A2 72.41 80.41 A2 =

C339 96.54 B1 85.34 93.34 B1 =

C326 98.92 B1 87.72 95.72 B1 =

C331 103.44 B1 92.24 100.24 B1 =

C318 104.3 B1 93.1 101.1 B1 =

C344 104.58 B1 93.38 101.38 B1 =

C327 107.71 B1 96.51 104.51 B1 =

C335 108.19 B1 96.99 104.99 B1 =

C322 109.47 B1 98.27 106.27 B1 =

C328 110.8 B2 99.6 107.6 B1 -1

C321 111.33 B2 100.13 108.13 B1 -1

C342 115.88 B2 104.68 112.68 B2 =

C336 116.02 B2 104.82 112.82 B2 =

C320 118.71 B2 107.51 115.51 B2 =

C325 118.99 B2 107.79 115.79 B2 =

C338 120.28 B2 109.08 117.08 B2 =

C337 127.62 B2 116.42 124.42 B2 =

C333 128.64 B2 117.44 125.44 B2 =

C319 132.06 C1 120.86 128.86 B2 -1

C332 136.65 C1 125.45 133.45 C1 =

C330 141.77 C1 130.57 138.57 C1 =

C316 142.23 C1 131.03 139.03 C1 =

C323 144.93 C1 133.73 141.73 C1 =

C340 149.96 C1 138.76 146.76 C1 =

C324 158.32 C2 147.12 155.12 C2 =

Table 7 presents a summary of the CET item fit between rater mapped levels and candidate assessed levels.
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Table 7: Fit of rater mapped levels to candidate assessed levels: CET items

Match (N=30)

Over-rated by one level 0

Exact fit 27 (90.0%)

Under-rated by one level 3 (10.0%)

As can be seen, 27/30 (90%) of the expert ratings of the CET items matched the values which emerged through 

the calibration of the CET. Three items were under-rated by one level, one level being a degree of discrepan-

cy which is generally taken as acceptable in the marking of examinations (see e.g., Attali and Burstein, 2005; 

Coniam, 2009).

After recoding rater mapped CEFR levels against assessed CEFR levels as 1-6 (A1=1 through to C2=6), weight-

ed kappa was calculated. With the CET items, a kappa of 0.92 (p<.001) emerged – a ‘strong’ agreement be-

tween the two variables.

LTE Items
Table 8 now presents the results for the LTE items. For each item, as before, Column 2 provides test taker 

scores as LID values, expressed as CEFR levels in Column 3. Column 4 provides the original expert-rated score. 

Column 5 provides the adjustments to the original scores, subtracting -1.93 from each. Column 6 express-

es Column 5 scores as CEFR levels. Column 7 presents the difference between Columns 6 and 3 – the rater 

mapped level against the assessed level.
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Table 8: LTE items: Candidate assessed values and expert rating values (sorted by CEFR level)

[1] [2] [3] (from [2]) [4] [5] ([4] - 1.93) [6] (from [[5]) 7 ([6]-[3])

LTE 
item 

number

Test 
taker 

assessed 
measure

Candidate as-
sessed score, 
as CEFR level

Expert rat-
ing: original 
assessment

Expert 
rating – plus 
mapped val-

ue (-1.93)

Expert rat-
ing, as CEFR 

level

Rater mapped 
level vs as-

sessed level

L82 69.56 A1 55.75 53.82 A1 =

L75 80.19 A2 66.38 64.45 A1 -1

L76 84.96 A2 71.15 69.22 A1 -1

L74 94.71 B1 80.9 78.97 A2 -1

L77 93.96 B1 80.15 78.22 A2 -1

L80 105.23 B1 91.42 89.49 A2 -1

L81 109.89 B1 96.08 94.15 B1 =

L83 90.06 B1 76.25 74.32 A2 -1

L85 103.21 B1 89.4 87.47 A2 -1

L87 103.45 B1 89.64 87.71 A2 -1

L94 108.82 B1 95.01 93.08 B1 =

L73 115.85 B2 102.04 100.11 B1 -1

L78 110.55 B2 96.74 94.81 B1 -1

L84 110.55 B2 96.74 94.81 B1 -1

L89 111.51 B2 97.7 95.77 B1 -1

L90 115.97 B2 102.16 100.23 B1 -1

L91 124.62 B2 110.81 108.88 B1 -1

L92 114.29 B2 100.48 98.55 B1 -1

L93 116.52 B2 102.71 100.78 B1 -1

L95 114.82 B2 101.01 99.08 B1 -1

L79 146.13 C1 132.32 130.39 C1 =

L86 149.55 C1 135.74 133.81 C1 =

L88 132.33 C1 118.52 116.59 B2 -1

Table 9 presents a summary of the LTE item fit between rater mapped levels and candidate assessed levels.

Table 9: Fit of rater mapped levels to candidate assessed levels: LTE items

Match (N=23)

Over-rated by one level -

Exact fit 5 (21.7%)

Under-rated by one level 18 (78.3%)

The expert ratings of the LTE items matched test takers’ LTE scores much less closely than they did with the 

CET items. Only 5/23 (21.7%) of the expert ratings on the LTE items matched test takers’ scores on the LTE 

items. 18 items were under-rated by one level.
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With rater mapped and assessed CEFR levels again recoded as before, a weighted kappa of 0.40 (p<.001) 

emerged between the two variables – only a ‘fair’ agreement.

Discussion and Conclusion
In the expert ratings by the eight judges, a much better correspondence was observed between raters judging 

CET item difficulty than there was with the raters judging LTE item difficulty.

With the CET items, a 90% exact fit was recorded against the 30 CET items. In contrast, with the LTE items, the 

exact fit was considerably lower, at only 21.7%.

Discrepancies between items in both tests differed, it must be stated, by only one CEFR level: there were no 

instances of two-level discrepancies. This suggests that raters were generally within acceptable ranges, even 

if their ratings did not all exhibit an expert, i.e., exact, match. This was particularly the case with the LTE items. 

The judges were less familiar with the CEFR than they were with the CSE. Their ratings were, nonetheless, 

within generally tolerable ranges with a discrepancy of one level in six being within the range of acceptability 

for marking consistency purposes.

The purpose of the current study has been to make a meaningful contribution to the discussion surrounding 

the viability of expert judgement. The current study has explored expert judgement from two perspectives, 

namely with a single set of expert judges who rated two sets of items. These experts were very well acquaint-

ed with one set of items (the CET items) and the scale (the CSE) against which to assess them. As language 

teaching and assessment professionals, they were familiar (although less so than with the CSE) with the other 

set of items (the LTE items) and the scale (the CEFR) against which the LTE items were to be assessed.

The study pursued two research questions.

RQ 1 stated that, with the CET items, a ‘strong’ level of agreement of 0.8 (or 64% ‘shared variance’) would be 

achieved between assessed and expert-rated values. Of the 30 CET items, a kappa value of 0.92 emerged and 

27, or 90.0%, of the items recorded an exact fit between the expert-rater scores and the empirical (‘assessed’) 

test taker scores.

RQ 2 set out lower expectations: that, with the LTE items, a ‘substantial agreement’ of 0.6 (or 36% ‘shared 

variance’) would be achieved between assessed and expert-rated values. A Kappa value of 0.40 emerged, with 

an exact fit only recorded between five, or 21.7%, of the 23 LTE items.

The conclusion that emerges from the current study is that judges who are very familiar with their own assess-

ment situation in terms of test material, test constructs, assessment levels etc, are able to make more accurate 

assessments than are judges who are less familiar with the material they are assessing, and the levels at which 

test items should be assessed. While the current results might appear to be somewhat self-evident, the results 

lend support to the argument that, with adequate training and standardisation, and a strong background in 

the material to be judged, expert judgement is a methodology that may be reliably utilised in test validation.
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As has been mentioned, the current expert judgement study forms part of a larger study, whose overarching 

purpose involves exploring potential alignment between the CEFR-based LanguageCert tests and the CSE in 

the context of the reading and usage components. What the current study reveals in the context of experts 

rating within their own assessment domains is that China experts may be reliably used to rate China CSE-

linked test items, and experts who rate (and set) items within the context of the CEFR may be used to rate 

LanguageCert’s CEFR-linked test items (Zhao and Coniam, 2022).

The following chapter, Chapter 8, shows how the results described in this chapter are seen to be significant 

in light of aligning LanguageCert examination results with the widespread, much used, and respected assess-

ment framework, the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) which, is also the assessment frame-

work against which the LanguageCert Academic examination will be aligned, as described in Chapter 1 of this 

volume.

Limitations
One limitation of the current study is that conclusions have been drawn on the basis of statistical data. Greater 

validity would be achieved if interviews were conducted with expert raters probing how they perceived stan-

dards in the CSE and the CEFR and how they applied these in their ratings.

A second limitation lies within the context of the exploration of the comparability of CSE and CEFR levels. The 

current study has only involved Chinese raters rating CSE- and CEFR-linked test items. A parallel study current-

ly being planned involves redoing the current study from the opposite perspective: that is, having UK-based 

expert setters of CEFR-linked items rate the two sets of items used in the current study.

Notes
1. The College English Test (CET) is China’s ESL test which examines the English proficiency of undergraduate 

and postgraduate students in China. It is intended to ensure that Chinese tertiary students reach English lan-

guage levels specified in the National College English Teaching Syllabuses (see Mini, 2018).

2. The LanguageCert Test of English (LTE) is an English ‘for work’ exam intended for people over the age of 18 

in or about to enter the workplace, as well as those in higher or further education. The level-agnostic qualifi-

cation is offered in two paper-based versions measuring CEFR levels A1-B1 or A1-C2, and as an adaptive test 

measuring CEFR levels A1-C2 (see Coniam et al., 2021).
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Appendix 1: CET and LTE Tests: Subtest Breakdown

Section CET LTE

1 Cloze: 15 items One cloze passage 

Assessing grammar, syntax, 

discourse, vocabulary

Cloze: 15 items Three cloze 

passages Assessing grammar, 

syntax, discourse, vocabulary

2 Discrete items: 30 items Assessing 

grammar, syntax, vocabulary, 

usage

Discrete items: 23 items Assessing 

grammar, syntax, vocabulary, 

usage

3 Reading comprehension: 20 items 

Four reading comprehension 

passages, each with 5 items 

Assessing a range of reading 

comprehension skills

Reading comprehension: 15 items 

Three reading comprehension 

passages, each with 5 items 

Assessing a range of reading 

comprehension skills 

65 items 53 items
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Abstract 
 
This chapter reports on an exploratory comparability study between the Common European Framework 

of Reference for Languages (CEFR) and the China Standards of English (CSE). Established equivalences are 

exhibited via the LanguageCert Test of English of reading and language use for the CEFR and a comparable 

test of reading and language use produced by a top-tier China university. A large sample of test takers par-

ticipated in the study, first sitting the two comparable tests of reading and language use, and subsequently 

completing a number of self-assessment Can-Do statements related to the CEFR and the CSE. 

 

Validity of the dataset was established by linking both tests and sets of self-assessments to a single frame of 

reference using a third test whose robustness and values had been previously established. While there were 

some divergences between how the two frameworks aligned – more notably towards the lower ends of the 

scales – correspondences which emerged between the CEFR and CSE frameworks were broadly in accor-

dance with those reported in other studies referenced in this chapter. The current study therefore sets the 

groundwork for determining the correspondence between LanguageCert Tests, aligned to both the CEFR, 

and the CSE.

 

Keywords: self-assessments, Rasch, reading and language use, comparability
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Introduction
The current study is the first step in aligning LanguageCert’s different tests – currently aligned to the CEFR 

– to other key frameworks or assessments, in this case the China Standards of English (CSE) framework. To 

frame the study, the following section presents detail of studies of Can-Do self-assessment Instruments which 

have been used to validate approaches to learning and to establish comparability between assessments. Back-

ground to the CSE and CEFR is then presented, along with a description of studies which have investigated the 

correspondence between these frameworks.

Self-Assessment of Language Abilities
Over the past two decades, self-assessment has been shown to be of value in assisting learners to evaluate 

their own language ability (Bailey, 1998).

The benefits of self-assessment (SA) have been explored in a number of studies and shown to make worth-

while contributions in both learning and assessment. In the context of learning, for example, Butler (2018) 

illustrated the value of SA in the self-regulated learning process; Babaii et al., (2016) showed how SA aided 

self-awareness in learning, Dann (2002) showed its value in promoting learner autonomy; and De Saint-Leger 

(2009) demonstrated how SA was associated with learner confidence and hence performance.

In the area of language assessment, SA has been shown to offer a range of potential benefits. Bachman 

and Palmer (1996) demonstrated how SA permitted learners to self-assess themselves in an interactive, yet 

low-anxiety, manner. Oscarson (1989) showed how SA could help expand the range of assessment, emphasis-

ing the fact that assessment should be the responsibility of both learners and teachers. Of relevance to the 

current study, Liu and Brantmeier (2019) reported a study of young learners in China who were able to quite 

accurately self-assess their abilities in reading and writing. As outlined below, Peng et al. (2021) explored the 

alignment of the CSE and the CEFR frameworks, in large part through the use of self-assessment descriptors.

Jones (2014) presented a description and analysis of the large-scale use of ‘Can-Do’ self-assessment descrip-

tors [Note 2], established in the 1990s, to provide common levels of proficiency across European languages via 

the ALTE (Association of Language Testers in Europe) Framework. Jones concludes that, despite there being 

some variation across different educational systems in Europe, students of different languages were, on the 

whole, reasonably accurate in estimating their relative ability.

The use of instruments such as Can-do statements in self-assessment has been validated in a number of other 

studies: see e.g., Brown et al., 2014; Summers et al., 2019.

The CSE and the CEFR
For the past two decades, the CEFR has been accepted as illustrating standards of language ability by many 

stakeholders: policy makers, publishers, exam bodies and test developers (Deygers et al., 2018). Not only in 

Europe, but in many countries around the world (Little, 2007), the CEFR has become the common currency 
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for specifying levels of language ability (Figueras, 2012). The CSE reflects an overarching notion of language 

ability, with which language knowledge and strategies co-function in performing a language activity. Its devel-

opment attempts to pull together China’s various English language curriculums and assessment instruments 

into one overarching framework.

Jin et al. (2017) describe the development of the “Common Chinese Framework of Reference for English 

(CCFR-E): Teaching, Learning, Assessment” which began to be developed in 2014. The CCFR-E was finalised in 

2018, being released and renamed as the “China Standards of English” (CSE). The CSE has three major levels, 

each subdivided into three sublevels. Figure 1 illustrates.

Figure 1: CEFR and CSE levels

Previous CSE / CEFR Equivalence Studies
Alderson (2017) discusses a range of studies exploring the CSE and its correspondence to the CEFR. This is 

supported by the discussion by Jin et al. (2017) and by research by Zhao et al. (2017), investigating the linking 

of College English vocabulary levels with the CEFR. Figure 2 presents a summary of the results of the different 

studies.

Dunlea et al. (2019) describe a comprehensive study involving all four language skills that explored the rela-

tionship between the British Council’s Aptis test and IELTS with China’s Standards of English Language Ability. 

The methodology involved expert judgement of items against CSE and CEFR levels and the assignment of CSE 

descriptors against tasks. Following this, the proposed levels were field tested in an “external evaluation” 

exercise, where Chinese teachers rated their own students against the proposed matched levels. As Figure 2 

below illustrates, CSE L2 appeared to correspond to CEFR A1, CSE L3 to A2, CSE L4 / L5 to CEFR B1, CSE L6 / L7 

to CEFR B2, CSE L8 to CEFR C1 and CSE L9 to CEFR C2.

Peng and associates have undertaken a number of studies investigating correspondences between CEFR and 

CSE levels. Level A0, it should be noted, denotes a level below CEFR A1. These studies are discussed below.
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Peng et al. (2021) report on a study attempting to establish level correspondences between CEFR and CSE 

levels using difficulty estimates of all published descriptors (467 for the CEFR and 1,051 for the CSE) of ratings 

by English language teachers and students. While there was close correspondence at the top and bottom ends 

of the scale, there was overlap in the middle levels. Peng et al. (2021) report CSE L1 as corresponding to CEFR 

A0, CSE L2 to CEFR A1, CSE L2 / L3 to CEFR A2, CSE L4 / L5 to CEFR B1, CSE L6 / L7 to CEFR B2, CSE L7 / L8 to 

CEFR C1, and CSE L9 to CEFR C2.

In another study, Peng (2021) investigated level alignments between the CSE and CEFR writing descriptors. 

Results indicated a general correspondence between CSE and CEFR levels. While there was some overlap, CSE 

L1 / L2 corresponded to CEFR A1, CSE L3 to CEFR A2, CSE L4 / L5 to CEFR B1, CSE L6 to CEFR B2, CSE L7 to CEFR 

C1, CSE L8 to CEFR C1 / C2, and CSE L9 to CEFR C2.

In a further study, Peng and Liu (2021) attempted to align CSE listening skill levels with those of the CEFR. 

Results indicated that CSE listening descriptors tended to spread across several adjacent CEFR levels. CSE L1 

corresponded to CEFR A1, CSE L2 to CEFR A2, CSE L3 to CEFR A2 / B1, CSE L4 to CFR B1, CSE L5 to CEFR B1 / 

B2, CSE L6 to CEFR B2 / C2, CSE L7 / L8 to CEFR C1, and CSE L9 to CEFR C2.

Figure 2: CFR/CSE Comparative Mappings from previous studies

The different studies outlined in Figure 2 contribute to the level alignment between the CSE and the CEFR. 

As may be seen, while there is a degree of agreement in the correspondence between the two studies, there 

are also divergences. These may be due to a number of factors: the samples; the tests; the judges used in the 

ratings.

Current study: Assessment Instruments, Test Taker 
Sample, Research Questions
This section briefly outlines the background and make-up of the tests and the self-assessment ratings which 

test takers completed. The methodology employed in the current study differs from that used in the Dunlea 

et al. (2019) and Peng et al. (2021) studies. The principal methodology in the latter two involved the use of 
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expert ratings. In the current study, a large sample of test takers took a live LanguageCert test, which was then 

calibrated in a single frame of references with their self-assessment ratings.

The use of this ancillary methodology is testament to LanguageCert’s researchers’ approach to maintaining 

the high quality of its examinations by using effective methods to enquire into their examinations in order to 

maintain their high quality.

Test Material
In late 2020, approximately 2,500 Year 1 non-English major college students took a 65-item multiple-choice 

reading and language use test prepared by experts from the university involved in the current study. Three 

months later, this same set of students took a 53-item multiple-choice reading and language use test adapted 

from existing and previously validated LanguageCert Test of English (LTE) material (Coniam et al., 2021). The 

items in the LTE test used in the study were selected on the basis of representing the spectrum of difficulty 

across the six CEFR levels.

Item difficulty in LTE tests is predicated on the overarching LanguageCert Item Difficulty (LID) scale; see Ta-

ble 1. This scale lays out item difficulty levels generally adopted in LanguageCert assessments (Coniam et al., 

2021).

Table 1: LID scale

CEFR level LID scale range Mid-point

A1 51-70 60

A2 71-90 80

B1 91-110 100

B2 111-130 120

C1 131-150 140

C2 151-170 160

For analysis and calibration purposes, 100 has been taken as the mid-point of the scale. To this end, Rasch logit 

values are rescaled to a mean of 100 and a standard deviation (SD) of 20 (see Coniam et al., 2021).

Appendix 1 provides a comparative analysis of the make-up of the two reading and usage tests. As may be 

seen, the CET test is slightly longer than the LTE test; also, all CET items are 4-option multiple-choice whereas 

the LTE items are 3-option multiple-choice. Despite these differences, the content of the two tests, and even 

the order in which the different sections of the test appeared to test takers, exhibit a great deal of similarity.
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Can-Do Self-Assessment Descriptors
Both the CEFR and the CSE contain large arrays, for all skill areas, of Can-Do descriptors (see e.g., https://www.

cultofpedagogy.com/can-do-ell/ for examples of how such descriptors help classroom teachers understand 

what learners at different levels of proficiency should be able to do).

To reflect the focus of the current study, two sets of Can-Do self-assessment descriptors were assembled for 

reading and language use for each framework. A set of 22 Can-Do statements, related to the CSE, was com-

piled by the China university staff who designed the CET test used in the current study. Another set of 16 Can-

Do statements related to the CEFR was compiled by members of the LanguageCert research and assessment 

team. All Can-Do statements were framed as Yes/No questions so that test takers rated themselves dichoto-

mously (i.e., as can / cannot) on each statement. The relevant Can-do statements may be found in Appendices 

2 and 3.

The composite set of 38 items were then intermingled. This was intended to forestall respondents trying to 

guess where their own estimated ability level might terminate.

Test and Self-Assessment Profile Administration
The first test (the CET) was administered in late 2020. In early 2021, the second test (the LTE) was adminis-

tered. Immediately after the administration of the second test, test takers completed both sets of Can-Do 

self-assessments. These were all presented bilingually in both English and Chinese.

Self-Assessment Can-Do Statements and Research 
Questions
Against the backdrop outlined above, the current study pursued two main Research Questions.

RQ1: To what extent can self-assessment Can-Do statements be validly used to establish correspondences 

between the CEFR and CSE frameworks?

RQ2: To what extent are correspondences between the CEFR and CSE frameworks in line with those reported 

in previous studies?

Statistical Analysis: Rasch Measurement
The manner for gauging test fitness-for-purpose in the current study, and for linking the data from the two 

different tests and self-assessments, involves the use of Rasch measurement. An overview of the methodol-
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ogy surrounding Rasch can be found in the Glossary, along with an outline of the infit and outfit mean square 

statistics which are key to the interpretation of Rasch results in the context of data ‘fit’.

Data and Frame of Reference
To recap, there are four sets of assessment data in the current study: the 65-item CET test, the 53-item LTE 

test, 22 CSE-referenced Can-Do ratings and 16 CEFR-referenced Can-Do ratings. Since all four datasets were 

collected from the same test takers, the data configuration may be taken as a unified collection, in that all data 

are referenced to the same candidates and to their English language ability. The person links (Boone, 2016) in 

the four datasets embrace a coherent frame of reference (FOR), defined by Humphry (2006) as “compris[ing] 

a class of persons responding to a class of items in a well-defined assessment context.”

In order to calibrate the four datasets in the current study onto the LanguageCert Item Difficulty (LID) scale 

(see Table 1), a previously calibrated test (henceforth referred to as “Test 3”) from the Coniam et al. (2021) 

study was incorporated into the data. As a subset of Test 3, the LTE test in the current study provides a set of 

item links (Boone, 2016). With sets of both person links and item links established, the LTE test could then be 

linked to Test 3. Following this, the other datasets in the study – the CET test and the two sets of self-assess-

ments – could then be calibrated against Test 3 onto the LID scale. This resulted in all five assessment datasets 

being included into one single FOR.

Analysing within a Single Frame of Reference
As mentioned, Test 3 was the anchoring frame, having been previously anchored to the LID scale. Against this 

backdrop, the composite analysis is presented in Figure 3 below.

Figure 3: Composite analysis of three tests and two sets of self-assessments
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In Figure 3, Column 2 contains the analysis of the amalgamated five datasets, i.e., 158 items in the four data-

sets under investigation plus the PB4 items. Column 3 contains the 53-item LTE test, Column 4 the 65-item CET 

test, Column 5 the 22 CSE-referenced Can-Do ratings, and Column 6 the 16 CEFR-referenced Can-Do ratings.

To recap, item links in the overall dataset are established between the 53 items in the LTE test and Test 3. 

Person links are established via the two tests and the two sets of self-assessments. All five datasets may 

therefore be seen to be within an overall FOR – the composite analysis to the far left of the person-item map 

in Figure 3. Against the overall picture of calibration, which is centred at 100, the mid-point of B1, it may be 

seen that the means for the two tests are slightly higher than the overall mean. Tables 2 and 3 present fit and 

reliability details on the two tests. 

Table 2: Summary analysis: 53-item LTE test

 

Table 3: Summary analysis: 65-item CET test

Tables 2 and 3 show that the two tests fit the Rasch model well, with mean infit and outfit figures well within 

the 0.5 to 1.5 range, and high reliability figures. The means of both tests are very comparable, a quarter of a 

logit above the overall mean of 100. The LTE test mean was 105.33, and the CET test 104.28.

Tables 4 and 5 now present fit and reliability details for the two sets of self-assessments.

Table 4: Summary analysis: 22 CSE Can-Do statements
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Table 5: Summary analysis: 16 CEFR Can-Do statements

 

From Tables 4 and 5, it can also be seen that the two sets of self-assessments fit the Rasch model; mean infit 

and outfit figures are within the 0.5 to 1.5 range, and reliability figures are again high. The means of both two 

sets of self-assessments are again comparable, although this time a quarter of a logit below the overall mean 

of 100 – both being around 95. This slightly lower score is indicative that, on the self-assessments, test takers 

have tended to slightly over-rate themselves – a not uncommon phenomenon (Kruger and Dunning, 1999; 

Dunning et al., 2004).

The difference between the item means of the Can-Do ratings, and the LTE and CET assessment results are 

within half a logit (10 LID scale points): a difference which is generally accepted within Rasch measurement 

as being non-significant (Zwick et al., 1999). The conclusion that may be drawn is that test takers can be con-

sidered sufficiently objective in their self-assessments to permit tentative correspondences to be drawn be-

tween CSE and CEFR levels. The next section explores the correspondences.

Establishing Correspondences between CSE and 
CEFR Levels
Given that the two sets of self-assessments have been established as valid and broadly comparable, this sec-

tion presents sets of tables – one at each CEFR level – which incorporate Can-Do statements within corre-

sponding CEFR and CSE levels. Tables are presented one at a time for each CEFR level, in line with LID score 

ranges for the corresponding CEFR level. The tables are laid out such that the left-hand half of the table 

includes the detail for the CEFR level: the relevant Can-do statement, the LID value assigned in the current sin-

gle FOR calibration, and the CEFR level for the Can-do, as laid down in formal documentation. The right-hand 

half of the table then includes corresponding detail for the CSE level: Can-do statements and their CSE level 

which fall into the LID value range for the CEFR level.

Table 6 presents the joint analysis for CEFR level C1, for which the LID range is 131-150 scale points.
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Table 6: CEFR and CSE Can-Do Statement Level Comparisons: C1 (131-150)

                                CEFR        CSE

CEFR Can-Do Statements LID 
value

CEFR 
level

CSE 
level

LID 
value

CSE Can-Do Statements

I can read with ease virtually all forms 

of the written language, including 

abstract, structurally or linguistically 

complex texts such as manuals, spe-

cialised articles and literary works.

138.02 C1

I can understand specialised articles 

and longer technical instructions, even 

when they do not relate to my field.

137.77 C1

L7 136.74

I can comprehend academic 

papers or scientific and tech-

nical literature in relevant 

fields of study and evaluate 

the research methods.

I can understand long and complex 

factual and literary texts, appreciating 

distinctions of style.

133.82 C1

I can extract necessary information 

and the points of the argument from 

articles and reference materials in my 

specialised field without consulting a 

dictionary.

130.74 C1

Within the C1 CEFR LID range of 131-150, four CEFR C1 self-assessment were found, along with one CSE Level 

7 self-assessment. The fit would appear to be CEFR C1 --> CSE L7.
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Table 7 presents the joint analysis for CEFR level B2, for which the LID range is 111-130 scale points.

                                CEFR        CSE

CEFR Can-Do Statements LID 
value

CEFR 
level

CSE 
level

LID 
value

CSE Can-Do Statements

L7 129.72

I can understand linguisti-

cally complex novels and 

materials related to culture 

and appraise their linguistic 

features.

L6 128.73

I can understand the termi-

nology of operational texts in 

related professional areas.

L7 127.85

I can understand book 

reviews in relevant fields of 

inquiry.

L6 127.27

I can understand novels and 

argumentative texts com-

prised of relatively complex 

language.

I can scan through rather complex 

texts, e.g. articles and reports, and can 

identify key passages.

118.74 B2

L5 117.63

I can understand the common 

figures of speech in sto-

ries pertaining to social life 

written in relatively complex 

language.

I can understand in detail specifica-

tions, instruction manuals, or reports 

written for my own field of work

116.58 B2

L5 116.41

I can infer the content of an 

entire book or text by scan-

ning the table of contents.

I can read texts dealing with topics 

of general interest, such as current 

affairs, without a dictionary, and can 

understand multiple points of view.

115.69 B2

Within the B2 CEFR LID range of 111-130, three CEFR C1 self-assessment were found, along with six CSE 

self-assessments, of which two were at L5, two at L6 and two at L7. The B2 CEFR / CSE fit would appear to be 

broader, i.e., CEFR B2 --> CSE L5-L7.
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Table 8 presents the joint analysis for CEFR level B1, for which the LID range is 91-110.

Table 8: CEFR and CSE Can-Do Statement Level Comparison Chart: B1 (91-110)

                                CEFR        CSE

CEFR Can-Do Statements LID 
value

CEFR 
level

CSE 
level

LID 
value

CSE Can-Do Statements

L4 95.4

I can extract the key infor-

mation in practical forms of 

writing (e.g. memos or notes).

I can understand the plot of longer 

narratives written in plain English.
95.15 B1

L6 94.63

I can infer the author’s atti-

tudes with the help of diction 

or rhetorical devices.

L6 93.86

I can understand and sum-

marise the main features 

of the objects in expository 

writing.

L5 90.93

I can extract detailed infor-

mation (e.g. characters, scenic 

spots) from prose essays.

Within the B1 CEFR LID range, one CEFR B1 self-assessment was found, along with four CSE self-assessments, 

of which one was at L4, one at L5, and two at L6. The B1 CEFR / CSE fit would therefore also appear to be quite 

broad, i.e., CEFR B1--> CSE L4-L6.

Table 9 presents the joint analysis for CEFR level A2, for which the LID range is 71-90.
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Table 9: CEFR and CSE Can-Do Statement Level Comparison Chart: A2 (71-90)

                                CEFR        CSE

CEFR Can-Do Statements LID 
value

CEFR 
level

CSE 
level

LID 
value

CSE Can-Do Statements

L4 89.84

I can analyse the authors’ 

viewpoints on familiar social 

phenomena in short, simple 

pieces of argumentative 

writing.

L5 89.07

I can read arguments on com-

mon topics and commentary 

on familiar topics.

L5 88.32

I can generalise duly from 

what has been read while 

reading.

I can search the internet or reference 

books, and obtain school- or work-re-

lated information, with the help of a 

dictionary.

87.43 A2

L4 86.37

I can discover the key in-

formation or details by 

skimming, scanning, and/or 

browsing.

I can understand clearly written 

instructions (e.g. for playing games, 

for filling in a form, for assembling 

things).

83.72 A2

I can understand the main points of 

English newspaper and magazine arti-

cles adapted for educational purposes.

79.90 A2

L4 77.65

I can understand details (e.g. 

time, character, place) in trav-

el notes.

L4 75.88

I can read short, simple 

stories, prose essays, and 

expository writing.

L3 75.61

I can understand the authors’ 

viewpoints in short, simple 

letters.

Within the A2 CEFR LID range, three CEFR A2 self-assessment were found, along with seven CSE self-assess-

ments, of which one was at L3, four at L4, and two at L5. The A2 CEFR / CSE fit would therefore appear to be 

mainly CEFR A2 --> CSE L4-L5. 
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Table 10 presents the joint analysis for CEFR level A1, for which the LID range is 51-70.

Table 10: CEFR and CSE Can-Do Statement Level Comparison Chart: A1 (51-70)

                                CEFR        CSE

CEFR Can-Do Statements LID 
value

CEFR 
level

CSE 
level

LID 
value

CSE Can-Do Statements

L3 68.48

I can improve my understand-

ing with reference to key 

words or topic sentences.

L3 68.23
I can understand linguistically 

simple stories.

L2 67.23
I can pick out the key informa-

tion in notes or notices.

I can understand the main points of 

texts dealing with everyday topics 

(e.g. life, hobbies, sports) and obtain 

the information I need.

62.61 A1

I can understand short narratives and 

biographies written in simple words.
60.80 A1

I can understand texts of personal 

interest (e.g. articles about sports, 

music, travel, etc.) written with simple 

words.

60.28 A1

I can understand very short reports of 

recent events such as text messages 

from friends' or relatives', describing 

travel memories, etc.

59.61 A1

Within the A1 CEFR LID range, four CEFR A1 self-assessments were found, along with three CSE self-assess-

ments, of which one was at L2, and two at L3. The broad A1 CEFR / CSE fit would appear to be CEFR A1 --> CSE 

L3.

Finally, below CEFR A1, there was one fit between the CEFR and CSE. Table 11 presents this fit.
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Table 11: CEFR and CSE Can-Do Statement Level Comparison Chart: A0 (below 51)

                                CEFR        CSE

CEFR Can-Do Statements LID 
value

CEFR 
level

CSE 
level

LID 
value

CSE Can-Do Statements

L1 50.61

I can understand short, lin-

guistically simple articles on 

daily life.

I can understand very short, simple, 

everyday texts, such as simple posters 

and invitation cards.

49.67 A0

In this mapping, low A1 (“A0”) fitted with CSE L1.

From the above set of tables showing the comparative fit of the CEFR and CSE levels, it is now possible to pro-

duce an overall tentative mapping of how the CEFR scale, as represented by the LTE, may be mapped against 

the CSE. Table 12 presents the match. It should be noted that there was insufficient data to calibrate CEFR 

level C2.

Table 12: CEFR / CSE fit in LTE study 

CEFR China CSE

A0 L1

A1 L2-L3

A2 L3-L5

B1 L4-L6

B2 L5-L7

C1 L7

C2 N/A

As can be seen from Table 12, as might perhaps be expected, while there is not a one-to-one match between 

the levels in the two frameworks, as one moves up the scale, there is a graduated fit between the CEFR and 

the CSE.

Figure 4 below, presents a reworking of Figure 2, which includes the alignments proposed in the Dunlea et al. 

(2019) [henceforth the ‘Dunlea’ study] and Peng and associates’ (2021) studies [henceforth the ‘Peng’ studies], 

together with the alignments as they have emerged empirically in the current study.
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Figure 4: Formal CEFR / CSE Mapping

The different mappings show both similarities and differences.

The current study mapped A0 onto L1, as did the Peng (all skills) study.

The current study mapped A1 against L2 / L3. Dunlea et al. mapped A1 to L2, and the Peng studies mapped A1 

to L1 / L2.

The current study mapped A2 more broadly against L3-L5. The Dunlea study mapped A2 to L3 while the Peng 

studies mapped A2 against L2 / L3.

The current study mapped B1 against L4 / L6. The Dunlea and Peng studies mapped B1 against L4 / L5.

The current study mapped B2 against the bottom end of L5 to L7. The Dunlea study mapped B2 against L6 / L7 

and the Peng studies mapped B2 against L5 / L7.

The current study mapped C1 at L7, whereas in the Dunlea study C1 mapped at L8 and at L7 / L8 in Peng’s 

studies.

There was no data for C2 in the current study.

The results of the current study can be seen to echo the mappings of the previous studies, although the map-

pings which have emerged suggest a slightly more lenient fit than that reported in other studies (see below) 

– as for example with CEFR C1 being located against CSE L7 in the current study as against CSE L7 / L8 in the 

Peng studies and CSE L8 by Dunlea. This is mirrored at the lower end of the scale, where the current study 

does not suggest direct one to one matches. There are a number of possible reasons for these divergences. A 

key difference is that the current study empirically matched levels against performance, as opposed to an ex-

pert-rater-focused methodology. Another reason may be attributed to the fact that only one skill – essentially 
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reading – has been explored in this chapter, whereas the other studies examined all four skills. A third is that 

the sample was limited at the top end of the ability spectrum to C1-level test takers.

Conclusion
The current study pursued two Research Questions.

The first research question was whether self-assessment Can-Do statements may be validly used to establish 

correspondences between the CEFR and CSE frameworks. As was illustrated, from a comprehensive analysis 

of both test and Can-Do self-assessment responses, respondents tended to slightly over-estimate their abili-

ties on both the CEFR and the CSE. These over-estimations were minimal, however, in that mean values were 

only a quarter of a logit higher than might have been expected. Secondly, the over-estimations were consis-

tent with the scales for both frameworks.

The second research question was that correspondences between the CEFR and CSE frameworks would be 

broadly in accordance with those proposed by previous studies. While there have been some divergences, 

more notably towards the lower end of the scales, the correspondences proposed in the current study broadly 

echo those reported in previous studies.

A range of correspondences may well be expected from different studies, exploring different assessment 

instruments. Difficulties in accurate alignment have been commented on by other researchers: Papageorgiou 

et al., 2015; North & Piccardo, 2018. Peng insightfully comments that “the CSE is a local standard with granular 

levels reflecting Chinese learners’ requirements and progress [ …. ] while the CEFR is a framework for refer-

ence with broad bands of proficiency and is intended to be adapted or further developed for specific contexts 

and uses”. In the current study, the assessment context has focused on reading and language use, whereas the 

Dunlea et al. (2019) and the Peng et al. (2021) studies examined all four language skills, as well as writing and 

listening, which Peng (2021) and Peng and Liu (2021) respectively explored.

From a wider, and methodological, perspective, the use in the current study of a single frame of reference to 

calibrate self-assessment ratings directly against performance adds to the armoury of tools available to as-

sessment professionals in linking exercises such as those between two different tests, or by providing a larger 

perspective between two different assessment frameworks. The use of innovative methods is characteristic 

of LanguageCert’s aim to keep their research fresh and relevant in their determination to maintain the quality 

of their examinations.

The approach adopted in the current study may be useful for other assessment situations, where Can-Do 

ratings may be incorporated at the end of an assessment session. This may even be done in a user-friendly 

manner where individual candidates rate subsets of Can-Do ratings, which are then linked via common items 

to cover a range of Can-Do aspects. Can-Do ratings also provide further opportunities for the validation of 

examinations because they allow for triangulation of data and, therefore, more robust findings.
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Limitations
A limitation of the current study was that the investigation of test types was limited to reading and language 

use. Future studies will broaden this by extending the investigations conducted in the current study to other 

language skills.

Notes
1. The 211 and 985 projects were initiatives undertaken by China in the 1990s to develop world-class universi-

ties in China. The current top-tier university is a “211/985” university.

2. The CEFR framework comprises descriptors laying out what a student can do as a particular skill when they 

have completed a given level. A descriptor for Reading at A2, for example, is: “I can understand short narra-

tives and biographies written in simple words.”
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Chapter 9: Online Invigilation 
of English Language  
Examinations: A Survey of 
Past China Candidates’  
Attitudes and Perceptions

David Coniam

Abstract
Drawing on a previous large-scale study examining the reactions of past candidates to the use of online invig-

ilation – or online ‘proctoring’ (OLP) – in the delivery of high-stakes English language examinations (Coniam 

et al., 2021), this chapter reports the responses of the subset of China candidates in the sample. China is 

a rapidly-expanding market for LanguageCert’s English language examinations. It is therefore instructive to 

gauge the market and its candidates’ needs, as we move forward, by analysing the responses of past China 

candidates to OLP as a mode of sitting an exam.

The chapter first sets the scene in terms of the initially gradual, and then accelerated move from face to face 

to online modes of delivery. It explores the challenges and benefits that both modes offer, in terms of acces-

sibility, fairness, security and cheating.

Detail is then presented from the survey exploring the reactions to and perceptions of OLP by the China re-

spondents (N=64), comparing this sample with the larger world-wide sample, all of whom had taken an English 

language examination via OLP. A strong endorsement by the China cohort of OLP was generally recorded. 

Feedback revealed that respondents perceived OLP to be a more personal as well as a more efficient way of 

taking a test. The results are indicative of a broad acceptance of OLP, pointing to strong future uptake of the 

OLP mode of test delivery.
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This is an encouraging finding in the aftermath of the initial growth of online proctoring that increased ex-

ponentially during the Covid pandemic. Initial resistance to OLP has decreased in changes to life, lifestyle, 

approaches to working, and now assessment, brought about by the need to innovate and make changes to typ-

ical practices pre-pandemic. In countries without access to highly-trained assessors, the discipline and security 

engendered by well-administered, well-thought-out, and highly developed OLP can only benefit candidates 

and other stakeholders in the search for secure modes of assessment.

Keywords: English language examinations, survey, Chinese candidates, attitudes and perceptions

Background

Online Delivery of Learning and Teaching

The generally accepted mode for ‘delivery’ of both teaching and assessment has long been that of a teacher 

providing input to a class of students from the front (see Wiesenberg and Stacey, 2008).

Views of how education is delivered are changing, however, along with the uptake and acceptance of technol-

ogy across all facets of society (Lim and Wang, 2016), augmented and accentuated by the COVID-19 pandemic 

(TPD@Scale for the Global South, 2020). The traditional mode of delivery IS consequently being rethought 

along with the use of more innovative and interactional methods. Todd (2020), for example, describes how 

COVID-19 was a strong mover in the adoption of online teaching.

Over the past decade, developments in technology have permitted greater uptake of ‘blended’ learning and 

teaching (Lim and Wang, 2016), There has been a global move towards experimenting with, if not embracing, 

various types of synchronous and asynchronous modes of teaching (Lim and Graham, 2021).

While the expanded use of technology has brought about a change in mindset in terms of the delivery of 

teaching content using online instruction and facilitation, it is nonetheless the general expectation that ex-

aminations will still broadly occur in a face-to-face situation (Ahlawat et al., 2014). While there has been some 

take-up of technology in the area of assessment, this has been less than it has been with teaching. It is still 

generally accepted that assessment – high-stakes assessment in particular – should be conducted in a pen-

and-paper medium, in front of an examiner/invigilator in a centre such as a school hall. Upon completion, can-

didates’ test papers are collected, then passed on to markers, with a considerable time lapse before results are 

available. Table 1 outlines different test administration possibilities.
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Table 1: Test administration permutations

Test taker location Invigilator location Invigilation conducted

at a centre in person at a centre by examiner

at home remotely (via video link) by invigilator

at home – by self

Non-traditional forms of test administration might involve, for example, candidates taking oral examinations 

remotely by an examiner, as well as candidates completing pen-and-paper (or computer-based) tests at their 

own home under the invigilation of an examiner in another location (via video link). A final permutation is 

candidates sitting examinations in an unsupervised mode, as in take-home exams (Bengtsson, 2019), or unsu-

pervised computer adaptive tests (Thompson, 2017).

As mentioned, while online learning technologies have more recently come to be accepted for the competent 

delivery of learning and teaching, the delivery of assessment via online mode has been beset with problems 

and challenges (Hussein et al., 2020). A key issue revolves around academic integrity: as, for example, when 

examinations are taken remotely, and even more so when the location is a candidate’s home.

Online Delivery of Assessment
A number of issues – both positive and negative – need to be examined in the context of the online delivery 

of assessment.

As mentioned, the COVID-19 pandemic has forced a major rethink of how education is delivered, with many 

educational institutions moving quite rapidly to partial or even total online delivery of classes (Gardner, 2020). 

In a discussion of technology-enhanced assessment (TEA) during the COVID-19 pandemic in Pakistan, Khan 

and Jawaid (2020) note how the three areas of teaching, learning, and assessment need to be equally em-

braced in terms of access and delivery, with an emphasis on changes in attitudes to the online delivery of 

assessment being key.

Clark et al. (2020) comment on the ‘fit’ of instructional practices within a course in terms of online vs face to 

face teaching and assessment. They comment on the issue of ‘continuity’; that where a course is intended at 

the outset to be a distance learning one, then online assessment should naturally fall into place. While many 

teachers managed to adapt their teaching practices reasonably well in online modes during the COVID-19 

pandemic (see Chaturvedi et al., 2021)., assessment was problematic, with traditional practices prevailing. 

Mismatches between intended course outcomes and assessment conducted online tended to be greater than 

was the case with traditional paper-based assessments which were more aligned with intended course out-

comes (see Gil-Jaurena and Softic, 2016). A suggestion by Clark et al. (2020) is for classes to begin in a blended/

distance format. Such a format, they argue, permits intended course outcome/assessment gaps to be nar-

rowed, with students becoming acclimatised to an online environment, more able to see a fit between online 

assessment and course content, and hence more prepared for taking online exams.
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Comparability of Results from Exams Taken in Online 
/ ‘Standard’ Model
In a study of groups of students given online non-proctored exams, Ardid et al. (2015) reported such partici-

pants scoring higher than those sitting online-proctored exams. This disparity, they suggest, raises concerns 

about security and honesty in terms of how non-proctored assessments can be conducted satisfactorily.

Differences between online proctored exams and proctored paper and pencil exams have been investigated 

by, for example, Alexander et al. (2001). In the context of a computer technology course, they found no signif-

icant differences in student performance on proctored online exams and proctored paper and pencil exams.

Benefits and Drawbacks
On the positive side, candidates may take an online-proctored exam in the comfort (and safety) of their own 

home – an important factor in times of a pandemic where movements are restricted or for those with disabili-

ties. Convenience and speed are another factor to be considered; an exam may be delivered via computer, and 

results may therefore be obtained more rapidly.

It should also be borne in mind that many typical exams – especially high-stakes school and university exams – 

involve candidates sitting in halls and writing by hand for two to three hours. Since most assignments written 

over the course of an academic year will have involved multiple drafts on a word processor, it may well be ar-

gued that the traditional mode of administering exams compromises validity because traditional examination 

conditions do not reflect real life (Mogey et al. 2012). Writing an exam using a word processor on a locked-

down computer may be viewed as a more valid mode in which to complete an examination.

As mentioned, one major concern revolves around expectations of teaching outcomes vs. expectations of 

assessment outcomes. Online teaching strongly stresses collaborative principles, such as discussion, peer sup-

port, learning tailored to individuals, self-regulated learning, and getting students to set their own goals, and 

plan, monitor and control their cognition (Boekaerts and Corno, 2005). In contrast, expectations of assess-

ment (and in particular high-stakes assessment) are that this will be the work of one student, or one candidate, 

working on their own, with no external support. In line with traditional views of comparability (and hence 

reliability), this therefore means that the same assessment should be delivered to all candidates at the same 

time. Such a requirement involves issues of security, honesty and fairness, all of which leads to concerns that 

some candidates gain an ‘advantage’ over others or of different aspects of malpractice take place.

Security
A major issue of discussion in the context of the online delivery of examinations has centred on security for 

different types of online examinations. Foster and Layman (2013) state that online (i.e., human) invigilation 
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should emphasise the “critical use of the Internet and automated processes to produce a secure solution in 

monitoring test takers” and provide a thorough analysis of security in online invigilation.

Foster presents an extensive list of key security features – a useful overview by which high-stakes assessment 

may be viewed. Features that he lists (see Table 2) range from the management and training of the invigilator 

(the “proctor”), to interaction with the candidate, to the stability of the Internet, to data transfer encryption.

Table 2: Key security features in OLP examinations (after Foster and Layman, 2013)

Features

1. Online proctor during exam

2. Continuous Internet

3. Encryption for data transfer

4. Schedule availability 

5. Proctor management

6. Interaction with test takers

7. Prevent proctor view of screen

8. Later video review proctoring

9. Later video review capable

10. Control during test session

11. Automated proctoring

12. Lockdown 

13. Authentication 

14. Webcam 

15. Logs/records

16. Program customisation

17. Effectiveness research

Foster and Layman (2013) describe how systems can provide levels of security which make online proctoring of 

examinations viable. They comment on the disadvantages that may be associated with traditional proctoring, 

where the proctors may be corrupt or may want to influence candidates scores in some way. Indeed, a number 

of studies report how exam security may be stronger as a result of the technologies associated with the mon-

itoring of online examinations than in traditional face-to-face settings (Rose, 2009; Watson and Sottile, 2008).

Cheating and Academic Dishonesty
Cheating in exams is not a new phenomenon. Before the advent of the digital age and much easier access to 

the internet and plagiarism, comments about candidates cheating in examinations were not new (Wright and 

Kelly, 1974; Bushway and Nash, 1977; Sierles and Hendrickx, 1980). Over forty years ago, the Carnegie Council 

Report (1979) made reference to a growing “ethical deterioration” in academic life with respect to the number 

of college students cheating to get their desired grades.
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It is, however, with the Internet, and with access to digital documents and to networks of people willing to 

facilitate paid cheating, that issues of cheating have been highlighted over the past decade (Berkey and Hal-

fond, 2015; Harper et al., 2021). Cheating in online examinations is becoming more prevalent, and has been 

explored in numerous studies, (Harmon and Lambrinos, 2008; Grijalva et al., 2006; Watson and Sottile, 2008).

There has been considerable research focusing on the “vulnerability” of online tests, how online tests may be 

made more secure and cheating might be prevented – see Corrigan-Gibbs et al. (2015) for an extensive discus-

sion regarding cheating and academic dishonesty. Nonetheless, cheating should not be seen purely as an issue 

related to online tests. As mentioned, cheating has always taken place with traditional examinations. Indeed, 

in order to counteract cheating, it has been argued (see, e.g., Rose, 2009; Watson and Sottile, 2008) that with 

adequate protocols in place, online tests may be as secure, if not more secure, than traditional face-to-face 

tests.

Data
The data in the larger worldwide study (WS) into online proctoring (see Coniam et al., 2021) involves a survey 

administered to past candidates of LanguageCert’s International ESOL suite of English language tests aligned 

to the CEFR levels, A1 – C2. While there are six tests in the IESOL suite, due to language constraints, examina-

tions in OLP mode are only available for candidates at B1 level and above.

The Survey
Following extensive development and trialling, the survey was administered via the Internet in early 2021. The 

questionnaire (see Appendix 1) consisted of 22 items in two sections. Section 1 (items 1-10) comprised respon-

dents’ personal details; Section 2 (items 12-21) comprised 10 items, probing respondents’ views of their expe-

riences, reflections on the OLP process, and their preference for taking tests by traditional means or via OLP.

All items were presented on a 6-point scale, to avoid choosing a mid-point, with ‘1’ indicating a negative re-

sponse or disagreement, and ‘6’ a positive response or agreement.

In line with data protection legislation, only candidates who had previously agreed to being contacted were 

approached regarding participation in the survey. The survey was responded to by 920 of the 2,917 who 

opened the link. The response rate of 31.5% quite closely approximates the average responses reported by 

Nulty (2008) and may therefore be considered acceptable.

The analysis of the ten attitudinal items on the survey via Cronbach’s alpha returned a figure of 0.89. Since 0.8 

is generally recommended as desirable in a questionnaire (e.g., Tavakol and Dennick, 2011) the construction of 

the survey may be seen to be acceptable.
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The number of respondents indicating Chinese to be their mother tongue was 64, 7% of the total cohort. Such 

a sample size is adequate for inferential analysis, with a sample size of 30 being taken as the threshold for 

conducting statistical analysis (Ramsey, 1980).

Two research questions were pursued in the current study.

RQ 1 investigated whether Attitudes and opinions to OLP on the survey will indicate a positive uptake and 

acceptance of OLP. This will be measured by item means being above 4.5 out of 6.

RQ 2 investigated whether responses to items will show no effect related to background demographics. This 

will be measured by no significance emerging on chi-square tests against the demographic variables.

Data Analysis
In the analyses discussed below – unless specified otherwise as being related to the worldwide whole group 

(WG) (see Coniam et al., 2021) – results and discussion directly relate to the analysis of the China cohort data. 

Where possible, responses for the Chinese mother tongue cohort are matched against respondents in the 

whole group and against the general demographic trends of LanguageCert IESOL tests.

Demographics
This section presents a comparative picture of survey respondents versus the bigger picture of the entire 

cohort of LanguageCert IESOL B1-C2 test candidates. The IESOL test registration form asks candidates for 

details of gender, age, and mother tongue. Since not all candidates supply these details, there is, consequent-

ly, a degree of missing data in the IESOL whole test figures. In the survey, however all respondents provided 

this demographic data. Table 3 presents a comparison of candidate demographics of both cohorts: the China 

survey cohort, and all 15,000+ IESOL test B1-C2 candidates for the period 2017-2021
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Table 3: Demographics (as percentages)

Survey: China cohort [N=64] Whole IESOL cohort 

Test level

B1 4.0% 20.7%

B2 50.0% 38.3%

C1 38.0% 26.6%

C2 8.0% 14.3%

Gender

Female 68.0% 53.5%

Male 32.0% 38.5%

Age

<21 16.0% 35.1%

21-30 66.0% 36.0%

31-40 14.0% 16.6%

41-50 4.0% 7.9%

>50 - 4.4%

As can be seen from Table 3, in terms of the distribution of China candidates by test level, the picture was 

broadly comparable with the typical IESOL profile. There were fewer candidates at B1, although this is not 

surprising since the medium of engagement with the online proctors for all tests is English.

Comparatively more females have taken IESOL tests than males. Concerning age, the whole test cohort 

showed a skew towards the younger age bracket. This skew was even more accentuated in the China cohort, 

especially in the 21–30-year range.

Attitudinal Items
To highlight key differences, in the current study, where a ‘6’ indicated a positive and ‘1’ a negative response, 

“strong positive responses” (see Coniam, 2013) are defined as those above ‘4.5’. Table 4 elaborates.
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Table 4: Survey item and means: China cohort

Survey item Means (out of 6)

12. How anxious were you before the OLP test? 3.3

06. Assessment of personal computer literacy 4.9

‘institutional’ items

14. How straightforward was the OLP setup process? 4.7

15. How was the online connection with the interlocutor? 4.2

16. How was the interaction with the interlocutor? 5.0

‘personal’ items

17. How was the overall OLP experience? 4.8

18. Preference for tests by traditional means (1) or tests by     

       OLP (6)?

4.5

19. “Taking tests by OLP is a more personal experience” 4.5

20. “Taking tests by OLP is more efficient” 4.7

21. Your score: better on traditional (1) or OLP (6) tests? 4.5

The general pattern of responses of the China group generally mirrors those of the whole group (WG) – see 

Coniam et al. (2021) for a discussion and analysis. To avoid confusion, the discussion below only reports the 

results produced from the responses of the China cohort.

Item 12, test anxiety, had the lowest mean score, just below the mid-point of 3.5. This is perhaps unsurprising, 

given that for many candidates, this was the first time they had taken an examination via OLP.

Item 06 – an assessment of personal computer literacy – shows that candidates felt that they did not have 

problems working with computers or in interacting online. This suggests that the anxiety they felt may be 

attributed more to the looming examination than to how to respond via a computer.

Despite the anxiety experienced by many of the China cohort, responses to the attitudinal items were all very 

positive – 4.5 being the benchmark for strong endorsement. The positive nature of the responses may be seen 

by the fact that the majority of the ‘institutional’ items have means in the high 4’s or above 5. For the majority 

of the China respondents, the setup process was felt to be unproblematic; online connections were good; OLP 

setup instructions were clear; and interaction with the interlocutor was rated very highly indeed. Online con-

nection was the only item (apart from anxiety) where the China cohort mean did not reach 4.5.

Responses to the ‘personal’ items were also, on the whole, very positive, with all items being rated above 4.5. 

Respondents showed a clear preference for taking tests by OLP as opposed to traditional means. To what ex-

tent, preference for OLP is a sign of the times, or was solely the result of the COVID-19 pandemic, will only be 

revealed by future research after the pandemic is classed as being over. Looking ahead, on the issue of prefer-

ence for tests via OLP (6/6) or by traditional means (1/6), a mean of 4.5/6 emerged, indicative of very positive 
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acceptance of OLP and strong future uptake of OLP as a means of test delivery. One noteworthy finding was 

that the China cohort respondents.

In addition to the responses of the China cohort being quite consistent with those of the whole group, no 

incidences of significance emerged in chi square analyses.

Conclusion
This chapter has explored reactions to and perceptions of OLP by China candidates who had taken an English 

language examination via online proctoring. Of 920 respondents to a survey sent out to all past candidates 

of LanguageCert IESOL examinations, 64 (7%) were from China, and it is their responses which have been an-

alysed in the current chapter. LanguageCert is experiencing rapid expansion in take-up of its examinations in 

China. It is hence both instructive and encouraging to see the reactions of China candidates who have taken 

examinations via OLP, in order that major issues may be identified and where possible addressed.

Demographically, the China cohort was broadly comparable to the cohorts who have taken LanguageCert 

examinations over the two-year period of data collection. There were more females than males. There were 

more candidates at levels B2 and C1 in China and in terms of age there was a skew towards the younger end 

of the spectrum in China, especially in the 21-30-year age range.

The first RQ investigated whether the attitudes and opinions towards OLP would indicate a positive uptake 

and acceptance of OLP. Virtually all item means were above 4.5 / 6. This reaction is very encouraging and be-

comes a springboard for encouraging researchers to delve even further into these issues so that stakeholders’ 

concerns can be addressed and, hopefully, alleviated.

The second RQ investigated whether any significance would emerge in inferential analysis of the items against 

background demographic variables. The lack of significance against the background variables indicates that 

respondents were in agreement with items irrespective of gender, age, grade obtained, the level of exam tak-

en, or test skill – Speaking or Listening, Reading, Writing, test – had been taken. This finding too is encourag-

ing. It means that factors such as those listed above, that might skew results were found not to be significant.

Pre-exam anxiety was the only item which had a mean score below the mid-point of 3.5, although this effect 

was identical with the response of the whole group.

China respondents assessed their own personal computer literacy quite highly, in line with the whole group. 

High computer literacy was possibly a reason why China respondents were positive about setting up and in-

teracting with the interlocutor. Online connection was the item with the lowest mean, although at 4.2/6, this 

was still positive.

Regarding preference for exams by traditional means or via OLP, a strong endorsement of OLP was record-

ed by the China cohort. Respondents felt that OLP was a more personal and efficient way of taking an exam 

– possibly an effect of exam delivery via OLP having continued throughout the COVID pandemic. All these   
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positive signals are clearly indicative of the broad acceptance of OLP, pointing to strong future uptake of the 

OLP mode of examination delivery.
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Online-Proctored Tests: Experiences and Reflections
We would be very grateful if you could take a few minutes to reflect on the online-proctored English language 

test that you took with LanguageCert. Please click on the circle, or select the number of stars as appropriate. 

You do not need to identify yourself. All information collected is for research purposes only, and will be kept 

in the strictest confidence.
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OLP = online proctored; A‘ Traditional Test ‘ = a test by pen and paper; in a regular school or Test Centre set-

ting; LRW = Listening, Reading and Writing

Section 1: Personal Details 

##01. I am …… □ Male □ Female

##02. I am …… years old <21     21-30     31-40     41-50     >50

##03. I live in …… (country)

##04. My mother tongue is …

##05. My education level is … □ Primary   □ Secondary   ‐ Bachelor Degree   ‐ Higher Degree

##06. How computer literate do 

you consider yourself?

□ not at all   □ very

##07. The last OLP test I took 

was at level …

□ B1   □ B2   □ C1   □ C2

##08. How many LRW tests have 

you taken by OLP?

1     2     3     >4

##09. How many Speaking Tests 

have you taken by OLP?

1     2     3     >4

##10. What grade did you get 

on your last OLP test?

□ Fail    □ Pass    □ High Pass    □ Prefer not to say



Section 2: Experiences and Reflections

##11. Respond to the questions below EITHER  

(1) about Speaking; OR 

(2) about Listening, Reading and Writing (LRW)

I am responding about 

□ Speaking

 

□ LRW

##12. How anxious did you feel before your OLP test? very anxious not anxious at all

##13. How clear were the OLP setup instructions for 

the test?

not clear at all very clear

##14. How straightforward was the OLP setup 

process?

very troublesome very straightforward

##15. How was the online connection between you 

and the interlocutor during the test?

very poor very good

##16. How clear were the interlocutor’s instructions 

and directions during the test?

not clear at all very clear

##17. How was the overall OLP experience? very poor very good

##18. Do you prefer to take tests by traditional means 

or by OLP?

prefer traditional prefer tests by OLP

##19. “It is a more personal experience to take tests 

by OLP than to take tests by traditional means”

strongly disagree strongly agree

##20. “It is more efficient to take tests by OLP than to 

take tests by traditional means”

strongly agree strongly disagree

##21. Do you think that you score better in tests taken 

by traditional means or in tests by OLP?

better on traditional better on OLP tests

##22. Would you be available for a short follow-up 

(online) interview? 

YES / NO. If yes, please leave your email or phone 

number.

Do you have any comments that you would like to add? 

 

i
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Comparability Study   
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Abstract
This chapter reports on a study comparing test scores recorded for high-stakes English language Speaking 

Tests administered face-to-face in either a traditional centre-based mode (TM) or in an online proctored mode 

(OLP). The purpose of the investigation is to determine whether different modes (TM/OLP) produce different 

scores.

The data comprise a large sample of test takers taking English language Speaking Tests at four CEFR (the 

‘Common European Framework of Reference for Languages’) levels – B1 to C2 – via TM or OLP. The data 

were analysed using descriptive statistics, effect size differences and equivalence tests. While a degree of 

difference in scores obtained between modes was apparent at C2 level, the differences were not found to be 

statistically significant.

The chapter concludes that whether Speaking Tests are delivered in online proctored mode or in traditional 

face-to-face mode, test takers receive similar scores. The study confirms the claim that mode of test delivery 

does not significantly affect test taker scores. The findings of the study described in this chapter echo those 

described in Chapter 8 where a cohort of Chinese candidates were investigated within the context of OLP.

Keywords: test score comparability, English language, Speaking tests, CEFR, online proctoring
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Introduction
Since the late 2010s, and more recently due in considerable part to the Covid-19 pandemic, many examina-

tions have moved from face-to-face to online delivery. The current study was conducted in order to determine 

the extent to which mode of delivery might affect performance and in turn, therefore, affect Speaking test 

scores. Focusing on English language Speaking tests at CEFR levels B2 to C2, this chapter examines the com-

parability of scores achieved by test takers taking examinations administered in traditional face-to-face mode 

(TM) with those administered by online proctored mode (OLP).

The chapter first reviews different approaches to the increasingly-common online delivery of learning and 

teaching. This is followed by a review of the less common online delivery of examinations. A brief consider-

ation of the assessment of speaking and the challenges of conducting communicative speaking tests is then 

provided. The chapter then examines studies which have compared the two modes of delivery.

Following the background section, data of a large sample of test takers taking English language Speaking 

Tests at CEFR levels B1 to C2 via TM and OLP is then presented and analysed for statistical difference.

Background
This section presents a background to the online delivery of learning and teaching, especially in the face of the 

Covid-19 pandemic. Issues in the delivery of online assessment – the benefits and drawbacks to taking tests 

in OLP mode – are then examined. A brief exploration of the assessment of speaking, and the particularly 

difficult challenges associated with assessing spoken communicative skills is provided. This is followed by a 

discussion of the increasingly vexed issue of the online assessment of speaking.

Online Delivery of Teaching and Assessment

In the face of the Covid pandemic, the common practice of learning and teaching being conducted by a teacher 

at the front of an actual class has undergone immense and rapid change (Hodges et al., 2020). Augmented by 

developments in technology, the acceptance of online learning has grown exponentially over the past two 

years (Lim and Wang, 2016), with the ‘traditional’ mode of delivery being rethought (Hodges et al., 2020). Todd 

(2020), for example, outlines how Covid was a strong mover in the adoption of online teaching.

Nonetheless, while the mindset has changed in terms of teaching content being delivered online, examina-

tions continue to be viewed as an activity which occurs in a more traditional face-to-face situation (Coniam et 

al., 2021). There has been some take-up of technology in the area of assessment, but rather less than has been 

the case with online teaching (Gardner, 2020; Mays, 2021).

Assessment – and high-stakes assessment in particular outside certain public school systems where online 

testing is common – is generally viewed as something to be conducted in pen-and-paper mode, in front of an 

examiner/invigilator, in a physical test centre. While online learning technologies have permitted relatively 
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effective delivery of learning and teaching, the delivery of assessment in online mode has seen a mixture of 

advantages, problems and challenges: e.g., a reduction in cheating, connectivity issues etc (Sarrayrih and Ilyas, 

2013, Hussein et al., 2020; Berrada et al., 2021).

Khan and Jawaid (2020), reporting on online assessment in Pakistan during the Covid pandemic, discuss how 

learning, teaching and assessment in particular need to be equally embraced in terms of access and delivery, 

stressing the need for attitudinal changes in the online delivery of assessment where both administrators and 

test-takers lose their fear of newly developed technology in economically developing nations.

García-Peñalvo et al. (2021), in the context of how Spanish universities responded to the Covid pandemic, 

provide a number of recommendations concerning online assessment. In addition to increased continuous as-

sessment, they also suggest that technologies which support face-to-face teaching – such as teleconferencing 

– should be used to deliver assessment, in order to develop teacher and student readiness for and confidence 

in the “new context of online assessment” (p. 87). They stress that any marking schemes must be made known 

to students before any assessment takes place. García-Peñalvo et al. (2021) recommend that specifically de-

signed online assessment methods be developed for the subject or group of students concerned when “com-

plex subjects with a large number of students” (p. 88) are involved.

There are both benefits and drawbacks to taking tests in OLP mode for the test taker and the examining body 

as noted by Weiner and Henderson (2022). On the positive side, test takers may take an online-proctored exam 

in the comfort (and safety) of their own home, an important factor in times of a pandemic where movement 

is restricted or for test takers with a disability who find access to a remote testing centre challenging at the 

best of times let alone during a pandemic. In addition, the speed of test delivery and issuance of results may 

represent the benefit of exams taken in an OLP mode.

Online teaching has a rather longer history of accepted practices and expectations than online assessment. 

Online teaching, which has produced over a decade’s worth of research, stresses collaborative principles, such 

as discussion, peer support, learning that is tailored to individuals, self-regulated learning, encouraging stu-

dents to set their own goals, and planning, monitoring and controlling their cognition (Boekaerts and Corno, 

2005). In contrast, the online assessment record is shorter. There, expectations of assessment (and in partic-

ular high-stakes assessment) remain more traditional and, until relatively recently, have typically been the 

product of one test taker. While speaking tests administered by certain examination bodies involve group 

work, many examination bodies’ speaking tests, as with LanguageCert, involve a one-to-one interaction with 

an examiner. Furthermore, when it comes to test delivery, traditional views of comparability (and hence reli-

ability), generally require that the same assessment be delivered to all test takers at the same time. However, 

in an online world, where the traditional approach to large-scale assessment is difficult, such a requirement 

potentially creates issues around security, honesty and fairness.

Regarding OLP examinations, there has been extensive discussion of security, the “vulnerability” of online 

tests and academic dishonesty (see Corrigan-Gibbs et al., 2015; Coniam et al., 2021). Such issues are very im-

portant, especially when examinations, often high stake, are taken in a remote location such as a test taker’s 

home.
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Nonetheless, Foster and Layman (2013) describe how levels of security may be put in place which make the 

online proctoring of examinations viable. Indeed, there have been studies which report how exam security 

may even be more effective as a result of the technologies associated with monitoring of online examinations 

rather than in traditional face-to-face settings (Watson and Sottile, 2008; Rose, 2009).

Technical factors may also need some consideration. In their evaluation of OLP examinations, Giller et al. 

(2021) report a number of problematic issues, such as login failure and other technical issues (pp. 36-37). Such 

issues are not, however, the focus of the current study.

Despite such concerns, OLP remains a potentially important delivery method going forward. The current 

study explores the comparability and hence interchangeability of OLP assessment of speaking with tradition-

al methods.

A brief summary of key issues surrounding the assessment of the speaking skill and assessing the skill remote-

ly will now be provided.

Assessing Speaking

Speaking has long been considered the most complex of the four macro skills to assess. Some 40 years ago, 

Madsen (1983) outlined some of the reasons why speaking is challenging to assess. Apart from background 

construct issues such as defining the actual nature of the speaking skill and devising criteria to properly assess 

speaking in a communicative age, factors such as ability, tone, reasoning etc. as well as the reluctance of some 

test takers to even speak (p. 147) had to be dealt with.

Luoma (2004) reiterates how speaking is the most difficult language skill to assess reliably. This is especially 

the case when speaking is assessed by a human assessor in a face-to-face interaction, when assessments can 

be influenced by a number of factors such as features of spoken language, the test taker’s language level, 

gender, the nature of the interaction, the tasks and topics driving the interactions, as well as the opportunities 

that the test taker has to demonstrate their ability. (2004: ix-x).

SujanaI (2016) echoes many of the above points in their discussion of the complexity of the aspects involved in 

testing oral proficiency, noting that many teachers almost avoid assessing speaking.

Assessing Speaking Online

Assessing speaking involves various ‘complications’, as mentioned above. To overcome some of these com-

plexities, various educators and researchers have recommended moving the assessment of speaking to an on-

line mode, which, they argue, affords advantages over a face-to-face mode. Fall et al. (2007), for example, de-

scribe a machine mediated Simulated Oral Proficiency Interview (SOPI) which renders large-scale assessment 

of test takers speaking proficiency on the ACTFL Oral Proficiency Scale comparatively easy to administer and 

rate. Regarding computer-mediated tests, Wagner comments, with reference to the Duolingo computerised 
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Speaking test, that such tests (i.e., those that are completely computer-mediated in that they have no human 

rater) tend to lack validity in that they generally assess constructs that are amenable to being assessed by 

computer. This results in a lack of real-world constructs being assessed.

It should be noted that LanguageCert Speaking Tests are administered face to face by human raters, albeit 

much of them via LanguageCert’s OLP facility. Ockley et al. (2019) describe a speaking test administered on-

line via the interactive video facility Skype. With test taker samples in the USA and China, Ockley et al. report 

comparative success with the assessment of oral abilities in interactive video.

Against the backdrop of the Covid pandemic, assessment of all forms moved, with differing degrees of success 

(Ali and Dmour, 2021), to various online modes. As might be expected – following the discussion above of the 

complexities of assessing speaking – it was indeed the assessment of students’ oral proficiency that emerged 

as most challenging for many educators. Forrester (2020) elaborates the challenges of assessing speaking 

online in the time of the Covid pandemic. These issues apply to all forms of assessing oral proficiency, not just 

in formal examinations.

Comparability of Results from Exams Taken via OLP / 
TM
There has been considerable research into assessment conducted online with and without invigilation, al-

though few studies have directly compared high-stakes tests conducted in OLP versus those conducted in 

traditional centre-based face-to-face mode. The following section briefly examines the research into these 

two related, if different, areas.

Examinations Conducted with and without Invigilation

Much of the research conducted on different modes of invigilation has been in higher education settings. Out-

side higher education and in the field of organisational psychology, Tippins (2015) discusses how new technol-

ogy has led to “changes in the assumptions made about good testing practices” and the need “to confront new 

problems that are created by technological enhancements.” She also provides examples of how technology 

is being used in assessments in realistic ways. In general, studies have reported, perhaps unsurprisingly, that 

students who sat tests without any invigilation – remote or otherwise – recorded higher grades than students 

who sat remote invigilated tests: Alessio et al., 2017; Goedl and Malla, 2020; Reisenwitz, 2020.

There have, however, been studies which reported no significant differences in the performance of students 

sitting tests with or without invigilation (see Castillo and Doe, 2017; Lee, 2020).
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Examinations Conducted using Online Invigilation and in Tradi-
tional Centre-based Face-to-face Mode

Despite the increase in high-stakes assessments conducted online following the 2020-2022 Covid pandemic, 

as Weiner and Henderson (2022) observe, there has been little research into comparability of high-stakes test 

scores obtained from remotely-invigilated tests as opposed to tests invigilated face to face in testing centres. 

A summary of the limited amount of research in the area is presented below.

Weiner and Hurtz (2017) examined test taker performance in the context of licensing examinations in the USA, 

exploring the extent to which performance was equivalent regarding test takers sitting examinations in spe-

cially prepared computer-equipped ‘kiosks’ to test takers sitting the same examinations in physical test cen-

tres with human invigilators. No significant differences were found between performance in either proctoring 

mode. Hurtz and Wiener (2022) extended the scope of the above study following extended closures over the 

Covid pandemic. Their study reported no differences in test score due to proctoring mode.

Wuthisatian (2020) examined differences in performance between test takers taking high-stakes economics 

examinations using remote online proctoring versus those taken in traditional exam centres. Results suggest-

ed that test takers performed differently across the two proctoring methods: those who sat the examination 

at a centre obtained significantly higher scores than those test takers who were proctored online.

Cherry et al. (2021) examined professional licensure examinations in the USA, comparing outcomes for tests 

administered either by means of remote online proctoring or in test centres. While statistically significant 

differences were observed in results obtained between the two modes, no detectable pattern was observed 

in favour of either mode.

Morin et al. (2022) investigated a high-stakes national medical licensing examination in Canada taken via re-

mote online proctoring or in exam centres. Despite some test takers reporting different examination expe-

riences, Morin et al., report that test scores across the two proctoring modes – despite there being different 

examination question types – were broadly comparable.

Muckle et al.’s (2022) study explored scores on a study of North American pharmacy licensing examinations 

taken via the two proctoring modes following the Covid pandemic. Muckle et al. reported higher scores for 

examinations taken onsite by examinees. While they attribute some of the differences in results to the make-

up of the sample, further research is clearly called for. Research conducted to gauge test taker reactions to 

LanguageCert’s OLP delivery of tests (Coniam et al., 2021; Coniam, 2022) has thus far been generally positive 

– broadly echoing the results reported by Muckle et al. (2022) in their study.

The Study

The data in the current study are drawn from LanguageCert’s International ESOL (IESOL) suite of Speaking 

tests administered between 2019-2021, with each test in the suite aligned to a CEFR level. The LanguageCert 

Speaking qualifications involve a comprehensive test of spoken English, with the tasks in the examinations 
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designed to test the use of English in real-life situations. The qualifications are suitable for non-native speak-

ers of English worldwide; young people or adults attending an English course either in the UK or overseas; 

students learning English as part of their school or college curriculum; people applying to come to the UK for 

work purposes.

All Speaking tests comprise four tasks – of increasing complexity as test takers move through the test - and 

last from 12 minutes for the B1 examination to 17 minutes for the C2 examination. There are four rating 

scales, each of which has four score levels. The Speaking tests are conducted with a live interlocutor (whether 

face to face or via remote proctoring), with all examinations recorded for later grading and for use in possible 

appeals. All Speaking tests are scored against four rating scales. The maximum score is 50 with the following 

grades: Fail - below 50%, Pass for scores of 50%-74% and High Pass for scores of 75% and above. See https://

www.languagecert.org/en/language-exams/english/languagecert-international-esol.

All examinations are assessed by a closed group of markers at LanguageCert, who are regularly standardised 

through training to ensure consistency and objectivity for assessments that are benchmarked against the 

CEFR (see Papargyris and Yan, 2022). A number of different test forms are available for each level of test with 

new test forms continually being added to the test pool.

To enhance security, not only are different test forms used randomly, but the four task types which comprise 

a test form are also randomised.

Table 1 below presents the number of test forms available for the 2018-2022 tests that were delivered, and 

the test taker sample for the analysis presented in the current study.

Table 1. Sample size

 

CEFR Level Test Taker Sample Size Different Test Forms

B1 19,745 30

B2 21,154 30

C1 7,943 29

C2 3,438 19

 

LanguageCert operates OLP internationally, with tests delivered in over 70 countries throughout the world. 

Consequently, all aspects of the assessment process by which OLP is conducted – logging on, security checks, 

connections and voice quality checks etc – are administered through the medium of English. In the face of 

potential English language constraints for lower-level proficiency test takers, the administration of tests in 

the IESOL suite by OLP principally takes place from B1 upwards. The dataset below for Speaking is therefore 

presented only for CEFR levels B1 to C2.

Since Speaking Test scores are obtained via the four rating scales, test reliability cannot be estimated via 

item- or rater-based estimation methods. It is, however, possible to estimate reliability by uni-dimensional 

factor analysis calculating McDonald’s omega via the raw totals obtained for the four macroskills, i.e., Read-

ing, Listening, Writing and Speaking, together with the CEFR grade awarded. Table 2 presents the reliability 
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estimates, including 95% confidence interval (CI) lower and upper bounds. (For brevity’s sake, results are only 

reported for the Speaking Test.)

Table 2. Reliability estimates via McDonald’s omega

CEFR Level Speaking Test Score Omega

B1 Posterior mean 0.64

95% CI lower and upper bounds 0.64-0.65

B2 Posterior mean 0.62

95% CI lower and upper bounds 0.62-0.63

C1 Posterior mean 0.65

95% CI lower and upper bounds 0.64-0.66

C2 Posterior mean 0.72

95% CI lower and upper bounds 0.71-0.74

McDonald’s omega estimates may be interpreted in a similar manner to the Cronbach alpha, with 0.6 being 

acceptable. Table 3 below reports the McDonald’s omega factor loadings for the Speaking Test.

Table 3. Single-factor model standardised loadings 

CEFR Level Factor Standardised Loadings

B1 Grade 0.90

Speaking test 0.96

B2 Grade 0.91

Speaking test 0.96

C1 Grade 0.91

Speaking test 0.97

C2 Grade 0.92

Speaking test 0.96

As can be seen, loadings for Speaking tests and grades awarded at all CEFR levels are 0.90 and above, indicat-

ing that the Speaking tests exhibit a high degree of reliability.

Two sets of data are now presented below. One, descriptive statistics: means, standard deviations and effect 

size differences; two equivalence independent samples t-tests (“equivalence tests”).

The equivalence independent samples t-test permit users to test the null hypothesis that the population 

means of two independent groups fall inside a user-defined interval, i.e., the equivalence region. The proce-
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dure of using two-one-sided tests (TOST) permits significance to be observed via specified upper and lower 

bounds, as opposed to standard t-tests which report a single t score. As Lakens (2017) states:

Adopting equivalence tests will prevent the common misinterpretations of nonsignificant p values as the absence of 

an effect and nudge researchers toward specifying which effects they find worthwhile (p. 360)

The upper and lower bounds represent the extent of variation of t values regarding the two populations of 

the two samples being tested. If the t value of the equivalence test is within the estimated range, the two 

populations may be deemed to be equivalent.

Research Questions

The overarching hypothesis in the current study is that mean scores obtained between the two modes of test 

delivery – OLP and TM – will not be significantly different. Specifically, the following two hypotheses are pur-

sued:

RQ 1: At worst, will only small effect size differences between the two modes be observed?

RQ 2: On equivalence tests, will significance emerge against specified upper and lower bounds for any given CEFR 

level?

Descriptive Statistics

Table 4 presents a summary of the effect size differences between the sets of means for the Speaking Test to-

tal score (maximum 50) for each mode using Cohen’s d. Cohen’s d indicates standardised differences between 

two means, sharpening comparisons between two means. In general, a small effect is taken as 0.2, a medium 

effect as 0.5, and a large effect as 0.8 (Glen, 2021).

Table 4. Effect size differences between mode means

 

Level Mode Number Mean Score  
Difference

SD Cohen’s d

B1
TM 17998 37.52

+1.04 (2.08%)
8.56

0.07
OLP 1747 38.56 9.88

B2
TM 11046 37.82

-0.58 (1.16%)
8.1

0.06
OLP 10108 37.24 9.38

C1
TM 2284 35.18

+0.14 (0.28%)
8.92

0.01
OLP 5659 35.32 9.44

C2
TM 1234 31.18

+4.12 (8.24%)
8.3

0.45
OLP 2204 35.30 9.92
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As can be seen from Table 4, effect sizes are negligible for levels, B1 to C1. It is only at C2 level where the score 

difference between the two modes is greater than 5%, and where there is a notable small-to-medium effect 

size difference of 0.45.

Equivalence Tests

Tables 5 to 8 below present equivalence test results comparing OLP and TM.

Upper and lower bounds have been set at +/- 0.05 (i.e., the 95% interval) of the raw score (see Lakens, 2017). 

These bounds may be construed as representing 95% confidence intervals; however, as TOST consists of two 

one-sided tests, it makes more precise sense to refer to the upper and lower ends of the confidence intervals. 

The critical decision on equivalence, as stated earlier, is whether the estimated t value (labelled T-Test in the 

tables below) is between the upper and lower bound. The p values for the t values (Upper bound, T-Test and 

Lower bound) indicate significant T-Test values where these go beyond the specified bounds.

Table 5. B1 Equivalence test results

Statistic t df p

Upper bound -5.26 19743 < .001

T-Test -4.80 19743 < .001

Lower bound -4.34 19743 1.00

Table 6. B2 Equivalence test results

Statistic t df p

Upper bound 3.97 21152 1.00

T-Test 4.80 21152 < .001

Lower bound 5.63 21152 < .001

Table 7. C1 Equivalence test results

Statistic t df p

Upper bound -1.07 7941 0.14

T-Test -0.63 7941 0.53

Lower bound -0.20 7941 0.58

Table 8. C2 Equivalence test results 

Statistic t df p

Upper bound -12.78 3436 < .001

T-Test -12.48 3436 < .001

Lower bound -12.18 3436 1.00
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At none of the four levels was significance observed at both lower and upper bounds. This indicates that al-

though there is not a perfect match, the two modes of Speaking Test administration can be considered broad-

ly equivalent for all the CEFR levels in the study. That said, there would appear to be an issue with the C2 level 

test, where more investigation is clearly called for.

Discussion and Conclusion
This study has explored the comparability of scores obtained by test takers of LanguageCert’s IESOL English 

language Speaking Tests at CEFR levels B1 to C2 via traditional face-to-face mode (TM) versus online proc-

tored mode (OLP).

The key hypothesis in the study was that mean scores and hence performance obtained in the OLP and TM 

modes of test delivery would not be significantly different. Specifically, two research questions were being 

investigated.

The first RQ was that, at worst, only small effect size differences between the two modes would be observed. 

While negligible effect sizes were observed for levels B1 to C1, a small-to-medium effect size was observed 

for C2.

The second RQ was that, on equivalence tests, significance would not emerge against specified upper and 

lower bounds for any given CEFR level. As significance was not observed for both bounds in any of the test 

levels, it was determined that the two modes of test administration may be considered equivalent broadly for 

the four CEFR levels examined. Nevertheless, at the highest level of ability (CEFR level C2), test takers scored 

considerably higher in online proctored mode than in face-to-face mode.

There are two possible reasons for such a discrepancy. One relates to the profile of the C2 test taker cohort. 

C2 level test takers tend to be professionals in their 30s and 40s, whereas at the lower levels, many test takers 

are younger school children who are more accustomed to traditional face-to-face centre-based assessments. 

In this light, C2 test takers are also more comfortable with extensive use of technology, a fact which may ac-

count for them being more at ease in the online proctored environment. The second issue is possibly that of 

malpractice. In this regard, however, stringent security checks to guard against issues such as impersonation 

are conducted before Speaking Tests take place. Speaking Test materials are, as mentioned, randomised to 

forestall possible pre-arranged sets of answers. Further, the Speaking Test is an oral performance test con-

ducted in real time, which makes cheating much more difficult to carry out from a test taker’s point of view.

To conclude, it would appear that results obtained from taking LanguageCert IESOL Speaking Tests at the low-

er CEFR levels indicate that similar results are obtained irrespective of whether tests are taken in traditional 

face-to-face mode or in online proctored mode. Nonetheless, the fact that C2 test takers score in an online 

mode higher does require further investigations at this level.

One limitation of the current study is that only one skill has been investigated – speaking. The skill of speaking 

is generally viewed as the most difficult to administer and assess, with difficulties in online delivery exacer-
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bated rather more than with the more ‘static’ (in the sense that they do not require direct interaction with 

an interlocutor) skills of listening, reading and writing. A follow-up study analysing the other skills – listening, 

reading and writing – is underway.

The findings both in this chapter and in the previous chapter, Chapter 8, promise that greater reliance on OLP, 

when carried out meticulously, not only provides reassurance and evidence that the mode of proctoring is not 

significant, but indicate that OLP can provide even greater security in terms of avoiding interference or cheat-

ing in high-stakes examinations. These studies will, of course, continue in the ongoing battle against cheating 

and the growth of assessment security concerns as technological innovations, including those brought about 

by AI Bots, threaten traditional forms of examination conduct. LanguageCert will continue to work at these 

concerns to maintain the quality of its examinations.

A further consideration occurs in the next chapter, Chapter 12, when Lampropoulou investigates the increas-

ingly important factor of Interactional Competence. In it she discusses the strengths and weaknesses of OLP 

when Interactional Competence is assessed.
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Abstract
This chapter describes the importance of including the construct of interactional competence in speaking as-

sessments, drawing mainly from the literature in the field of language testing. The co-construction of meaning 

and the shared nature of the interaction are seen to be operationalised in an optimal manner using the role-

play task. The effect of the task is explored through the perspective of the LanguageCert International ESOL 

Speaking exams, which are used as examples to demonstrate the issues of scalability, discriminability, score 

separability, and the so-called interlocutor effect. Further research and technological innovations will assist in 

defining and scrutinising the aspects of interactional competence that can be reliably measured.

Keywords: Interactional competence, role play, Speaking tests, oral assessment

Introduction
This chapter critically summarises the research conducted in the field of interactional competence (IC) in order 

to describe how the construct of IC has been operationalised in Oral Proficiency Interviews (OPIs) in language 

testing in LanguageCert examinations. More specifically, the chapter focuses on describing how the research 

findings have influenced the format of OPIs, and on explaining the issues and the challenges which have been 

identified, as well as the issues addressed through the inclusion of roleplay tasks. The operationalisation of 

the assessment of IC through the prism of a specific test is considered, through the LanguageCert Internation-

al ESOL Speaking suite of exams, specifically through the roleplay task these use as part of the test format.
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Background and Definitions
Two decades have passed since Young (2000) described interactional competence (IC) as “a relatively new 

theory of spoken language use in face-to-face communication” (p.3). It was three decades before then that 

Hymes had used the term communicative competence to account for sociocultural variation in language use 

and acquisition, to challenge Chomsky’s dichotomy between competence and performance, contending that 

grammar rules cannot exist alone and, therefore lack meaningfulness unless they are considered together 

with the rules for their functional use (Hymes, 1972). Hymes’ ideas were further developed by Canale and 

Swain (1980) into an applied linguistics theory which suggested that an individual’s competence includes lin-

guistic competence, discourse competence, pragmatic competence, and strategic competence. L2 teaching 

practices were strongly influenced by this theory of communicative competence, and its effect soon extended 

into language assessment, through Bachman (1990) and Bachman and Palmer (1996), and their observations 

of the assessment of communicative language ability.

Kramsch (1986) built on Hymes’ theories to develop the construct of what she coined interactional compe-

tence, and in defining it she explained that:

[S]uccessful interaction presupposes not only a shared knowledge of the world, the reference to a common exter-

nal context of communication, but also the construction of a shared internal context or “sphere of inter-subjectiv-

ity” that is built through the collaborative efforts of the interactional partners. (p.367)

The interpretation of test taker’s speaking performance from this perspective could perhaps alleviate Mc-

Namara’s (1997) concern that language assessment based on previous theories considered the test taker’s 

performance in an unrealistically detached manner, and that the test taker was viewed as the sole person 

liable for the development of the performance, without considering that they were not the only one partici-

pating in it.

The IC construct was also explored by Hall (1995), who focused on interactive practices for which she saw a 

socially cohesive role for a community, developing through speech acts. Her considerations link pragmatic 

competence with communicative competence and interactive competence. This link, together with the idea 

that context is central to the speaking construct, begs the question for a distinction between IC and prag-

matics. Young (2011) attempted to answer this by contending that they are interconnected but still distinct 

competencies. Plough et al. (2018) also identified similarities between IC and pragmatic competence in that 

they both make use of other competencies, such as grammatical and textual competencies. These are used in 

parallel as tools to achieve the communication of the intended message, yet IC is highlighted as the skill nec-

essary for “building and maintaining relationships, an aspect of the co-constructed nature of speech” (p.442). 

The distinction is made even clearer through the understanding that IC emphasises the element of being al-

most equally constructed by all participants in a discursive practice and is specific to that practice in particular. 

(Young, 2019).

More importantly, perhaps, Young (2008) notes that IC is not to be found within the individual’s skillset or cog-

nitive ability. Young asserts that since participants accomplish the interaction task jointly, the skills described 

in the theory are distributed among all participants in the interaction. It would, therefore, be inaccurate to 

claim interactional competence as a skill that a person exercises outside an interaction (He and Young, 1998). 
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Lam, in contrast, asserts that such a skill can only be showcased in the context of a multi-participant interac-

tion which will also rely on the co-participants’ performance (Lam, 2018)

It becomes clear that, to the question featuring in the title of McNamara’s (1997) article “‘Interaction’ in sec-

ond language performance assessment: Whose performance?”, the answer can only be, the co-participants in 

the interaction.

Interactional Competence in Language Proficiency 
Interviews
The assessment of the speaking construct through language proficiency interviews and the extent of oper-

ationalisation of IC in different types of oral tests has led to what Galaczi and Taylor (2018) describe as two 

important strands in theoretical and empirical research, the debates on authenticity and variability.

Roever and Kasper (2018) see a similar ‘tug-of-war’ between: the conceptualisation of the construct from a pri-

marily psycholinguistic-individualist perspective; and a primarily sociolinguistic-interactional perspective. It is 

clear that test developers face a dilemma, in which opting for the former perspective focuses on the individual 

and allows the elicitation of rateable amounts of language samples but can be considered invalid by failing to 

support inferences on the test taker’s ability in typical, real-life interactions. It can, however, be hypothesised 

that such inferences can be validly supported by speaking tests designed to engage test takers in meaningful, 

interactive, social situations.

Even before Roever and Kasper’s work, language proficiency interviews, such as the Oral Proficiency Interview 

(OPI), had been castigated for failing to recreate the co-constructed nature of interaction realistically and au-

thentically, and for the absence of salient features of natural conversation caused by the asymmetric relation-

ship between the interlocutors (Young and Milanovic, 1992; Johnson and Tyler, 1998; Johnson, 2001). When 

speaking tests are based solely on interview-like tasks and conducted in an interview setting, an unequal in-

teraction will occur which will prevent the test from measuring conversational competence in an appropriate 

manner (Kormos, 1999).

The emerging picture is that if a speaking language test cares to make claims about measuring speaking 

performances which can be indicative of and generalisable to interactive social contexts, this can only hap-

pen through a broadened construct that includes interactional competence operationalised through tasks 

in which the co-participants jointly engage in conversation. This is the work that LanguageCert are currently 

developing and trialling.

The Role Roleplay Plays
Paired (and grouped) speaking tests, by nature, allow test takers to interact and co-construct discourse, 

a strength which, among other reasons, has made the paired format a common choice, not only for class-
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room-based assessment, but also for high-stakes exams (May, 2011). Moreover, Ockey et al. (2015) suggest 

that even monologic speaking tests can measure interactional competence with the inclusion of dedicated 

tasks. Consequently, the onus probandi (burden of proof) appears to fall on task design.

On the one hand, Plough et al. (2018) claim that a unanimous verdict has yet to be reached regarding the ex-

tent to which the optimum operationalisation of IC relates to specific speaking task types. On the other hand, 

the roleplay task seems to have won the battle between the choice of tasks, as suggested by the findings of 

several studies.

Kormos (1999) compared non-scripted interviews and guided roleplay activities in oral assessments using dis-

course analysis and found that in roleplay “the conversational interaction is more symmetrical” (p.1). Moreover, 

she established that roleplay tasks can imitate aspects of conversations in an authentic and realistic manner 

and found that they can be useful in measuring conversational competence as exhibited in the test takers’ per-

formance, while also concluding that, in terms of measuring conversation management, roleplay activities can 

better elicit the manifestation of IC features. Okada’s (2010) findings align with Kormos’ (1999) conclusions. 

In his study, which discusses roleplay in OPIs in terms of its construct validity, he describes the competencies 

displayed in performing a roleplay activity as strongly resembling those observed in real-life conversations 

and he concludes by recognising roleplay as a valid assessment instrument. In a very recent study based on a 

conversation analysis (CA) of a corpus of roleplay interaction, Youn (2020) was able to confirm these findings, 

while maintaining that the language samples elicited through roleplay interactions, despite not being entirely 

authentic, can still showcase the test taker’s level of competence regarding how well they would perform in 

a similar interaction in real life. Hu (2015) also found that roleplay affords an easier access to IC features than 

other types of paired tasks.

Apart from the conversational characteristics of IC featuring realistically in roleplay, researchers were able to 

point to more reasons arguing for the inclusion of such tasks in oral proficiency interviews. As an example, in 

response to the debates on validity and authenticity, Kasper and Youn (2018) assert that roleplay can be used 

to generate performances with authentic interactional features, such as topic and turn taking management. 

In addition, attempts to sequence organization attempts, while affording testers the element of control re-

quired to make the interaction measurable, render roleplay valid in terms of construct representation. The 

potential of roleplay tasks to allow test takers to co-construct discourse is also noted by Galaczi and Taylor 

(2020).

It is important to note that roleplay tasks need not be limited to paired speaking test formats, however. OPI 

roleplays can be conducted with a trained examiner/ interlocutor assuming different roles (Ikeda, 2017; Youn, 

2015, 2020). In these OPI roleplays, as in the LanguageCert International ESOL Speaking suite of exams (Ap-

pendix 1), a specific part of the speaking test is dedicated to a roleplay activity. During that part of the test, 

the examiner sets the context by informing the test taker of the scenario and the roles to be assumed (as also 

explained in Kasper and Youn, 2018).

In the case of LanguageCert, the examiner may assume different personas, which range in register formality, 

such as a colleague or a line manager, a neighbour or a stranger in the street, a doctor’s receptionist or a tour 

agent, thus enabling different levels of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) 

(as analysed by the Council of Europe, 2017) to be measured. Unlike the interlocutor/examiners assuming dif-
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ferent roles, the test taker, is not expected to take on a role other than their actual self in that interaction. In 

this context, a high degree of authenticity can be achieved, since the language the test taker will have to use 

can be expected to resemble the Target Language Use (TLU) domain of social interactions. This is because, in 

real life, they are likely to need to book a dentist’s appointment or a hotel room, but it would be irrelevant 

for a non-specific test to assess how well the test takers can perform on the other end of the interaction and 

assume the role of the doctor or the receptionist, the kind of roles that they may never need to assume in real 

life.

In the interactions described above, which can either be brief or develop unscripted for a longer period de-

pending on the targeted CEFR level and the test taker’s ability, a wider range of functions can be elicited than 

the interviewer-structured interaction allows, such as expressing regret, sympathy, condolence, expressing 

surprise or lack of it, complaining, offering and accepting an apology, etc. (LanguageCert, 2020). The item writ-

er aiming to elicit the demonstration of functional language relating, for instance, to an apology may choose 

to set the context of the test taker’s late arrival for a meeting with a friend or to work.

Given the evidence above, we can assert with confidence that roleplay tasks can be considered as appropri-

ately operationalising the construct of interactional competence (Grabowski 2013; Kasper and Youn, 2018; 

Walters 2007, 2013; Youn 2015).

Assessing interactional Competence
Assessment professionals who adopt a sociolinguistic-interactional perspective, foregrounded by the research 

in applied linguistics, which includes roleplay and other interactive tasks to operationalise the construct of in-

teractional competence, are immediately faced with the challenge of having to assess it. This is a multi-faceted 

challenge. The reason for the challenge for assessors is that research has revealed two main problematising 

areas in the measurement of IC. These are, one, the need for differentiation at various levels (or “scalability”); 

and two, “discriminability” (Galaczi and Taylor, 2018, p. 230), where the separability of scores in the co-con-

structed performance, also sometimes referred to as “the interlocutor effect” (O’Sullivan, 2002), must deal 

with the issue of the feasibility of measuring non-verbal behaviour as part of the construct itself.

 Descriptors and Scalability and Discriminability Issues

The Common European Framework (CEFR) has developed a descriptive scheme providing scaled descriptors 

for communicative language competences, which are classified into linguistic competences, sociolinguistic 

competences, and pragmatic competences (Council of Europe, 2018). The scheme – provided in Appendix 3 

– can be read horizontally and vertically, with the horizontal dimension describing the different capabilities 

expected at the level, while the vertical one attempts to sequence an ascending series of learner proficiency. 

There is one scale specific to IC, Interaction. Table 1 elaborates.
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Table 1: CEFR Interaction scale across the CEFR levels

Level INTERACTION

A1 Can ask and answer questions about personal details. Can interact in a simple way but 

communication is totally dependent on repetition, rephrasing and repair.

A2 Can answer questions and respond to simple statements. Can indicate when he/she is following 

but is rarely able to understand enough to keep conversation going of his/her own accord.

B1 Can initiate, maintain and close simple face-to-face conversa¬tion on topics that are familiar 

or of personal interest. Can repeat back part of what someone has said to confirm mutual 

understanding.

B2 Can initiate discourse, take his/her turn when appropriate and end conversation when he / she 

needs to, though he /she may not always do this elegantly. Can help the discussion along on 

familiar ground confirming comprehen¬sion, inviting others in, etc.

C1 Can select a suitable phrase from a readily available range of discourse functions to preface his 

remarks in order to get or to keep the floor and to relate his/her own contributions skillfully to 

those of other speakers.

C2 Can interact with ease and skill, picking up and using non-verbal and intonational cues apparently 

effortlessly. Can interweave his/her contribution into the joint discourse with fully natural turn 

taking, referencing, allusion making etc.

Note. Reprinted from https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages/ta-

ble-3-cefr-3.3-common-reference-levels-qualitative-aspects-of-spoken-language-use

Table 1 above outlines the relevant IC features that learners can be expected to have acquired at each CEFR 

level, from A1 to C2. Oral proficiency tests mapped to the CEFR often use these as a reference tool to describe 

standard performance expected at each exam level. To use the same example as in the previous section with 

the roleplay task, the LanguageCert International ESOL Speaking test mark scheme describes an A1-A2 test 

taker as being expected to rely on the support of the interlocutor/ examiner. At B1 level, turn taking is ex-

pected to be mostly natural, whereas at B2 level, the test taker should be able to handle topic and turn man-

agement appropriately and independently, while not always elegantly. These areas are accounted for under 

Task Fulfilment and Coherence. There are also descriptors under the Pronunciation, Intonation and Fluency 

criterion which references the use of intonation to support meaning.

There are, however, no descriptors to cover non-verbal behaviour features, such as eye contact or posture 

(LanguageCert, 2021). Both have been identified as key features of IC. Such features might be difficult to in-

clude in standardised high-stakes exams at present, at least until more research and technological advances 

permit. However, there are more IC features that could be described and used to measure IC.

The importance an assessment developer places on IC can perhaps be detected by noting whether IC features 

are displayed under various criteria, informing them by being included in the descriptors, or whether IC is 

seen as a separate criterion, in a manner that also has a greater impact on the test taker’s overall score. In the 

LanguageCert ESOL Speaking exam the former is the case, but given the prominence that IC is currently being 

given and the research evidencing its role in communication, it will be interesting to see whether in future 

revisions of the LanguageCert ESOL Speaking mark schemes IC features will be assigned to a criterion on their 
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own, as has happened with more recently developed LanguageCert exams, e.g., the LanguageCert SELT Speak-

ing and Listening test, in which the criterion is referred to as Interactive Communication and Task Fulfilment.

The CEFR scales on interaction (Council of Europe, 2018) do include references to some IC features, yet not 

consistently nor at all levels. The need for clearer and more specific descriptors differentiating between per-

formance levels has been highlighted across L2 assessment literature relating to IC (Galaczi, 2014; Galaczi and 

Taylor, 2018, 2020; Lam, 2018; Seedhouse, 2012). These descriptors will need to be developed further, before 

they can be of wider use to language assessment stakeholders. Furthermore, Galaczi and Taylor (2020), in 

listing the key features of IC, also refer to breakdown repair, interactive listening, and non-verbal behaviour, 

aspects analysed in a very limited way in the CEFR scales, even though research relating to rater studies and 

test taker discourse has noted that they are salient IC features (Galaczi, 2014; Gan, 2010; May, 2011; Orr, 2002).

Roever and Ikeda (2021) argue that “IC develops along a predictable trajectory” (p.3). They report that re-

search in second language acquisition demonstrates that – as proficiency improves – learners’ IC expands 

in range and improves in appropriateness (Al-Gahtani and Roever, 2012, 2014, 2018; Cekaite, 2007; Pekarek 

Doehler, 2019). However, Roever and Ikeda (2021) still identify a challenge in drawing a clear distinction at the 

higher levels, where IC features may be harder to describe. This aspect of IC can apply both to L2 and to L1 

speakers.

This challenge may be illustrated in the descriptors in the mark schemes used at the higher levels of the 

LanguageCert International ESOL speaking exam where the differentiation – albeit minimal – between the 

descriptions of turn-taking performance at the two higher CEFR levels exists. At CEFR C1, the criterion for a 

passing mark at Task Fulfilment and Coherence includes a descriptor of a performance where turn taking is 

naturally handled. Going up a mark at the same criterion, turn taking needs to be spontaneous, flexible and 

wholly natural. Looking at the highest level offered, CEFR C2, the expectation for a passing mark under the 

same criterion describes turn taking as naturally handled with a high degree of flexibility whereas for full 

marks the descriptor expects turn taking to be consistently spontaneous, flexible and wholly natural. It is seen 

that the differentiation between a passing performance and the one achieving full marks is made through 

assessing how consistently and flexibly the skill is demonstrated. However, although this is not uncommon for 

mark scheme descriptors aligned to the CEFR, it is perhaps indicative of the CEFR’s limitation pertaining to the 

vague differentiation between IC descriptors at the different levels, underlined by researchers just above. In 

addition, in marking examiners’ training, the differences in benchmarked performances can be used to stan-

dardise what a performance at the level entails, and this is much easier to achieve at a level-specific test, such 

as the LanguageCert IESOL, than at a multi-level one.

Researchers still maintain that scalability and discriminability are possible. It is understood, as mentioned 

above, that IC develops in parallel with the learners’ general L2 language ability and that as the learners’ cogni-

tive processes rely on higher automaticity of conversation processes (Field, 2011), their working memory will 

afford them a more effective and collaborative participation in interactions (Galaczi, 2014). Roever and Kasper 

(2018) point to the sequential organization of speech events as a gradable characteristic that can be classified 

and rated. In their study, they suggest that certain interactional features, such as repair, could be induced by 

the examiner attempting to elicit this strategy. Galaczi and Taylor (2020) also advise in favour of supporting 

interaction at the lower CEFR levels with visual or verbal prompts, for reasons of scoring practicality and reli-

ability. Lam (2018) looks at IC through the prism of interactive listening and notes that IC features need to be 
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accounted for as more than the sum of the test taker’s responses, and that their appropriacy to the interaction 

need to be given prominence.

In discussing roleplay tasks, Youn (2019, 2020) provides evidence that interactional performances can be elic-

ited so that differences can be measurable against rating criteria. This task type also seems to offer itself for 

appropriately accommodating highly specific professional contexts, such as the context of radiotelephony 

communication in aviation, where the need to include IC reference to elements of professional knowledge and 

role behaviour seems to be particularly critical (Kim, 2013). For example, Kim (2013) suggests that the success 

of the communication in the interaction between pilots and air traffic controllers is so important that the test 

taker’s ability to effectively interact using the aviation radiotelephony conventions should form part of the 

construct of such an ESP assessment. In such an assessment, the roleplay would assign the test taker with the 

role they will be called on to operate in in their future job, whereas the examiner would take on the persona of 

the opposite role, to achieve an, as much as possible, authentic performance. The research literature that has 

been discussed above would appear to indicate that roleplay tasks are strong contenders for being judged the 

most effective means by which IC can be measured.

Interlocutor Effect and Score Separability Issues
O’Sullivan (2002) used the term ‘interlocutor effect’ to refer to the sociolinguistics concept of the influence 

asserted in the interaction by the participants’ identities and characteristics. From an assessment perspective, 

where the focus is traditionally on the individual, the idea and perhaps even the name of interactional compe-

tence could be enough to raise concern over standardisation and, consequently, validity. At the same time, the 

co-construction of meaning between the interlocutors perplexes this further, as the test takers’ contributions 

and their performance are seen as shared, interwoven, and linked (Brown, 2003; May, 2011; McNamara, 1996; 

Roever and Kasper, 2018).

L2 assessment research exploring the different interlocutor variables such as gender, cultural background, 

acquaintanceship (O’Sullivan, 2002), and extroversion (Nakatsuhara, 2013), did find such characteristics exert-

ing an influence. However, Brown and McNamara (2004) concluded that “the magnitude or direction of that 

influence is less clear and not directly predictable” (as cited in Galaczi and Taylor, 2020, p.343). More impor-

tantly, it is the construct definition that should determine whether this variability is irrelevant and undesired, 

or whether it is actually part of the construct itself (Galaczi & Taylor, 2020).

Even so, the paired speaking test format can be criticised for (mis)matching test takers of different abilities, 

causing an observed shared performance that is unrepresentative of the true capabilities of the individual 

participants in the interaction. Hu (2015) claims that a more proficient speaker will be disadvantaged if paired 

with a substantially less proficient speaker.

On the debate on the (in)separability of test takers’ scores, May’s (2001) suggestion that shared scores could 

be awarded in response to what raters perceive as a mutually achieved performance has not yet been widely 

accepted, and although it is a tempting prospect, in high-stakes testing especially, it appears that there is a 

long way to go before this can be done, if ever.
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For now, the safest path seems to include the challenge of having to overcome the perception of test takers’ 

contributions to the interactions as entangled (Fulcher, 2010) and of training raters to isolate what the individ-

ual test taker brings to the paired task. Under this light, raters might be facilitated by a paired task performed 

between the individual test taker and the interlocutor/examiner, instead of between a pair of test takers. The 

test takers’ contributions can become even more distinguishable and measurable in a roleplay task, where op-

portunities for a more symmetrical interaction can be afforded, and the interlocutor/examiner can be trained 

to elicit specific IC resources the tester is interested in examining.

Non-verbal Behaviour
A third issue which needs to be mentioned as a problematising area in assessing IC is non-verbal behaviour, 

even though it has been considerably less researched in L2 assessment literature, both in terms of its concep-

tualisation as part of the IC construct, and its operationalisation. Features such as eye contact, facial expres-

sion, and posture have been included by Galaczi and Taylor (2020) as denoting non-verbal behaviour pertaining 

to IC. Researchers have indicated that raters perceive and note non-verbal behaviour even if it is not described 

in the rating scales (May, 2011; Nakatsuhara et al., 2018; Vo, 2019). Nonetheless, it is still seen as too complex a 

model to attempt to assess. Oksaar (1990), one of the first explorers of the concept, who was also able to pro-

vide insight from multilingual contexts, defined IC aspects with reference to “cultureme and behavioureme” 

(p.530), which include paralinguistic features as well as sociocultural norms, which, if testers are to include 

them in the construct, will also need to answer the pertinent question: ‘whose culture?’

To conclude, integrating IC scales into speaking assessments would appear to enable a wider and more accu-

rate representation of the construct as well as allowing valid inferences about real-world speaking compe-

tences, despite the issues which remain under investigation (Roever and Kasper, 2018).

Developing Research Areas
L2 development of interactional competence (IC) has been widely explored in the literature and continues to 

offer a fertile field for research, while L2 assessment literature has been growing exponentially, and can be ex-

pected to continue in a similar manner. The construct of IC is far from having been completely researched, and 

areas of future research involve both older and newer developments in language testing in general. Plough et 

al. (2018), see future research targeting four main areas. The first two pertain to issues already touched upon 

in this literature review, namely the link between task type and elicited evidence of the IC construct, and the 

role of the ‘behavioureme’. The other two involve technology-related issues, as in the effect of the mode of 

speaking test delivery on IC affordances to test-takers, and the extent to which IC inferences can be drawn 

using computer-delivered tests.

On the first pointer, Youn (2020) argues for the usefulness of CA contributions in recognising various inter-

actional devices in speaking assessment discourse emerging from interactional performances, to inform L2 

learning and assessment.
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Roever and Kasper’s suggestion incorporates the second and the fourth points, and combines the visual ac-

cess allowed by computer-assisted testing with using the methodological tools multimodal CA provides, to 

drive research on non-verbal behaviour such as gaze, gesture, and head movements as part of IC.

On the comparability of the IC construct through different modes of delivery, Nakatsuhara et al. (2017) looked 

at video-conferencing meetings and how these were distinguished from face-to-face meetings in the use of 

back channels and the management of turn taking. The researchers noticed differences in the interactions 

which point to the question of whether IC could support different operationalisations for different delivery 

modes.

In computer-delivered tests May (2011) also sees the potential for isolating test-takers contributions to co-con-

structed interactions through a standardised prompt. To these areas, Lam (2018) adds the need for research 

to support the creation and development of more accurate IC rating scales.

Conclusion
This chapter has provided a critical overview of the literature looking at interactional competence as a skill and 

construct, and its conceptualisation and operationalisation in Oral Proficiency Interviews in language testing 

using the roleplay activity as a task type. It has become possible to recognise interactional competence as an 

important construct pertaining to spoken ability, one that is highly relevant to real-life social contexts. More 

specifically, IC features such as turn management (e.g., interrupting), interactive listening (e.g., backchannel-

ing), or non-verbal behaviour (e.g., laughter) are seen as key concepts in measuring interactional competence 

(Galaczi and Taylor, 2020). These have had a varying degree of uptake from assessment developers as some 

seem easier than others to integrate into assessment tasks, such as turn and topic management. Others, how-

ever, seem to require further research or innovative technology before they can be accepted by testers and 

test stakeholders as measurable and construct-relevant. Non-verbal behaviour or interactive listening are two 

such areas that require further research.

The literature relating the measurement of interactional competence with a specific task has found the role-

play activity to be a realistic and authentic task type, able to tap into most of the IC characteristics testers 

would wish to elicit and measure. However, as there is no overall comparison of all possible tasks, as with a 

lot of issues in assessment, there are no definite solutions without considering the test purpose and the TLU 

domain. Nevertheless, the roleplay task has been found to afford a less unequal interaction than other types 

of tasks, like non-scripted interviews (Kormos, 1999) and through appropriately designed roleplay situations 

the power imbalance can be authentically created and simulated, as in a situation between an employee and 

their manager, or a patient and their doctor.

To better illustrate the roleplay task’s effectiveness in assessing IC, the LanguageCert International ESOL test 

has been used. It appears to be able to operationalise the IC features that assessment developers aim to 

elicit, in addition to overcoming the challenge of the inseparability of scores, since the performance is shared 

between the test taker and the interlocutor. The issues identified in the literature that also seem pertinent to 
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the specific assessment of IC relate to the inclusion of more IC features in the mark scheme and the scalability 

of these, together with the issue of including relevant aspects of non-verbal behaviour.

These findings have contributed to the development of LanguageCert’s Academic and General speaking tests. 

An awareness of the factors involved in IC enables examiners to be more sensitive and cognisant of interper-

sonal discourse especially when different roles are used in roleplay assessment task.

Looking to the future, more research and empirical studies will allow a stronger integration of IC features in 

tests measuring speaking constructs. This can only be further facilitated though technological innovations 

which will accelerate and enhance assessment design and delivery, and allow a fuller exploration and concep-

tualisation of interactional competence.
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Appendix 1: Practice Paper 2 of LanguageCert Inter-
national ESOL (Speaking), B1 level, Part 2

Note: Reprinted from https://www.languagecert.org/en/preparation/practice-material/languagecert-interna-

tional-esol
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Appendix 2: Practice Paper 6 of LanguageCert Inter-
national ESOL (Speaking), C1 level, Part 2

 

Note: Reprinted from https://www.languagecert.org/en/preparation/practice-material/languagecert-interna-

tional-esol
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Appendix 3: CEFR Interaction scale across the CEFR 
levels

RANGE ACCURACY FLUENCY INTERACTION COHERENCE

A1 Has a very basic 

repertoire of 

words and simple 

phrases related to 

personal details 

and particular con-

crete situations.

Shows only 

limited control 

of a few simple 

grammatical 

structures and 

sentence patterns 

in a memorised 

repertoire.

Can manage very 

short, isolated, 

mainly pre-pack-

aged utterances, 

with much paus-

ing to search for 

expressions, to 

articulate less fa-

miliar words, and 

to repair commu-

nication.

Can ask and 

answer questions 

about person-

al details. Can 

interact in a 

simple way but 

communication is 

totally dependent 

on repetition, 

rephrasing and 

repair.

Can link words or 

groups of words 

with very basic 

linear connec-

tors like "and" or 

"then".

A2 Uses basic sen-

tence patterns 

with memorised 

phrases, groups of 

a few words and 

formulae in order 

to commu¬nicate 

limited informa-

tion in simple ev-

eryday situations.

Uses some simple 

structures correct-

ly, but still sys-

tematically makes 

basic mistakes.

Can make him/

herself under-

stood in very 

short utterances, 

even though paus-

es, false starts and 

reformulation are 

very evident.

Can answer 

questions and 

respond to simple 

statements. Can 

indicate when he/

she is following 

but is rarely able 

to understand 

enough to keep 

conversation go-

ing of his/her own 

accord.

Can link groups of 

words with simple 

connectors like 

"and, "but" and 

"because".

B1 Has enough 

language to get 

by, with suffi-

cient vocabulary 

to express him/

herself with some 

hesitation and 

circumlocutions 

on topics such as 

family, hobbies 

and interests, 

work, travel, and 

current events.

Uses reasonably 

accurately a reper-

toire of frequently 

used "routines" 

and patterns 

asso-ciated with 

more predictable 

situations.

Can keep going 

comprehensibly, 

even though 

pausing for 

grammatical and 

lexical planning 

and repair is very 

evident, especially 

in longer stretch-

es of free produc-

tion.

Can initiate, main-

tain and close 

simple face-to-

face conversa¬-

tion on topics that 

are familiar or of 

personal inter-

est. Can repeat 

back part of what 

someone has said 

to confirm mutual 

understanding.

Can link a series of 

shorter, discrete 

simple elements 

into a connected, 

linear sequence of 

points.
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RANGE ACCURACY FLUENCY INTERACTION COHERENCE

B2 Has a sufficient 

range of language 

to be able to give 

clear descriptions, 

express view-

points on most 

general topics, 

without much 

con¬spicuous 

searching for 

words, using some 

complex sentence 

forms to do so.

Shows a relative-

ly high degree 

of grammatical 

control. Does not 

make errors which 

cause misunder-

standing, and can 

correct most of 

his/her mistakes.

Can produce 

stretches of 

language with a 

fairly even tempo; 

although he/she 

can be hesitant as 

he or she searches 

for patterns and 

expressions, there 

are few noticeably 

long pauses.

Can initiate dis-

course, take his/

her turn when 

appropriate and 

end conversation 

when he / she 

needs to, though 

he /she may not 

always do this el-

egantly. Can help 

the discussion 

along on familiar 

ground confirming 

comprehension, 

inviting others in, 

etc.

Can use a limited 

number of cohe-

sive devices to link 

his/her utterances 

into clear, coher-

ent discourse, 

though there may 

be some "jump-

iness" in a long 

con-tribution.

C1 Has a good com-

mand of a broad 

range of language 

allowing him/

her to select a 

formulation to 

express him/ her-

self clearly in an 

appropriate style 

on a wide range of 

general, academ-

ic, professional 

or leisure topics 

without having to 

restrict what he/

she wants to say.

Consistently 

maintains a high 

degree of gram-

matical accuracy; 

errors are rare, 

difficult to spot 

and generally cor-

rected when they 

do occur.

Can express him/

herself fluently 

and spontaneous-

ly, almost effort-

lessly. Only a con-

ceptually difficult 

subject can hinder 

a natural, smooth 

flow of language.

Can select a suit-

able phrase from 

a readily available 

range of discourse 

functions to pref-

ace his remarks in 

order to get or to 

keep the floor and 

to relate his/her 

own contributions 

skillfully to those 

of other speakers.

Can produce clear, 

smoothly-flowing, 

well-structured 

speech, showing 

controlled use 

of organisational 

patterns, connec-

tors and cohesive 

devices.
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RANGE ACCURACY FLUENCY INTERACTION COHERENCE

C2 Shows great 

flexibility refor-

mulating ideas in 

differing linguistic 

forms to convey 

finer shades of 

meaning precisely, 

to give emphasis, 

to differentiate 

and to eliminate 

ambiguity. Also 

has a good com-

mand of idiomatic 

expressions and 

colloquialisms

Maintains consis-

tent grammatical 

control of com-

plex language, 

even while atten-

tion is otherwise 

engaged (e.g. in 

forward planning, 

in monitoring oth-

ers' reactions).

Can express him/

herself sponta-

neously at length 

with a natural 

colloquial flow, 

avoiding or back-

tracking around 

any difficulty so 

smoothly that the 

interlocutor is 

hardly aware of it.

Can interact with 

ease and skill, 

picking up and 

using non-verbal 

and intonational 

cues apparently 

effortlessly. Can 

interweave his/

her contribution 

into the joint dis-

course with fully 

natural turntak-

ing, referencing, 

allusion making 

etc.

Can create coher-

ent and cohesive 

discourse making 

full and appro-

priate use of a 

variety of organi-

sational patterns 

and a wide range 

of connectors and 

other cohesive 

devices.

Note. Reprinted from https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages/ta-

ble-3-cefr-3.3-common-reference-levels-qualitative-aspects-of-spoken-language-use
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Abstract
This chapter builds on previous work by Poupounaki-Lappa et al. (2021), which described the development of 

a communicative test of Reading and Language Use of Classical Greek, calibrated to the Common European 

Framework of Reference (CEFR) at levels A1 and A2 (Council of Europe, 2001). In this chapter, the two tests 

of Classical Greek are calibrated both together and to the CEFR. In addition to describing the methodology 

for comparing the two separate tests of Classical Greek, the chapter is also designed to be of interest to ed-

ucators of other classical languages. It is hoped that they may find it useful not only in facilitating robust test 

design, but also by demonstrating the methods by which tests can be linked together on a common scale (as 

with the CEFR) or by linking tests one to another (e.g., different end-of-year tests, at different points in time).

Key words: Classical Greek, reading and language use, assessment, Rasch, test linking

Introduction
This chapter builds on the groundwork presented in Poupounaki-Lappa et al. (2021), which described the de-

velopment of a communicative test of Reading and Language Use of Classical Greek calibrated to the Common 

European Framework of Reference (CEFR) at levels A1 and A2 (Council of Europe, 2001) [Note 1].
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The test outlined in Poupounaki-Lappa et al. (2021) discussed issues – in line with more ‘communicative’ ap-

proaches to language teaching (see Richards and Rodgers, 2014; Lloyd and Hunt, 2021) – related to the cre-

ation of a communicative testing system for Classical Greek, initially centring around Reading and Language 

use. Appendix 1 presents samples of the constructs assessed in terms of reading skills, grammar and syntax, 

and topics in the two tests.

The major focus of the chapter involves calibrating – both to one another and to the CEFR – two tests of Clas-

sical Greek. In this light, the assessment element of the chapter’s methodology may be seen to extend beyond 

its Classical Greek dimension. The study will hopefully be of interest to educators of other classical languages 

who may also find it useful not only regarding robust test design, but also regarding linking tests together 

on a common scale (as with the CEFR) or in linking tests one to another (e.g., different end-of-year tests, at 

different points in time).

The test development process described in Poupounaki-Lappa et al. (2021) involved the construction of two 

tests of Reading and Language Use, with each test consisting of four parts, each using distinct task types to 

assess specific sub-skills. Figure 1 elaborates.

Figure 1: Classical Greek task types 

Part 1: 10 items: Multiple matching (images and words)

Part 2: 10 items: True/False (statements with visuals)

Part 3: 10 items: Multiple-choice items (gapped text)

Part 4: 10 items: Multiple matching (gapped text) 

The detailed set of specifications and associated official practice material is available in the LanguageCert Test 

of Classical Greek (LTCG) Qualification Handbook for the examination (LanguageCert, 2021). The examples 

provided below, as well as those in Appendix 1, are drawn from this Qualification Handbook.

Piloting
The two tests were piloted in mid-2021, administered to groups of test takers who were judged to be at the 

intended level of language proficiency by the subjects’ teachers. This chapter presents details of the tests, and 

their match with the supposed target levels of A1 and A2.

Key test qualities are validity and reliability (Bachman and Palmer, 2010). With regards to validity, central is-

sues include how well the different parts of a test reflect what a test taker can do, and how well test scores 

provide an indication of test taker communicative ability (Messick, 1989; Bachman and Palmer, 2010). The 

Classical Greek tests assess what test takers will be expected to have control over at particular levels of ability 

(i.e., in relation to the CEFR). Against such a backdrop, test content needs to match target test takers’ levels in 

terms of grammar, functions, vocabulary and topics.
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As a starting point, Morrow (2012) outlines the rationale and aims of communicative language tests, stating 

that the aim of a communicative language test is to find out what a learner can do in the language. Moving to 

practicalities, if a communicative test is to be valid and reliable, it nonetheless needs to be well constructed. In 

addition to validity, some of the features of a ‘good’ test (see Hughes, 2003) are defined as tests being reliable 

and at an ‘acceptable’ level of difficulty.

Test difficulty needs to be considered from two perspectives. One, that it matches the ability level of the in-

tended target group; but two, that it is sufficiently discriminating to permit the exam body (or teacher etc.) to 

be able to confidently make decisions about the extent to which test takers have met the language competen-

cies required for the particular level, the pass mark and the grade they should be awarded.

Statistical Analysis
In the current study – to gauge test fitness for purpose, and to link two different tests to a common scale – two 

types of statistical analysis have been performed. The first of these involves classical test statistics, reporting 

test mean and test reliability. The second involves the use of Rasch measurement which serves the purpose of 

calibrating the two tests together.

Detail on classical test statistics can be found in the Glossary of statistical terms and techniques. In terms of 

test reliability – where levels of reliability are associated with test length (Ebel, 1965) – expected reliability 

with a 40-item test is in the region of 0.67.

An overview of the methodology surrounding Rasch is also provided in the Glossary, along with an outline of 

the infit and outfit mean square statistics which are key to the interpretation of Rasch results in the context 

of data ‘fit’.

In the current Classical Greek study, the tests developed for A1 and A2 needed to be linked to one another, so 

that items could be placed on a common scale. The two tests have therefore been linked via a set of common 

items (the cloze passage in Part 3) (Bond, Yan and Heene, 2020).

To adequately validate a test (or tests) nonetheless requires some form of external triangulation or confirma-

tion beyond the test. To this end, the single scale produced through Rasch measurement in the current project 

has been validated by a number of test takers who completed a set of Can-do statements (see Appendix 2) 

ranging from Pre-A1 to B1+ levels. These self-assessments were then regressed against test scores, providing 

evidence for the validity of the test constructs through the test takers’ judgements of their own abilities. De-

tail on the Can-do statements and the validation procedure is reported below.
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Data and Analysis
As mentioned, two tests of 40 items were constructed with a 10-item MC cloze passage common to both tests. 

One test, at intended A1 level, and another, at intended A2 level, were administered in spring 2021. It had 

been hoped that about 150 subjects from a variety of first language backgrounds would take each pilot test. 

Due to Covid-19 pandemic restrictions, however, sample sizes were consequently smaller, with most subjects 

being first language speakers of modern Greek. Sample sizes were, however, large enough for statistical anal-

yses to be performed.

Classical Test Statistics
This section briefly describes key classical test statistics.

Table 1 first presents test means and reliabilities.

Table 1: Test means and reliabilities

A1 A2

Test takers 74 89

Mean 28.9 (72%) 30.3 (76%)

Standard deviation 4.4 (11.0%) 6.2 (15.5%)

Reliability 0.72 0.88

For 40 items, both test means were in the desirable range – in the 70 percent range. This suggests that the 

tests broadly fit the target population, and that most test takers finished the test and had given it their best 

shot. Test reliability for both tests was above 0.67 indicating that the tests may be assumed to have been well 

constructed. The spread of ability (indicated by the standard deviation) was narrower in the A1 cohort of test 

takers.

Table 2 now presents the picture of means in each of the four subtests. Each subtest comprised 10 items, with 

Part 3 the common section in both tests. 

Table 2. Subtest means (Max=10 on each subtest)

Part A1 A2 Subtest type Note 

1 94% 86% Matching words to pictures

2 82% 81% True/False statements with visuals

3 59% 76% Multiple-choice cloze passage Common section

4 47% 60% Multiple matching gapped text

O’all mean 72% 76%
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As had been intended, a cline of difficulty emerged, with subtests increasing in difficulty from one subtest to 

the next. Part 1, Matching words to pictures emerged as very easy, with means close to or above 90%. Part 2, 

True/False statements with visuals emerged as comparatively easy, with means in the 80% range. Part 3, the 

Multiple-choice (MC) Cloze passage common to both tests emerged with a mean of 59% for the A1 cohort 

and 76% for the A2 cohort – an indication that the two groups were of differing ability. Part 4, the Multiple 

matching gapped text exercise, emerged as the most difficult. The cline of difficulty may also be seen as a re-

flection of intended functional demands. Part 1 involved vocabulary and items were discrete. Part 4 required 

that test takers operate at the more complex text level – constructing a text by matching the two lists of ten 

possibilities.

Raw scores are a baseline indication of how ‘good’ a test may be deemed. If comparisons are to be made across 

tests, however, or if tests are to be calibrated together, Rasch measurement needs to be employed, and it is to 

this statistic that the discussion now turns.

Rasch Measurement
In interpreting Rasch, the key statistic involves the ‘fit’ of the data in terms of how well obtained values match 

expected values (Bond et al., 2020). A perfect fit of 1.0 indicates that obtained mean square values match 

expected values one hundred percent [Note 2]. Acceptable ranges of tolerance for fit range from 0.5 through 

1.0 to 1.5 (Lunz and Stahl, 1990). The outcomes from the Rasch analysis confirm, from a different perspective, 

the classical test statistics results that have been presented above. Both sets of analyses underscore and add 

to an appreciation of the baseline robustness of the two tests.

To provide an overview of the Rasch measurement technique, the vertical ruler (the ‘facet map’) produced 

in the Rasch output is presented below. The facet map is a visual representation of where the facets of test 

takers and items are located on the Rasch scale. Figure 2 below presents the map for tests A1 and A2 as seen 

when calibrated together. The results for the A1 test takers and items appear to the left-hand side of the Fig-

ure, while the A2 test takers and items appear to the right-hand side. Test takers are represented as asterisks 

or crosses, and items are represented by the item numbers.

The map should be interpreted as follows. For each test, the top left-hand side of the map indicates more able 

test takers; in a similar manner, the top right-hand side represents more difficult items. Conversely, less able 

test takers appear to the bottom left-hand side of the map, and easier items to the bottom right-hand side. 

The green rectangles indicate the test taker midpoints, while the red ovals indicate the item midpoints.

To ease interpretation, Rasch measures (‘logits’) in the study have been rescaled to a mean of 50 with a stan-

dard deviation of 10.
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Figure 2: Facet map
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As can be seen from Figure 2, the midpoint for the A1 items is 50, whereas the midpoint for the A2 items is 

62. This indicates one logit of difference (10 points) between the items; the A2 items, as had been intended, 

have emerged as more demanding. Turning to test takers, the A1 test takers have a mean of 67, while the A2 

test takers have a mean of 78. This clearly indicates that the A2 test takers are more able than the A1 cohort, 

again by one logit, or 10 points.

The bottom line has thus been satisfied in two respects: a) the test items differentiate between tests; and b) 

test taker cohorts may be seen to be of increasing ability. The item / test taker match, however, is less than 

optimal.

Test takers are in a comparatively narrow range. Ignoring outliers, the A1 test takers are in a three-logit range 

from 50 to 80; the A2 cohort show a rather wider range from 60 to 105, a 4.5 logit range. While the A1 items 

cover a wide difficulty range, many items – as can be seen from the map – are below 50, the bottom end of test 

taker ability. These items are too easy since they do not match with any test taker abilities, and consequently 

return no useful assessment ‘information’ on test takers. In future live tests, an attempt will be made to ad-

dress this situation: the number of very easy items will be reduced, with a view to working towards a closer 

test taker ability / item difficulty match.

A similar, although less exacerbated, situation exists with the A2 test, where there is still a number of very 

easy items towards the bottom right-hand end of the map. Similar attention will be paid in order to redress 

the imbalance in this test.

Triangulating Test Results
As mentioned, test takers who took the two tests were subsequently approached – by email, following their 

consent to be contacted – and asked to complete a survey. This consisted of a series of Self-assessment Can-do 

statements, adapted from CEFR material for other languages. The use of instruments such as Can-do state-

ments in self-assessment has been validated in a number of studies (see Zhao and Coniam, Chapter 9 this 

volume). In the current study, there were 16 items, with intended difficulty levels ranging from low A1 (at the 

left-hand end of the figure) to high A2/low B1 (at the right-hand end of the figure) – see Appendix 2. Respon-

dents were asked to rate themselves for each item on a six-point scale (‘6’ being high) in order to demonstrate 

whether they felt they could master the requisite skill.

The survey was completed by only a small number of test takers (12 for A1; 15 for A2), so results may only be 

seen as indicative. Figure 3 presents the results of regressing the different Can-do statements against test 

scores. In Figure 3, the blue diamonds are the responses of the A1 group, the red squares those of the A2 

group, and the green triangles those of the combined groups. R2 indicates the amount of variance accounted 

for by the regression.
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Figure 3. Self-assessment Can-do statements regressed against test score

Key: Linear = Regression line of best fit

Figure 3 illustrates a clear match between test takers’ perceived abilities in reading and usage in Classical 

Greek, and their actual scores on the relevant test. The R2 values to the bottom right of the regression line in-

dicate a close fit between perceived abilities and test scores. Despite the small sample sizes, Figure 3 provides 

additional external validity evidence for the communicative traits underpinning the two tests.

Conclusion
This chapter is a sequel to that introduced in Poupounaki-Lappa et al. (2021) which described the development 

of a communicative test of Reading and Language Use of Classical Greek calibrated to the CEFR at levels A1 

and A2. Both A1 and A2 level tests comprised four parts, with the four parts designed to produce a cline of 

difficulty, progressing from vocabulary recognition at the lowest level through to text-based exercises in the 

later part of the tests. For calibration purposes, one part (the MC cloze passage) was common to both tests.

In addition to reporting on the further development, administration and analysis of the two tests and the ro-

bustness of their validity and reliability, the chapter has described an important feature of test development: 

the calibration, separately and then together, of the two tests of Reading and Language Use produced for 

levels A1 and A2.

The first part – matching words to pictures – emerged as very easy, possibly too easy, on both tests. The sec-

ond part – matching True/False statements to visuals was also comparatively easy. The third part, common to 

both tests, was a cloze passage requiring test takers to make lexical / grammatical / syntactic contextual fits. 

The fourth and final part, which proved to be the most demanding, was a multiple-matching gapped text exer-

cise, which required test takers to make sense of a whole text.
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The tests were administered to comparatively small cohorts of test takers who had been estimated by their 

teachers to be at the approximate level for whichever level of test that they took. Subsequent to taking the 

test, test takers were approached and asked to complete a self-assessment of CEFR-linked Can-do statements 

reflecting abilities from pre-A1 to B1+ level.

As a baseline, based on classical test statistics, both tests were reliable; and means scores were acceptable 

overall – even if some parts of the test were very easy. As a result, difficulty levels of some parts will need to 

be reconsidered. The cloze passage common to both tests indicated that the two cohorts were different and 

that the tests could be linked. Linking together was then achieved via the use of Rasch measurement, where 

fit statistics were good and the two tests were successfully calibrated and linked together on a common scale.

The regressing against test scores of test takers’ self-assessments on the Can-do statements enabled a degree 

of triangulation to be conducted, providing an external validation of the fit of the test to the target popula-

tion. While the A2 test was seen to be pitched at a higher level to the A1 test, test results suggest that the 

difference between the two tests needs to be extended when future tests are produced.

In addition to presenting the development and analysis of the trialling of the two tests, the main focus in the 

current chapter has centred around calibrating two tests of Classical Greek to each other and to the CEFR, an 

important issue in effective test development. Looking beyond the study’s immediate Classical Greek focus, 

however, it is hoped that the methodologies outlined may also be considered useful from a more general 

perspective, and may interest educators and teachers of other classical languages who wish to consider de-

veloping good tests. Such a ‘more general’ assessment perspective may involve the construction of different 

tests which need to be linked to other tests – possibly via a common scale of ability – or simply that of different 

tests being analysed together so that direct comparisons may be made between different test taker cohorts, 

for example.

Limitations
Two limitations alluded to in the study will now be discussed, with both linked to the Covid pandemic and 

restrictions imposed on the administrators and test takers just as the piloting of the two tests was scheduled.

The first limitation related to sample size, which had been projected to be in the region of 150 or so for each 

test. Ultimately, a sample of only approximately half that number was achieved. The second limitation was 

mother tongue, with the sample originally projected as having an international perspective, comprising sub-

jects with a range of mother tongues. Again, as a result of the Covid lockdown, this was not achieved, and the 

mother tongue of over 90% of test takers was modern Greek, with the test takers based in Greece.

The A1 and A2 tests have now gone live. As data becomes available with the administration of the live tests, it 

is anticipated that the analysis conducted in the current study will be revisited. Further, given that the Classi-

cal Greek Reading and Language Use test may be taken from anywhere worldwide via LanguageCert’s Online 

Proctoring facility (https://www.languagecert.org/en/welcome), the sample will be further adapted to an in-
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ternational audience as more test takers take the test over time. By this means, further data analysis will be 

conducted to see whether the findings of the original study are replicated and made more generalisable.

Notes
1. The Council of Europe’s Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) has played a decisive role in 

the teaching and setting standard for initially European languages. The CEFR organises language proficiency 

in six levels, A1 to C2. These can be regrouped into three broad levels: Basic User, Independent User and Pro-

ficient User, with levels defined through ‘can-do’ descriptors. See https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-euro-

pean-framework-reference-languages/illustrations-of-levels.

2. The mean square of a set of values is the mean of the squared differences between the mean and the val-

ues from which the mean is calculated. The reason for the squaring in the calculation is due to the fact that 

the sum of the actual differences between the mean and the values from which the mean is calculated would 

always be zero.
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Appendix 1: Assessment Construct Samples in Classi-
cal Greek A1 and A2 Reading and Language Use Tests

Reading subskills

• understand very short simple narratives and descriptions

• recognise the purposes of short texts where the purpose and intended audience is clear

• understand viewpoints if made clearly and simply

Vocabulary range features

• understand very familiar words and phrases in simple short text

• understand isolated words, short simple phrases and grammatical structures that link clauses and 

help identify time reference

Text structure subskills

• understand the organisational, lexical and grammatical features of short simple texts

• recognise different purposes of simple texts

Grammatical and syntactic features

• alphabet

• syllables – accentuation

• parts of speech / syntax

• verb forms

• nouns

• pronouns

• prepositions

• articles

• adjectives

• infinitives

• participles

Topics

• Personal identification

• House and home, environment

• Daily life

• Free time, entertainment

• Activities

• Relations with other people

• Health and bodycare

• Food and drink

• Places

• Weather
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Appendix 2: Self-assessment Can-do Statements for 
CEFR levels Pre-A1 to B1+ for Reading and Language 
Use in Classical Greek

Adapted Can-do Statements CEFR Level

I can recognise and read familiar words. Pre-A1

I can pronounce the sounds and the stress on simple, familiar words and phrases. Pre-A1

I can understand simple sentences, if I read them slowly, several times. Low A1

I can match words and sentences with pictures. Low A1

I can understand simple information if there is visual support. Mid A1

I can read simple short texts and understand familiar words and phrases. Mid A1

I can read short simple texts and understand simple information. High A1/low A2

I can read short sentences with familiar and unknown words. High A1/low A2

I can understand the main points and locate specific information in short simple texts 

on familiar matters.

Mid A2

I can use simple language to provide an approximate translation of short texts on famil-

iar topics that contain high frequency words.

Mid A2

I can adapt well-rehearsed memorised simple phrases changing a few words to express 

basic needs. 

High A2

I can work out the probable meaning of unknown words from the context. High A2

I can locate and understand details in narratives, descriptions, and informative texts on 

familiar topics.

B1

I can understand the purpose of different texts. B1

I can understand a wide range of longer texts on various topics. B1+

I can get information from different parts of a text, or from different texts in order to 

fulfil a specific task.

B1+



Glossary of Statistical  
Techniques Used in the  
Volume

Peter Falvey

Much of this section is adapted from Coniam and Falvey (2018: 125-156). Its purpose is to provide an overview 

of the statistical terms and methods used throughout the volume. The chapter is designed to assist the reader 

who, otherwise, would encounter a large amount of duplicate explanation throughout the following thirteen 

chapters, all of which use a variety of statistical analytical tools as part of their research methodology.

Statistical Tools Used in the Analyses
This glossary describes the use made of Classical Test Statistics, Rasch measurement, Rasch models and quan-

titative and qualitative data analysis. It also discusses the concept of Frame of Reference.

Certain studies described in this book use Classical Test Theory (CTT) to analyse data – specifically survey data. 

While the use of CTT enables statistical significance to be examined, there are inherent weaknesses with CTT 

statistics. First, analytical techniques in CTT require linear, interval scale data input (Wright, 1997). Raw data 

collected through Likert-type scales, however, are usually ordinal since the categories of Likert-type scales 

indicate only ordering without any proportional levels of meaning. Applying conventional analysis on ordinal 

raw data can therefore lead to potentially misleading results (Bond and Fox, 2007; Wright, 1997). Second, CTT 

uses total score to indicate respondent ability levels. This results in person ability estimates being item-de-

pendent; i.e., although person abilities may be the same, person ability estimates are high when items are easy 

but low when items are difficult. Similarly, item difficulty estimates are similarly sample-dependent; i.e., even 

though item difficulties themselves are invariant, item difficulty estimates appear high when respondents’ 

competence is low but low when respondents’ competence is high.

Classical Test Theory (CTT) – often called the “true score model” – assumes that every test taker has a true 

score on an item if it is possible to measure that score directly without error. CTT analyses assume, therefore, 

that a test taker’s test score is comprised of a test taker’s “true” score plus a degree of measurement error.
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An overview of the CTT statistics used in the current set of studies will be briefly presented below. These can 

be grouped broadly into Descriptive Statistics (statistics that simply describe the group that a set of persons 

or objects belong to) and Inferential Statistics (statistics that may be used to draw conclusions about a group 

of persons or objects).

Descriptive statistics used in the studies are the mean (the arithmetical average), the standard deviation (the 

measure of variability in the dataset), and the variance (the average of the squared differences from the mean; 

the standard deviation squared, in effect.).

Inferential tests may be conceived of as either parametric or non-parametric. Parametric data has an underly-

ing normal distribution – which allows for greater conclusions to be drawn since the shape can be described in 

a more mathematical manner. Other types of data are all non-parametric.

Parametric and Non-Parametric Tests

Parametric Tests

Parametric inferential statistical tests used in the case study have been the t-test, ANOVA and Pearson correla-

tions. These will now be briefly described.

The T-Test

The t-test is used to compare two population means, with a view to determining if there is a significant differ-

ence between the means. There are two types of t-tests, unpaired t-tests (where the samples are independent 

of one another) and paired t-tests (where the samples are related to each other). A t-test is commonly used 

when the variances of two normal distributions are unknown and when an experiment uses a small sample size 

(a sample size of 30 subjects is used in the studies as being the threshold for conducting statistical analysis 

[Ramsey, 1980]).

Equivalence Independent Samples T-Test

The equivalence independent samples t-test permit users to test the null hypothesis that the population means 

of two independent groups fall inside a user-defined interval, i.e., the equivalence region. The procedure of 

using two-one-sided tests (TOST) permits significance to be observed via specified upper and lower bounds, 

as opposed to standard t-tests which report a single t score (see Lakens, 2017). The upper and lower bounds 

represent the extent of variation of t values regarding the two populations of the two samples being tested. 

If the t value of the equivalence test is within the estimated range, the two populations may be deemed to be 

equivalent.
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ANOVA (Analysis of Variance)

ANOVA is used to compare differences of means among more than two groups. This is achieved by looking at 

variation in the data and computing where in the data that variation occurs (giving rise to the name ‘ANOVA’). 

Specifically, ANOVA compares the amount of variation between groups against the amount of variation within 

groups.

The Pearson Product-Moment Correlation (PPM)

The Pearson correlation is an estimate of the degree of the relationship between two variables. The scale runs 

from -1 through 0 to +1, where +1 shows a total positive correlation, 0 indicates no correlation, and -1 shows 

a total negative correlation.

The inter-rater correlation is one application of the PPM, indicating the measure of agreement between rat-

ers of scale-based assessment. Interpretations of correlation magnitude differ. Friedrich (1999), for example, 

suggests that a correlation of 0.5 indicates a “moderate to strong tendency”. Hatch and Lazaraton (1991, p. 

441) suggest that a “strong” correlation, as regards inter-rater reliability, should be taken as 0.8. Following the 

example of Friedrich (1999) and Hatch and Lazaraton (1991), a correlation of 0.5 has been adopted in these 

studies to indicate a moderate correlation, one between 0.5 to 0.8 as moderate to strong, and a correlation 

above 0.8 as strong.

McDonald’s Omega

McDonald’s, or coefficient, omega is based on the estimated association between a unidimensional under-

lying or latent variable: within the context of a one-factor confirmatory factor model, and a group of assess-

ment results of a sample of candidates. Unlike Cronbach’s alpha, omega can be used to estimate reliability 

in situations where tests are not are not unidimensional and are not within the same frame of reference of 

measurement, (that is, they are not necessarily measuring the same latent trait) and where test items are not 

tau-equivalent (i.e., all items having equal covariance with the true score). The implementation of coefficient 

omega with a Bayesian perspective extrapolates the probability of the estimated reliability coefficient regard-

ing its stability in the future.

Non-Parametric Tests

The non-parametric inferential statistical test used in the case study has been the Chi-squared test.
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The Chi-Squared Test

The Chi-squared test is used with nominal data (where the data fall into ‘categories’; for example, male/fe-

male, or Likert scales in the current studies). The Chi-squared tests compare the counts of responses between 

two or more independent groups, and determine whether there is a significant difference between expected 

and observed frequencies in one or more category.

Kappa

Cohen’s Kappa is a statistical measure for examining the agreement between two rated categories. It aids in 

determining the implementation of a given coding system.

Kappa helps to assess levels of agreement between two variables. According to Landis and Koch (1977), a lev-

el of 0.21 – 0.40 for kappa indicates ‘fair agreement’, 0.41 – 0.6 ‘moderate agreement’, 0.61 – 0.8 ‘substantial 

agreement’, and 0.8 or better ‘strong’ agreement.

Significance

All the statistical tests described above – both parametric and non-parametric – provide a figure regarding the 

level of significance (the p-value) which emerged on the test. The p-value is the probability of the result oc-

curring by chance or by random error. The lower the p-value, the lower is the probability that the event being 

measured can be explained by chance. A p value lower than 5% (p<0.05) is generally accepted as the threshold 

of statistical significance, although in many cases the 1% level (p<0.01) indicates a stronger case for arguing 

for significance (see Whitehead, 1986, p. 59). A p-value > 0.05 therefore suggests no significant difference 

between the means of the populations in the sample, indicating that the experimental hypothesis should be 

rejected. Over the past few decades there have been a number of controversies about the use/over-use of 

significance in data analysis. A useful overview is provided in Glaser (1999, p. 291-296).

Test and Test Item Statistics

Facility Index

The range for an item with acceptable facility is taken as being in the range of 0.3 to 0.8. (see Falvey et al., 

1994, p. 119ff)
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Discrimination Index

An item discrimination (the point biserial correlation) of above 0.3 is considered ‘good’. A discrimination of 0.2 

to 0.3 is considered ‘workable’ while a discrimination of below 0.2 is considered unacceptable. (See Falvey et 

al, 1994, p. 126ff)

Test Reliability

Cronbach’s alpha is a test reliability statistic which is generally the starting point for determining a test’s 

worth, with the desirable level (for longer tests, i.e., 80 or more items) usually taken as 0.8 (see Ebel, 1965, p. 

337). With shorter tests, lower reliability figures are cited; Ebel (1965, p. 337), for example, states 0.6 for 30 

items.

Test Mean

An ideal mean for a ‘final achievement’ test (Hughes, 2003, p. 13) should be in the region of 0.5. Such a mean 

suggests – as Gronlund (1985) comments – that the test is generally appropriate to the level of a ‘typical’ or 

‘average’ student in the class or group. A low mean can suggest that the test is too difficult, with a high mean 

suggesting that it is too easy (Zimmerman et al., 1990). A mean in the region of 0.5 in general indicates that 

most students managed to finish the test; i.e., that they did their best, and did not simply guess. Further, a 

mean of 0.5-0.6 indicates that student scores are spread out, and maximises a test’s discriminating power 

(Gronlund, 1985, p. 103).

Standard Error of Measurement

The standard error of measurement (SEM) indicates the extent to which test scores match ‘true’ scores be-

cause all tests will contain a degree of error. As a general rule, an SEM below 10% might be considered desir-

able. On the controversial Massachusetts Teacher Tests quite a large SEM (17%) was reported – see Haney et 

al., (1999) for a discussion of the problems associated with the administration of the Massachusetts Teacher 

Tests – which may be why opponents of the test felt that its reliability was questionable.

Effect Size

While statistical differences are discussed in terms of statistical significance, standard deviation units (SDUs) 

are also provided in certain instances so that the size of the differences between the two groups may be ap-

preciated. Following Cohen (1988, p. 477-478), an SDU of 0.2 indicates a small effect, 0.5 a medium effect and 

0.8 a large effect.
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The Rasch Model and Many-Facet Rasch Analysis

In contrast to CTT, the use of the Rasch model enables different facets (e.g., person ability and item difficulty) 

to be modelled together. First, in the standard Rasch model, the aim is to obtain a unified and interval metric 

for measurement. The Rasch model converts ordinal raw data into interval measures which have a constant 

interval meaning and provide objective and linear measurement from ordered category responses (Linacre, 

2006). This is not unlike measuring length using a ruler, with the units of measurement in Rasch analysis (re-

ferred to as ‘logits’) evenly spaced along the ruler. Second, once a common metric is established for measuring 

different phenomena (test takers and test items being the most obvious), person ability estimates are inde-

pendent from the items used, with item difficulty estimates being independent from the sample recruited 

because the estimates are calibrated against a common metric rather than against a single test situation (for 

person ability estimates) or a particular sample of test takers (for item difficulty estimates). Third, Rasch anal-

ysis prevails over CTT by calibrating persons and items onto a single unidimensional latent trait scale – also 

known as the one-parameter IRT (Item Response Theory) model, (Bond and Fox, 2007; Wright, 1992). Latent 

Trait Analysis (LTA), a form of latent structure analysis (Lazarsfeld and Henry, 1968), is used for the analysis 

of categorical data. Person measures and item difficulties are placed on an ordered trait continuum by which 

direct comparisons between person measures and item difficulties can be easily conducted. Consequently, 

results can be interpreted with a more general meaning. Further, as the Rasch model provides a great deal of 

information about each item in a scale, its use enables the researcher to better evaluate individual items and 

how these items function in a scale (Törmäkangas, 2011).

The Rasch model has been widely applied in educational research, especially in the field of large-scale assess-

ment (Schulz and Fraillon, 2011; Wendt et al., 2011). It helps to provide better assessments of performance, 

enhances the quality of measurement instruments, and provides a clearer understanding of the nature of the 

latent trait (Bos et al., 2011).

Model Fit

All measurements have expected outcomes: the measurement of a straight line requires, for example, that 

the object being measured has straight line edges. The one-parameter Rasch model, as a measurement model, 

expects assessment elements (persons and items) to conform to certain assessment properties in the model. 

Against this backdrop, the extent to which the assessment properties are adhered to by the assessment el-

ements illustrate the concept of ‘model fit’ and how this is articulated through what might be termed broad 

and more focused criteria.

Broad criteria are the Point Measure correlation, and Infit and Outfit mean square statistics (i.e., estimates of 

population variance, or standard error). A more focused criterion involves Standardised Infit and Outfit (i.e., 

Z-score) statistics. These statistics are outlined briefly below.
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Point Measure Correlation

The point measure correlation (PTME) in the Rasch model is comparable to the conventional point biserial 

correlation. Negative PTME values indicate a lack of model fit.

Infit

A key statistic in the interpretation of Rasch results is that of data ‘fit’, which relates to how well obtained 

values match expected values (Bond et al., 2020). Broad criteria in assessing model fit are the Infit and Outfit 

mean square statistics (i.e., estimates of population variance, or standard error).

Infit is generally seen as the ‘big picture’ in that it scrutinises the internal structure of an item. High infit values 

indicate rather scattered information within an item, providing a confused picture about the placement of the 

item. Outfit gives a picture of ‘outliers’ – responses from items which appear to be out of line with where an 

item would expect to be located.

For both infit and outfit, a perfect fit of 1.0 indicates that obtained values match expected values 100%. While 

acceptable ranges of tolerance for fit vary, acceptable ranges are generally taken as from 0.5 for the lower 

limit to 1.5 for the upper limit (Lunz and Stahl, 1990). 1.5 to 2.0 is considered just about acceptable, with fig-

ures beyond 2.0 unacceptable.

Outfit

Outfit gives a picture of ‘outliers’, that is responses from persons or items that appear to be considerably out 

of line with where a person or item would expect to be placed. High outfit mean square values would flag an 

item or person as being out of line with the rest in the pool – hence an ‘outlier’.

Standardised Z-Scores

The standardised Z-score for infit and outfit is a more refined model fit criterion, and an extension of the in-

terpretation of mean square values. This is a t-test exploring how well the data fit the model; figures above 2.0 

indicate distortion in the measurement system (Linacre, 2006).

Overall Data-model Fit

Overall data-model fit in Rasch can be assessed by examining the responses that are unexpected given the 

assumptions of the model. According to Linacre (2006), satisfactory model fit is indicated when about 5% or 

less of (absolute) standardised residuals are equal or greater than 2, and about 1% or less of (absolute) stan-

dardised residuals are equal to or greater than 3.
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Frame of Reference (FOR)

To put Rasch measurement further into perspective, it is also important to understand the concept of the 

frame of reference (FOR) for measurement, and the parameters under which different tests may operate. 

Humphry (2006) defines a frame of reference as “compris[ing] a class of persons responding to a class of items 

in a well-defined assessment context.” The relevance of this in the current context is that each test has, in 

Rasch terms, its own “internal logic” (Goodman, 1990). This internal logic refers to the starting point for Rasch 

measurement models: the basis for Rasch measurement is the total score of the test, computed from a par-

ticular set of items, from which the measurement based on the theoretical probability of the particular test 

is extrapolated (Goodman, 1990). The theoretical probability estimated from a particular test is independent 

of the test (items, persons and any other relevant facets) but not separated from it. The theoretical measure-

ment estimated is, therefore, an objective measurement albeit specific to the test measured. Rasch calls this 

“specific objectivity”, and occurs, for example, when we measure a rectangle and a circle with the metric. The 

two objects may be equal in reference to the metric system (the theoretical and objective measurement) yet 

different in reference to one being the measurement of four straight lines and the other that of a circumfer-

ence. Thus, the Rasch measurement of a test has to be interpreted within a particular FOR.

Many-Facet Rasch Analysis (MFRA) and Data Analysis

MFRA refers to a class of measurement models that extend the basic Rasch model by incorporating more 

variables (or facets) than the two that are typically included in a test (i.e., test takers and items). These other 

variables (or facets) may be markers, scoring criteria, or tasks.

Bayesian Statistics

Bayesian statistical methods describe the conditional probability of an event based on data as well as prior 

information or beliefs about the event, with probabilities computed and updated after obtaining new data – 

see Andraszewicz et al. (2015).

Since Bayesian statistics treat probability as a degree of belief, permitting inferences about future events to 

be estimated in a positive way – rather than simply of failure to reject the alternative hypothesis, as in stan-

dard statistical testing.

In Bayesian statistics, the critical statistic is the Bayes Factor (BF) – the ratio of likelihood between the null and 

the alternative hypothesis. Jeffreys (1961) proposes cutoff levels for interpreting the strength of Bayes Fac-

tors, recommending cutoff levels ranging from 1 (no evidence for the alternative hypothesis) to 10-30 (strong 

evidence), to 30-100 (very strong evidence), to > 100 (extreme evidence for the alternative hypothesis).

The credible interval is the Bayesian statistics version of the standard (“frequentist”) statistics confidence 

interval. The credible interval represents the spectrum in which a specified percentage, e.g., 95%, of cases 
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would fall. It has a direct interpretation as “the probability that ρ is in the specified interval” (Hoekstra et al., 

2014).
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